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IN THIS WEEK'S ISSUE

Our INTERNATIONAL section this issue
has been expanded...to bring our readers a
full report on the story behind the "Zaire
crisis" that is dominating the headlines ...but
remains clouded by a seemingly endless
barrage of lies and distortions...Included in
our report is the European moves toward a
"Grand Design" of development and detente
that the Africa blowup is designed to side-·
track...the real story of what went on last
week in Africa...and in Paris and Brus
sels...plus a hard look at the pitched battle be
tween, on the one side. the development
oriented faction in the V.S. White House,
typified by UN Ambassador Andrew Young's
statements last week... which we've reprinted
at length here...versus the lunatic "confront
the Soviets" tack advocated by Henry
Kissinger and National Security Advisor
Brzezinski...So far has this infighting gone,
that Carter has reportedly called Brzezinski
on the carpet for suppressing CIA reports that
the Cubans weren't involved...an exclusive
story you'll read nowhere else...

*

*

*

nificance and results of Mexican President
Lopez Portillo's trip to the Soviet Union. .and
on how the Soviets' Brezhnev invited Mexico
into the development geometry defined by the
historic 25-year Soviet-West German
economic pact...While most of the U.S. press .
told you nothing about the Lopez Portillo.

Brezhnev summit...we've traced out the oil
and technology deals. excerpted the
important speeches. and pointed out the
relevant
background...all in
INTERNATIONAL...
*

*

Our SPECIAL REPORT situates another
aspect of the strategic picture being shaped
around the African crisis...in a tough
appraisal of the multifaceted game being
played with China. . "Will Peking Go to War
with Moscow?" . . .by the chairman of the V.S.
.

Labor Party, Lyndon H. LaRouche
... LaRouche looks at what Brzezinski and his
. British backers think they're getting from
China...and the rather' different 'perspective
of the far more sophisticated Chinese
leaders...
*

The continl£ed evolution of the "Grand
Design" is also covered in INTERNATIONAL
this week...with a full report on the sig-

*

*

*

Backing up LaRouche's analysis is a report
on Brzezinski's trip to Peking in �his week's

INTER
NATIONAL

U.S. REPORT

ECONOMICS

ENERGY

U.S. REPORT ... that also includes an
instructive comparison between the U.S.
National Security Advisor's ingratiating toast
to his Chinese hosts...and the Chinese leaders'
private evaluation of their· policy toward the
u.S.... Plus a n exclusive· interview with the
mysterious Fritz Kraemer...who describes
himself as "Kissinger's creator" ...and gives
his own revealing views on America's "China
turn" ...
*

*

*

From Mexico City, an eyewitness report on

the Intemational Monetary Conference
there...at which U.S. Treasury Secretary
Blumenthal called for direct IMF oversight in

the advanced-sector economies .. under
threats of a new round of dollar-dumping and
forced inflation for Western Europe ...while
Henry Kissinger demanded a tougher line
against the Soviets...In ECONOMICS, the full
story, ... with portions of Blumenthal's
speech...a shockingly -:-evealing explanation
of its actual political CJntent from another Ad
ministration official...an exclusive interview
with Citicorp's WrUer Wriston ..and much
more...Also in E( ONOMICS: the ominous
significance of Cawada's new Bank Act...and
the reality behind the "raw materials bubble"
mytb.�:;..
.

.

__ .

Supertraditionalist religious extremists and
radical Maoist students have combined
against the Shah of Iran ... COUNTER

INTELLIGENCE this issue tells why. and
traces the "right" and "left" foes of the
Shah's nuclear development and Mideast
peace initiatives to the networks linked to
Israeli intelligence and Senators Jacob Javits
and Edward Kennedy...plus a report on some
of the most significant recent developments in
Iran's efforts to bring its economy and its
population into the modern world...

COUNTER
INTELLIGENCE

..

*

*

*

Other hi.hlipts in this

issue

include:

exclusive evidence that some in the
Republic.. Party see a program of growth
and pros)lerity, not Kissinger's confrontation,
as the way to take effective leadership...
speeches �y Nelson Rockefeller, Phil Crane,

and John Conaally, in ENERGY...and in

THIRD WORLD, a profile of the man who is
slated to be Brazil's next leader...that cuts

through the "mystery man" mytb.. to show
the policies of deindustrialization and death
.

that he will mean for Brazil and possibly

much more of Latin America...
*

*

*
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INTERNA TIONAL

Zaire Rebellion
Came From Brussels

:,
""

Brzezinski suppresses CIA report showing no Cubans involved
The unfolding crisis in Zaire , although apparently
stabilized by French military intervention, em erged last
week as the vanguard of a general British-orchestrated
counterattack against the historic treaty signed earlier
this month in Bonn between the U S S R and West
Germany.
The partial success of the Zaire crisis in poisoning
international relations has not only cast a pall over the
crucial disarmament talks at the United Nations and the
potential for a U . S . -Soviet SALT accord, but has over
shadowed efforts by France and A m erica for the indus
trial development of the African continent .
According to the terms of the 25-year treaty signed
between the USSR and West Germany, j oint economic
development will becom e the cornerstone of a long-term
. political entente between East and West. French Pres
ident Giscard d'E staing, who played host this week to 2 1
African heads o f state including Zaire President Mobutu
Sese Seko, is attempting to expand the West German
USSR "Grand Design" (as one Gaullist magazine recent
ly called it) to include Africa.
The pawns activated by the City of London to manu
facture a potential superpower confrontation in Africa
include National Security Council chief Zbigniew Brze
zinski and his deputy David Aaron ; CIA Director Stans
field Turner ; Henry Kissinger ; NATO Supreme Com
mander Alexander Haig ; the Belgian government of

Included in this special, expanded INTERNATIONAL
report: .
-A chronology that shows how the Zaire crisis un
folded;
-A report on the Franco-African summit in Paris;
-An analysis of the open factional brawl inside the
Carter White House;
-Extensive excerpts from UN Ambassador Andrew
Young's recent statements on the development
solution for Africa;
-The exclusive story on the CIA report that
Brzezinski had to suppress;
-and a call from U.S. Labor Party chairman Lyndon
LaRouche to Leonid Brezhnev to clean out the
opponents of development inside the Soviet
leadership.

Leo Tindemans and Henri Simonet ; the E uropean
'
S econd Tnternational apparatus led by Willy Brandi ;
and, especially, the anti-industrial " Bukharinite" faction
in the Soviet Union itself.
E vidence compiled by this news service proves that
the invasion of southern Zaire ' s Shaba province by
former Katangan gendarmes and Lunda tribal rebels
was set into motion by Belgium and NATO . The invaders,
far from being a Soviet- or Cuban-backed force, were
trained and financed by the Belgian Societ6 Generale
and the old Union Miniere, the large Belgian mining con
glom erate controlled by the Belgian royal fam ily of King
Badouin which form erly ran copper production in Zaire.
D espite the fact that much of this evidence is publicly
available, neither the Soviet Union nor President Carter
and the State D epartment have denounced Belgium or
the City of London for the invasion .
Why not ?
The Soviet Problem

It is certain that Soviet intelligence is fully aware that
'
the invasion of Zaire and the subsequent crisis was
created by the Tindemans regi m e and NATO . Cuba n
President Fidel Castro has officially disclaimed any
responsibility for the invasion, and the Soviet press has
not supported the Shaba rebels . But, following the
French intervention , Izvestiya, Pra vda , and TASS each
condemned the French for "neocolonialism, " neglecting
entirely to mention the role of B elgiu!ll ! .
The responsibility for this gro s s Soviet omission, which
already threatens to undercut relations between Moscow
and Paris , is the tightly organized " l eft" Bukharinites in
the Soviet leadership who oppose President Brezhnev' s
opening t o the West in Bonn, and w h o a r e demanding a
"hard-line" (that is, adventurist) S oviet policy.in Africa,
the Middle East, and other parts of the Third World .
Politically, this Soviet faction is aligned with the left
Socialist International bloc of British intelligence, and
has historical links to the old British Fabian environment
in which the Com m unist movem ent developed. For
Brezhnev's policy of seeking an alliance with the West's
industrial faction , the so-called " m ilitary-industrial
complex , " the Bukharinites must be crushed.
On the American side, th e Ne w York Tim es, the
Washington Post, the Zionist Lobby, Henry Kissinger,
and their allies began a Big Lie campaign to blame the
Shaba revolt on Cuba, and to call for American inter-
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vention in Alrica. Although Carter did not crack under
the pressure, in part because the sudden French inter
vention eased the immediate crisis, not a single U.S .
political spokesman o r group outside o f the U.S. Labor
Party had the courage to challenge Kissinger' s crisis
mongering and pin the blame on Belgian royal
.neocolonialismt· I
. A-s a resUl of the- S i,Ue ' s-success, the· CI A and
National Security Council have intensified pressure on
Congress and the Administration to unleash American
troops and covert aid into Africa.

Franc;6..'s Role
The Giscard government played a critical stabilizing
role at the height of the African crisis. In the midst of an
overt effort by Gen. Haig and Tindemans to coordinate a
NATO military action into Africa - with ali NATO
defense ministers present in Brussels ! - the French
leadership met and secretly began an intervention to put
down the rebels in Shaba.
.
.
By that single action, the French prevented the rebel
lion in Shaba from spilling over into Angola and Zambia,
the possible overthrow of President Mobutu .. and a world
crisis over Africa.
Who initially protested the French action? The
rebellion's sponsors ! Tindemans and Simonet bitterly
criticized the French. Their allies in France, led by
Socialist Party Chairman Francois Mitterrand, attacked
the party of President Giscard. From Algeria, Willy
Brandt pronounced himself to be opposed to any and all
intervention into Africa, implicitly hitting the French.
The British press, led by the Daily Telegraph, accused

the French of neocolonialism. And at an EEC foreign
ministers meeting in Denmark� British Foreign
Secretary David Owen singlehandedly attacked France.
for not "consulting" its EEC and NATO partners before·
moving into Africa!
France's move had blown the Belgian-British con
spiracy.
Meanwhile, in Paris, Giscard and key African leaders
began to map out a plan for the rapid development of
Africa. In a series of speeches, reported below, French
and African statesmen reiterated that only through eco
nomic progress and development could dangerous tribal,
border, and regional conflicts in Africa be stabilized
. before they led to major flareups .
The focus o n African development was only one o f a
series of far-reaching proposals and plans that spanned
the globe in regard to development.
Mexican President Lopez Portillo initiated a large
scale Soviet-Mexican accord for petroleum and indus
trial development.In the Pacific, Japan proposed an im
mense $20 billion scheme for energy and steel develop
ment among Mexico, the United States, Canada, and
Japan. Hans Friederichs of West G ermany's Dresdner
Bank outlined a gigantic plan for Middle East industrial
ization based on nuclear energy, and a top West German
economics official toured the P ersian Gulf, including
Saudi Arabia, to discuss nuclear power plant construc
tion.King Khalid of Saudi Arabia, m eanWhile, prepared
for a state visit to France, and his No. 2 man, Prince
Fahd, will soon make a maj or visit to West Germany at
the head of a big industrial development delegation.
-Bob Dreyfuss

How The Zaire Crisis Unfolded
May 11-13: Exiles opposed to the government of Zaire

President Mobutu invaded the m ineral-rich southern
province of Shaba and immediately attacked the city of
Kolwezi, a mining center of 35,000. The exiles, primarily
members of the l..unda tribe (which lives in southern
Zaire, northwest Zambia, and eastern Angola) entered
Zaire from Angola via Zambia. (According to reports in
the Interna tional Herald Tribune, the rebels arrived in
civilian clothing. They had already stockpiled large
quantities of arms in and around Kolwezi. )
The rebels quickly occupied the airport and other
strategic points;"taking control of the city, with the goal
of blackmailing Mobutu by threatening the economic
backbone of Zaire. Minerals exports account for about
two-thirds of the foreign exchange earned by the weak
Zaire economy. About 2,700 highly skilled European tech
nicians and management personnel, necessary for the
functioning of the mining and mineral processing
industry, were living in Kolwezi.
May 14: Mobutu's initial reaction was to charge that the

invasion was a plot to topple his government backed by
Cuba, the Soviet Union, Algeria and Libya. Mobubu
appealed to all friendly countries, including the United

States, France, Morocco, Britain, and Belgium, for aid.
The rebels were reportedly holding E uropean hostages.
May 15: The initial reaction by the U.S. State Depart

ment was cautious , with spokesman Hodding Carter III
saying : "We are, as last year, concerned about the
territorial integrity of Zaire.... " The spokesman added
that the U.S.had not yet determined "a definite course of
action."
That evening, however, Henry Kissinger was on
national television demanding that President Carter
" draw the line" in dealings with the Soviet Union, citing
the Zaire invasion as an example of the Soviets
expanding their empire in Africa. This was accompanied
by a crescendo of articles and editorials in the press
raising the spector of Cuban and Soviet expansionism in
Africa, and asking what the West, and the U.S. in
particular, was going to do about it.
May If!.: The Washington Post editorially called for the

U.S. to intervene into the crisis caused by the invasion,
which the Post termed "a communist-supported attack."
"Just as the Administration seems more primed to
counter another communist-backed advance in Africa,

•
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however, so the public would also probably be �eadier to
go along. That is the difference a year's African
experience has made, " the Post concluded.
Later that day, units of the 82nd Airborne Division and
military airlift planes had their alert status raised,
ostensibly for the purpose of possibly evacuating 73
Americans who were living in Kolwezi.
May 17: In an unusual move, Cuban President Fidel

Castro met for the first time with Lyle Lane, the U . S .
representative i n Cuba, to emphasize to. �e u.s;· that
Cuba -had nofp lanned the desta bilization of Zaire, and
was not backing it. The Soviets and Angolans issued
similar denials, and the - governm ent of neighboring
Congo (Brazzaville) made contact with the governments
of both Zaire and Angola to keep channels open to ensure
that the destabilization would not lead to hostilities be
tween the two countries.
Jean-Marc Kalfleche, writing in the conservative
French daily, Le Figaro, ignored all the allegations of
Soviet and Cuban involvement in the destabilization, and
instead observed tha� the French had to do two things : 1 )
make a quick military intervention t o end the de
stabilization ; and 2) put pressure on Mobutu in order to
ensure Ii detente between Angola and Zaire, which he
saw as a necessary first step to arranging a longterm
regional peace.
May 18: For days , NATO General Alexander Haig was

coordinating an attempted EEC-wide intervention into
Zaire for purposes of getting the E uropeans out and
negotiating with the rebels . At the same time, National
Security Council chief Z. Brzezinski and CIA Director
Stansfield Turner were doing their utmost to fuel the
Soviet-imperialism-in-Africa hysteria in the U.S. In
Europe, Belgian Prime Minister Tindemans was trying
to get the Europeans to go along with his plan of
negotiating with the .::e bels by emphasizing the danger to
European civilians in Kolwezi. "Frenchmen are· being
hunted in Kolwezi, " raved Tindemans . On May 1 8 ,
however, French Prime Minister Barre responded to
Tindemans' ravings at a press conference, saying there
"was not reason to dramatize the evacuation of the
European popul ation . . . There is no hunt against French
citizens . . . . "
As the pressure on Carter to intervene
escalated, White House spokesman Jody Powell
ominously announced that the U . S . had "unimpeachable
evidence" that the Cubans had trained the rebel force.
While not disagreeing with this report, the State Depart
ment line at this time was that they had no evidence of
direct Cuban involvement in the destabilization.
May 19:

The French I n tervent i on
The French decision to Intervene m ilitary to end th�
destabilization was arrived at carefully. The French
knew that if Mobutu's situation·continued to deteriorate,
the pressure on Carter to intervene wou �d increa �e.
Giscard was well aware that !luch a U.S. interventIon
would plunge the U.S. and the Soviets into a confronta
tion over the issue of Africa, wrecking his efforts to pull

together a European-African development ax!s .
·
. The French decision was take n i ndependently of
NATO, the EEC, and �elgium at a meeting among
Giscard, his foreign and defense m inisters, and Chief of
Staff. According to sources in the French Defense
Ministry, the size of the invading force was being
exaggerated: it amounted to at most I,SOO people. The
sources did report hQwever that the reb.els had
, sophisticated weapons of Soviet manufacture. The
� 'Defense Ministr'f so�rces _e�-,�.has �z�� _�at the�_e.Br�e
sophistication of some of the weaponry eliminated the
Angolans, and hence the Cubans or Soviets as the
suppliers of these weapons . Some of the thousands of
Zaire exiles in Angola fought on the side of the MPLA
during the Angolan war, and were thus trained by the
Cubans. It is on this fact that the reports charging Cuban
involvement in the Zaire destabilization are based. The
Defense Ministry sources reported that their final
evaluation was that the rebels' weapons had been "laun
dered " by non-Soviet forces for the express purpose of
provoking a French-Soviet fight over Africa.
Despite attacks on the French intervention as
"imperialist, " etc . , in the Soviet press; the Frenc� hav�
shown restraint so as not to fall into the trap of an antl
Soviet posture. On May 22, after several days of Soviet
attacks of this nature, French Foreign Minister de
Guiringaud, while ordering the French ambassador to
Moscow to protest, noted that "we don't have any proof
that the Soviets and Cubans were involved in the
Katanga rebel affair. "

Bel g i a n s Attac k The F renc h In tervention
Belgian circles attempted t o sabotage the French in
tervention by announcing the French interv�n!ion
before the French troops aCiually arrived. It was during
the interval between the Belgian announcement May 1 9
and May 2 0 that most o f the E uropeans were massacred,
according to reports of refugees from Kolwezi . The
French had wanted to keep their intervention a secret in
order to prevent j ust such an atrocity. One hundred
thirty Europeans in addition to several hundred Africans
were murdered by the rebels, and �nother 60-70
E uropeans are unaccounted for.
The French moved troops and equipment to Kinshasa
(capital of Zaire) secretly on May 18, and then dropped
400 paratroop�rs at Kolwezi in two waves at 3: 10 PM and
5: 15· PM GMT on May 19. By the next morning the rebels
had been dislodged from the city. However, at 11: 00 AM
May 19 Belga, a Belgian press agency, began broad
·casting the fact that a French intervention was
imminent, signaling to t!le rebels that their blackmail
game was up . It was at that point that they began the
largescale murder of Europeans .
Belgian interest in general, and Union Miniere
(Belgian-based mining interests in Zaire) !n particular,
wanted to get rid of Mobutu according to numerous
accounts in the European press, since the beginning of
the destabilization. The French weekly magazine Le
Point and the Italian daily Corriere Della Serra report
that the Belgians wanted Mobutu out ; Le Point said that
t4e B�Jtian� .��nted a D1��rate " socialist" gove���nt.
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Corriere Della Serra of May 21, as well as a Le Monde
editorial of May 21 both assert that Belgium would be
happy with a "new Tshombe" leading an independent
Katanga.
Moise Tshombe was the vehicle for predominantly
Belgian and British financial interests who attempted to
separate Katanga (now Shaba) from the rest of the
Belgian Congo (later Zaire) at the time of independence
in the early 1960s.
Commenting on editorial support for the Shaba
secessionists such as.a May 19 Frankfurter Allgem eine
Zeitung editorial, a Zaire dipl�tnat in Europe
commented that this represented "the old conservatives
behind the Oppenheimers. " he added that the rebels
were telling the local population of their intention to
return the state-owned mines back to the Belgian-based
Union Miniere.
Belgians Angry A t French

The Belgian government was clearly hoping for pro
longed negotiations between the rebels and Mobutu as a
way of gaining political leverage on Mobutu, which could
serve on eventually pushing him out of office. Ma tin de
Paris reported on May 20 that Belgium has accused
France of going to war (British-connected press such as
Rupert Murdock's New York Post accused France of
invading Zaire) and of sabotaging the contact Belgium
had with the rebels through the R ed Cross (a notorious
cover for secret British intelligence operations ) . One
Belgian official expressed his dissatisfaction with the un
ceremonious end the French put to this scenario thus :
"It's another example of Giscard's Africa Corps." The
pseudo-liberation front cover for the rebel operation,

FNLC, charged in a May 22 press conference in Brussels
that the French alone had destroyed their plans, adding
that the FNLC plans of finding a reasonable partner in
the West (for their dismemberment plans) "has been de
ceived."

M o b u t u Attac ks Belgi u m
The first blast levelled by Mobutu against the Belgians
was published in the conservative Belgian daily Libre
Belgique on May 1 8 . Responding to an attack on Zaire by
Beliian Foreign Minister Henri Simonet, Mobutu said :
" Belgium should remain quiet as they are the ones to
offer protection to the FNLC, et al.," referring to large
anti-Mobutu lobby maintained in Belgium. Mobutu later
charged that the whole invasion was planned in Brussels,
according to the Berlin daily Tagespiegel. Tagespiegel
also reported that Simonet had to cancel an upcoming
trip to Africa after being criticized for wanting to gain
sympathy for Mobutu's opponents .
"I want to know if Simonet is both the Prime Minister
and the King, " said Mobutu, taking a jab at Foreign
Minister Simonet, who Mobutu charged with withholding
his request for armed assistance . "Anyway, I never
asked these Belgians anything because I know their
mentality . " Mobutu ordered Zaire diplomats not to have
any contact with Simonet, " even if it means a break in
diplomatic relations . "
The FNLC i s threatening to go back to Kolwezi a s soon.
as the French troops leave . Notwithstanding this, the
rebels and their backers have already accomplished
thier goal of sabotaging the economy, putting Mobutu in
a very precarious position.

Franco-African Summit Focuses On
Peace And Development
The leaders of 20 French-speaking African nations met
with French President Giscard D 'Estaing in Paris May'
22-23 to discuss a full range of topics in African security
and development, including the current French
stabil.
ization role in Zaire.
Not mincing any words, President Giscard set the tone
of the summit with a statement that "peace itself
becomes a first precondition for the progress of Africa."
At a press conference later, Giscard stressed: "We must
do everything so that the still fragile tissue of Africa not
be cruelly torn by the rivalries of the blocs . . . We must
reinforce the African tissue through development."
Although the full details of the meeting are not yet
public, it is clear that the discussions were, in part,
defined by the terms of the historic Brezhnev-Schmidt 25year economic development deal concluded earlier this
month. As the diplomats were gathering, the USSR-West
Germany accord was celebrated in the French industrial
press, which suggested that the accord - which France
could, but has yet to, join in - could be a vehicle for the
industrial development-based stabilization of Africa. The
4
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Gaullist magazine Perspectives editorially hailed the
deal as a "Grand Design whereby the Western world and
the East bloc would cooperate toward the industrial
ization of the Third World." A second article, in the
review published by a think tank associated with the
Paribas, warned that French industrialists must not
sloUih off the importance of the 25-year agreement, as
their participation is urgently required to meet the task
of Third World development.
In this context, French Prim e Minister Barre
introduced the debate on economic questions at the
summit by saying that : "We are in solidarity when what
is at stake is to establish on new bases the economic
relations between industrial i z e d countries and
, developing countries . . . . France ardantly hopes that the
North-South dialogue, which it initiated, will bring about
a j ust economic order . . . ..
The Sahel region, and its terrible drought problems,
was also a particular subj ect of emphasis at the summit ;
Giscard met with the leaders of Senegal, Mali, and
Mauritania on May 20 to discuss the question. At the
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summit. Giscard pledged $32 million beyond the $50
million alreadY pledged to develop the Senegal 'River and
dam.
It now remains to be seen if this excellent Franco
African beginning will be matched by the international
commitment to develop the Sahel. especially from the
Arab oil producing nations. which can generate the
billions in credit necessary to finish the job.
Input into the Summit's economic development debate
also came from West Germany itself. While the summit
was taking place. Dresdner Bank President Hails B .
Friedrich wrote a feature for the Siiddeutscbe o n the
convergent interests of Europe and the Arab world on
nuclear power. " in the long term. energy cooperation
with the Arab world will preeminently concern nuclear
energy. Our interests, the export of nuclear plants.
coincides with Arab interests to save the oil for chemical
processes and so forth. " Freiderich then pointed out the
need for increased integration of the Arab world - a
need stressed for Africa at the summit - so as to
facilitate development proj ects and dealings with
Europe as an entity. Note that France and West
Germany are now on line for the development of Egypt's
nuclear industry. On the African continent. West
Germany is building Nigeria's first nuclear reactor. an
event to be celebrated in an upcoming visit of Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt to that country."
�

'
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Gi scard : EurQpe a n �_Africa
Must Work Together
Below are excerpts of the opening remarks made by
French President Giscard d'Estaing to the summit
conference of French speaking African na tions in Paris
May 22:

In this difficult world. France wants to be a .pole of
stability at the same time as a source of animation,
initiatives and reinforcement of solidarity . . . Thought
, and action are in this respect intense in the present
. period. with the opening of a new phase of French re
establishment. to renewal of efforts in the European
Economic Community tending toward f reducing
instability in exchange relations and relaunching
economic activity. and the preparation of a Western
"summit" aimed at concerting the action of the
Community with that of its North American and.
Japanese partners . . .
But beyond the action it is pursuing with its industrial
partners and in world organizations , France is directing
its attention towards Africa and intends to continue to do
so. The Franco-African dialogue is for France a
priviledged North-South dialogue. which must be ahead
of the world dialogue and show the way. As you know. we
want the Euro-African i'ialogue to be broadened into a
greater one. because we �ee between the two continents a
complementarity which prolongs and reinforces the

affinities that we already have with your states . . . .
W e must prevent the politics o f the blocs from
ravaging Africa. In the' actloniliat must be c arried out,
the initiative must be taken by the African states. It is
now peace itself which becomes the primary
----condition
for the progress of Africa. �
As much as I am convinced that in the political field
Africa must remain to the Africans. I am convinced that
in the economic field. the African, would impoverish
themselves by limiting their interest to their continent
alone.
There is not paradox. for a country �at entertains with
your states very tight -and -particular relations. to
emphasize the importance' of' this opening toward the
outside. It has never been the intentions of France to
close you up in an exclusive:.: althoup-1indoubtably
fruitful . . . tete-i-tete with us. Our ambition. on the
contrary has always been to coordinate our policy with
yours so that. together. we can defend our interests
which are in great
part linked.
----
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Giscard and Houph ouet-Boig n y:
" O n l y Devel opment Ensures FreaiSecu rity"
Below are excerpts of the statement issued by Ivory
Coast President Houphouet-Boigny, May 23, during a
joint press conference with French President Giscard
D 'Estaing and President Bongo of Gabon:

We have stressed (during the summit talks - ed.) the
, problems of development and the quest for peace. Peace
founded on j ustice within our countries. Peace between
African states . Peace with the rest of the world. It is
development which ensures real security . . . On the level
of the community of Western African states, we have
signed a non-agression pact. We will reach an agreement
with our brothers in Central Africa to broaden this pact . . .
W e must ensure that our countries not become pawns in
the rivalry of the blocs. To this end. we must reach an
agreement between each other and ensure that the only
competition in Africa between the big powers is in the
economic. cultural and scientific fields. The only
competition. acceptable in A frica is that for
development . . .
In remarks a t this sam e press conference, President
Giscard stated that:
-, -

We must do everything so that the still fragile tissue of
Africa not be cruelly torn by the rivalries of the blocs . . .
W e must reinforce the African tissue through
development. . . I will tell this to the leaders of the
E uropean Economic Community and to President
Carter . . . Africa and Europe being Particularly tried by
the present disorders and unruliness of the international
economy. it is more than ever necessary for them to
manifest between each other a narrow solidarity . . .
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Belgi um Attempted Sabotage Of
French Intervent i on, Inc i ted Massacre
Evidence points to Belgium as chiefly responsible for
the massacre of white civilians in Kolwezi. On May 18, at
approximately 11: 00 AM, the Belgian press agency Belga
announced an impending airlift of French paratroop
units to the Shaba province of Zaire. In the ensuing hours
before the French forces were dropped in force over Kol
wezi, the center of the Katangese seige, a massacre of
European families living in the area took place, with par
ticular vengeance against the French .
According to" wounded French officers who were
among the first to be evacuated, the Katangese con
ducted house-to-house searches, demanded that the in
habitants produce passports, and if they were French,
killed them. "There was a hunt for the French," was the
way one officer put it, according to the New York Times.
Even before the French paratroopers landed, the
Belgians, under the guise of a "humanitarian aid"
mission, first tried to stall the intervention. After the
French arrived, the Belgians are known to have caused
maximum chaos and panic in Zaire with large-scale
evacuations of skilled Western technicians . With these
technicians gone, Zaire's mining operations, the core of
the economy, are threatened with total collapse - as is
the regime of President Mobutu.
Contrary to this, French President Giscard d'Estaing
spoke on national television on Saturday, emphasizing
that the aim of the French deployment was not a lllrge
scale evacuation of Westerners, but to drive out the

"Katangese invaders and safeguard the lives of those
technicians so that they could continue to carry out their
vital activities, concomittant with other French stabil
izing initiatives in Africa.
Historically, going back to at least a century ago under
King Leopold, the Belgians have been the tools of British
political and financial imperialist circles against the
French. A century ago, the British were directly using
the Belgians in portions of the Middle East and Africa
where the French were active, as either a buffer zone or
a battering ram against the French. That relationship
has to a large extent subsisted until this day.
The Belgian-French "rift," as it is politely called in
most of the press, reached such proportions that the
French paratroop units sought to prevent the Belgians
from arriving in Zaire, both by denying Belgian planes
the right to overfly French airspace, and by closing off
the runway at Kolwezi airport to Belgian aircraft. In reo
taliation, Belgian officers have accused the French
troops of taking part in the killing of some white
civilians!
But the extent of Belgian responsibility for the killings
and chaos has apparently not escaped the evacuee�
themselves. European radio reports indicate that Prime
Minister Tindemans , at Brussels airport where he
thought he was going to shake hands with the refugees.
was instead welcomed with heckles and boos by the
refugees who also shouted "Vive Giscard!"

Carter leans Toward Young
On Africa Pol icy
"j

"

The President pulls back from Brzezinski's drive for confrontation
Speaking at a press conference in Chicago May 25,
President Jimmy Carter stressed economic aid and
development as essential to successful u . S . foreign
policy in Africa. Sticking closely to policy perspectives
previously outlined by the State Department and by u.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations Andrew Young on
national television, Carter �aid he had "no intention of
getting involved in any conflict in Angola." His remarks
appeared intended to put a stop to a months-long cam
paign by his National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brze
zinski and former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to
involve the United States in a "proxy war" against
Cubans and Soviets in Africa, a campaign which became
front-page news and the subject of congressional hear
ings last week. Carter also appeared to hold open the"
prospects for a major United States effort to encourage
Third World development.
6
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"We do not want to send our military forces into Africa
to" meet the challenge of Soviet and Cuban intrusion,"
Carter stated. " But if we can't even give a shipment of
wheat, or give a sound commercial loan or vote for a loan
by the World Bank to that same people - it means that I
can't compete at all, even peacefully, with the Soviet or
Cuban military action in those countries� That's wh..!lt
concerns me very deeply. And I m ight say that it's not
j ust my concern . I had a long conversation yesterday
with President Ford." Carter went on to cite Zambia,
Tanzania, and Mozambique as countries which might
receive U . S . economic assistance if Congressional
restrictions on foreig� aid were removed:
Carter's insistence on the importance of development
was a positive sign for U . S . foreign policy, after a week in
which the " British faction" inside and outside the
Administration mounted an intense effort to destroy the
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opening to international trade and economic expansion
�epr���te� b_f._�e �c�n_�m
signed recently by Soviet President Leonid Breihne v and
West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.
·
Indeed, Brzezinski and Kissinger collaborated in a
vic�ous at��Jt on Schmidt, suggesting through an interview with the Chancellor printed in the European edition
. of the Lazard Freres publication N e ws week that West
Germany was the victim of an " appeasement syndrome" and was pursuing a policy of " self-Finlandization" in response to a Soviet "threat." Washington
sources described the Brzezinski-Kissinger campaign as
"a deliberate effort to set up Schmidt" and discredit his
policy in anticipation of his visit to the U . S . for the United
Nations Special Session on Disarmament last week.
State Department spokesmen have refused all comment
on Brzezinski's remarks, pointing out only that the U . S .
considers WestGermany a loyal NATO ally.
Vice.-President
Special Session - stressing the "threat" posed by a
"Soviet military buildup in Europe" - also appeared
calculated to undercut the Schmidt initiative.
Last week's major British efforts, however, were di
rected at maximizing hysteria over the Katangese inva
sion of Zaire, for the purpose of securing a U . S . com
mitment to military intervention in Africa. A series of
stories in the New York Times and Washington Post por
trayed Carter as seeking to circumvent or repeal the
Clark amendment to U . S . military export law, barring
any U.s. military assistance to either the Neto govern
ment in Angola or the South African-financed UNITA
guerrilla army headed by Jonas Savimbi which is seek
ing to overthrow it. The stories were based on a series of
meetings held by Carter with Congressional leaders, at
which Carter revealed that he asked the State Depart
ment to review all current Congressional restriction on
U!$_. JDiIi�a!"��nd economi�aid to friendly nati�_ns .
The author of the Clark amendment, Sen. Dick Clark
(D-Iowa) , subsequently revealed in a front page Wash
ington Post article that he had been approached by Brze
zinski aide David Aaron, who formerly served both
Mondale and CIA director Stansfield Turner as an aide,
who inquired if he would be amenable to a plan to funnel
U . S . aid to UNITA through a third country in order to
give Cuban troops stationed in Angola "a problem ."
Clark drew the conclusion that Carter was seeking to
reinvolve the U.S. in a "proxy war" against the Neto
government. On May 24, however, Carter press spokes
man Jody Powell revealed that Carter himself had not
known of the Brzezinski crew's meeting with Clark, thus
raising the strong possibility that Brzezinski was seeking
to organize a. movement for African military inter
vention in Congress in order to present Carter with a fait
accompli.
Meanwhile, eminence grise Henry Kissinger was
loudly complaining from various locations about a post
Vietnam "loss of nerve" in the " foreign policy estab
lishment" - and New York Times reporter Bernard
Gwertzman was portraying U . S . logistical support for
French and Belgian intervention in Zaire as a response to
the "geopolitical challenge" posed by the Soviets and
Cubans - and Kissinger. Others were demanding a
susp·ension
__

__

_

Cubans were pulled out of Africa.
The Administration's difficulties were compounded by
its apparent repeated reliance on intelligence reports
that the Cubans and Soviets were c ontinuing to train and
arm the Katangese, widely publicized. by the press with
- the clear implication that the invas ion· w8s-a . Sovieti,.>. Cuban operation. Aitlaouab all available evidence
suggests that British and Belgian interests were in fact
directing, funding and supporting the rebel Katangese .
forces, whose headquarters are in Brussels, and
instigated the Katangese operation as a deliberate effort
to destabilize the Mobutu government, and disrupt U .S.Soviet relations further. Both the White House and State
Department focused their primary attention on the
Cubans and Soviets . Carter himself never deviated from
this line, and at the press conference charged the
government o f Angola and Cuba with "a heavy
refU)onsibility" for the loss of life in Zaire.
"----

. .. _. _-_ ._-

NSC Suppresses Report ..
On Cubans in Africa
National Security Council head Zbigniew
Brzezinski and CIA Director Stansfield Turner are
deliberately suppressing a U . S . intelligence agency
report disclaiming Cuban or Soviet responsibility
for the Zaire invasion last week,· sources told this
news service. The report directly counters
briefings the President is receiving from the
National Security Council and is most likely being
stifled because Brzezinski and Turner are trying to
revive the discredited "proxy war" policies of
former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in
Africa.
K i s s i n g e r was d i r e c t l y c h a r g e d w i t h
responsibility for the disastrous 1975-76 U.S . covert
activity in Angola in Congressional testimony May
25 by former CIA Angolan station chief John
S to c k w e l l . T e s t i f y i n g b e f o r e t h e H o u s e
International Relations Committee subcommittee
on Africa, Stockwell accused Kissinger· of Iyi�g
about massive " covert" U . S . CIA support for the
mercenary UNITA and FNLA guerrilla groups then
battling Agostinho Neto's Popular Movement for
the Liberation of Angola, recognized as the
provisional governm�nt .by other African states.
Stockwell stressed that it was Kissinger's "proxy
war" policy which triggered the massive
intervention of Cuban troops in support of Neto and
the MPLA. At the same time, Stockwell confirmed
the evaluation of the suppressed intelligence report
in his testimony; declaring "There's little evidence
of Cuban and Soviet involvement in Shaba" today.
He added that it would be a disaster for the U . S . to
currently get involved with UNITA , the South
African-supported insurrectionists still trying to
overthrow the Angolan government and one of the
groups secretly supported by Kissinger. Stockwell
called instead for the U . S . to normalize relations
with Angola.
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Carter's " split personality" during his statements.
underscores the faction fight which is still going on in and
around the Administration. It is now clear that Brze
zinski and his allies are attempting to suppress an intel
ligence community report demonstrating that Cuba and
the Warsaw Pact had nothing to do with the Zaire inva
sion. At the same time, UN Ambassador Andrew Young
is being increasingly vocal about the economic develop
ment-based alternative to confrontation politics in
Africa.
. Speaking on the CBS television program Face lhe
Nation May 20, Young called the notion that a Cuban
troop presence in an African country ipso facto repre
sents a strategic threat to the U. S . " ridiculous ." Young
.emphatically disassQciated hin:.l.s elf from recent moves by
Brzezinski, the BA's Stansfield Turner, and others to
circumvent the Clark amendment. Said Young, "There's
enough support in this country and in the Congress for us
to do openly anything we want to do in Africa," and he
emphasized "development assistance" as the type of
"constructive action" which built African support for the
U . S . Persistent efforts by CBS reporter Marvin Kalb, a
Kissinger crony, to depict Young as " out of step with the
Administration" - because he refused to agree �hat "the
President's hands are tied" in the face of Soviet aggres
sion·- produced a headline in the New York Times the
next day, "Young Voices Dissent on Policy in Africa."
Young quickly issued a statement, in coordination with
the White House and State Department, e�phasizi�g
that "I was affirming our policy. I share the President's
concern about the many legislative restrictions on
foreign assistance . . . " Young went on to cite restric
tions on aid to the governm ents of Mozambique and
Angola as a focus of concern, and to reiterate his support
for an open U.S. Africa policy of economic development.
Meanwhile, State Department sources said privately
that President Carter will consider a " working agree
ment on African development proposals being put for
ward by French President Giscard d'E staing �nd will
discuss them when he meets with Giscard later this
week. A lead editorial in today's Baltimore Sun explicitly
endorsed Giscard's policy which, said the Sun, " Carter
should welcome." When Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
met with Zambia's President Kenneth Kaunda earlier
this week, Kaunda specifically requested U . S . military
and economic assistance for Zambia, raising the pros
pect of increasing cooperation between America and the
five black "frontline states," including Angola and
Mozambique, bordering Rhodesia in southern Africa.
In an interview published May 22 in the London Times,
Young stressed economic development as the key to
resolving the tense situation in southern Africa.
It is not definite, however, that the " Young Plan" for
Africa will be implemented - the Administration has yet
to spell out the required development strategy in terms
of the energy-intensive capital goods export plan put
forward at the Fusion F nergy Foundation's recent con
ference on southern Africa. Current Congressional
restrictions on U . S . economic aid and export policy could
be swept away if such a plan is articulated by the
President.
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You ng: U.S. Needs ·A
Constructive, Not A Military,
Solution For Africa
Here, portions of U.S. Am bassador Young's in terview
on CBS-TV's Face the Nation May 21. Questioning Young
were CBS's Richard Hottelet, the Washington Star's
Henry Bradsher, and CBS 's Marvin Kalb, who is also the
sycophantic biographer ofHenry Kissinger.
BRADSHER: Well, aside from covert-type CIA activity

in a continent like Africa, there seems to have been
risin, concern in the Administration this past week that
public activity - granting military aid, economic aid is unnecessarily hampered by some of the legislative res
trictions now, and there's an examination of this whole
problem. Do you feel that this country is too slow to react
in public ways ?

YOUNG: I think so. I think we have to realize that we
·
neglected Africa for alm ost ten years, and we are
playine catch-up . The places where we've had problems
are the places where we have not quite caught up . I think
where we did take an active and aggressive role in Rho
desia and in Namibia, and in our relations,with the front
line states and Nigeria, I think our policy is doing very
well. And frankly, I think we are much better off in
Africa now, at this moment, if you analyze it objectively,
than we have bee!110r the last decade . . . .
KALB: Mr. Ambassador, you seem to b e saying, one,
that you disapprove of any kind of covert operation . You
seem to be saying, too, that we should not be moving too
quickly, that we ought to think a little more carefully.
The thrust of what one has heard here in Washington
from the very top people, including the President on the
record in the past week, has been that we need the ability
to move much more quickly, and it has been explicitly
stated that the Administration is seeking a review, even
of its covert possibilities. You seem, therefore, to be
somewhat out of step with the drift of what is being said
here by the Administration.

"What t h e Press Says"
YOUNG: Well, I'm out of step with what's being
reported in the press about the Administration.
KALB: It isn't just the press. These are public
comments by the President YOUNG: But in the conversations that I've been in, in
volving the Department of D efense, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the Secretary
of State, I don't think that there's the panic that one reads
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in the press . I think we're much more confident of our
Africa policy than the emotional reaction, which is under
standable. But it's an emotional reaction that I think is
dangerous. I don't know that it helps the United States to
- not to think.
JJRADSHER : You say that we've gone in only at the
request of countries and with their cooperation. This is
the Soviet and Cuban answer also. They say they've gone
in to help countries that have asked for their help. po you
feel now that this kind of Soviet and Cuban help is" really
the famous quote that you've had thrown back to
you many times. I'm lure - a stabilizing presence
in �fri_ca? . . .
YOUNG : I think that the attempt to solve problems in
Africa militarily does no good at all. The 20 or 30,000
Cuban troops in Angola now are in a military operation of
repression. They say in Ethiopia that E ritrea can only be
settled through political means, and yet there is some
evidence that they are gradually being sucked more and
more into military involvements in Eritrea. Insofar as
they attempt to solve the problems of Africa militarily,
the}' are definitely a destructive force . But I don't think
it's right for us to become Ii" destructive force because
they are a destructive force. I think our influence in
Africa is because we have been willing to be con
structive, and that if you look at the 51 nations of Africa,
and if you look at where the Soviets were 10 years ago
and where they are now, they are in far fewer places with
far less influence than they are now. We've had a steady,
quiet approach - development assistance, the Peace
Corps, Public Law 480, helping with food and develop
ment, our Agency for International D evelopment, with
seed farms. I can remember j ust 10 years ago, we were
terribly concerned about the Chinese in Tanzania. The
Chinese built a railroad. All that railroad is doing now is
hauling Western goods. There is little or no influence of
the Chinese in Tanzania. But we were panicked about the
Chinese 10 years ago. Now our relationships have never
been better with Tanzania. I would be absolutely certain
that in 10 years our relations, even in Ethiopia and in
Angola, will be better than will be the relations between
those countries and the Soviet or Cubans .
HOTTELET: What about relations with the Soviet
Union? The President has warned that what they are
doing in Africa now endangers their relations with the
United States. Will this be reflected in aspects of Soviet
American relations and Cuban-Am erican relations that
go beyond Africa - for instance, SALT and disarmament
and various other things that are up for discussion
between the capitals?

" N o Emotional L i n kag es"
YOUNG : I wou"ld be very cautious about that. I don't
think it's in our interest, because of adventures that we
oppose in Africa, to make a linkage which would require

us not to sign a Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty. I think
we also have to be concerned about the Soviet Union' s
internal development. I think a l l o f the hardline talk
that's coming from people who m ean very well in this
country is probably serving also to strengthen hardliners
!.n JJle Soviet Union. Given the question of a possible
imminent succession to Brezhriev, I would be very
concerned to keep our relations with the Soviet Union on
as reasonable and intelligent and less emotional basis as
possible.
HOTTELET: But can one compartmentalize relation
between great powers ? Isn't the climate in which arms
negotiations, competitions of various kinds take place isn't this climate decisive for success in each individual
especially importaht field?
YOUNG: I think we determine the climate, and I think
it's important for governments to respond to their own
interests rationally, and not to allow themselves to be
swept away with all kinds of emotional linkages. Once we
begin to do that, I think we hurt ourselves, not the
Russians .
KALB: Mr. Ambassador - excuse me for getting back
to this, but in the past week the President, the Secretary
of State, any number of top officials - have raised the
issue of the Cubans. They said the Cubans trained these
Katangese before they went into Shaba. They talked
about the equipment, the Soviet equipment. You seem to
be criticizing the Administration' s approach . . .

Katangans Trai ned by the West

YOUNG: Well, I don't think I ' m criticizing the res
ponse. There' s no doubt that there has been some Cuban
involvement in training of the Katangese . I think it's also
important to remember that these are the same
Katangese that fought with the -B elgians, ando that were"
orginally trained by western sources. They also fought on
the side of the Portugese against the MPLA-government.
It was only after MPLA became . the government of
Angola that they reached some rapprochement. It was
only, also, after continued attacks from Zaire into Angola
that Angola, by supposedly western-backed, fortunately,
not U . S . -backed guerilla operations against the
government of Angola - it was only after several years
of that that they were unleashed by the Angolans .

Now, there is a story in the London Times today that
implicates the East Germans in the development of and
training of the Katangans, and that they are very con
cerned about the m issile developm ent going on in Zaire
by a private West German company, and they have
undertaken to assist the Katanga gendarmes . What I'm
saying is that Europe divided up Africa in the 1890s, and
that division didn't make any sense at all in Africa. They
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split tribes ; none of the geographic boundaries are deter
minative as far as African heritage is concerned, and
almost anybody can make trouble in Africa a,gainst
anybody else.
BRADSHER: Let me ask you about a couple of other
areas of that trouble. One is Rhodesia. There' s been this
apprehension, also, that the Cubans will become more
directly involved there. As long as the neighboring black
governed states to Rhodesia continue to support the
guerillas, the Patriotic Front there, do you see any hope
for settlement at all, or will it j ust go on to a military
solution?
YOUNG : Well, I think that depends, also, on us, and it
depends on South Africa, and it depends on Ian Smith. I
think, in spite of the fact that there is a support for armed
struggle, there has also been a support by all of those
front-line states to the Anglo-American plan.
BRADSHER: But when you were in Dar-es-Salaam a

month ago in order to try to set up a general meeting of
all these parties, the front-line states had encouraged you
to believe that the Patriotic Front would be cooperative.
You got to Dar-es-Salaam, Secretary of State Vance got
there YOUNG : We found that they were cooperative.
BRADSHER: You found that they were less coopera
tive than the front-line states had expected them to be.
YOUNG : No, I didn't. In the first opening sentence of
that meeting, Mr. Mugabe asked us, what are the terms
of our negotiations, and can we make binding agree
ments ? Our response was that we are setting up the basis
for an all-parties conference. The Patriotic Front then
said, well, there' s no need in us making concessions to
you, since they will not be binding. We will wait until a
all-parties conference. They assured us, that in addition
to their positions, they had three or four fall-back
positions. They were perfectly willing to negotiate.
They also agreed, without question, on the presence of
a United Nations peace-keeping force . That, to me, is the
single, most important issue in Rhodesia and Namibia. If
we can have 4,000 or 5,000 U .N . troops protecting the
order and stability of the country during a transition
period we can have a free election and we can determine
a legitimate government, selected by all of the people in
Rhodesia . We won't have peace unless we have that kind
of all-party agreement under U.N. supervision.
BRADSHER: You talk about the importance of the at
titude of South Africa, also. This is a key in Namibia,
Southwest Africa. There are some people who seem to
think that the South Africans, although they accepted the
five-nation western plan that you helped work out, some
people. seem to think they then turned around and sabo
taged it by attacking into Angola, the camps of the - the
Southwest African Peoples Organization, SWAPO . Do
you feel that there is really the chance of going ahead
with that now?
10
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YOUNG : Yes , I do, because I think we have to realize
that in every country, ours included, there' s always a
tension between the forces of hope and faith, and the
forces of fear and reaction, and I think we saw a conflict,
really, between the two Bothas. Pik Botha, the Foreign
Minister, was , I think, working along with the western
powers , and Pefense Minister, P . W . Botha, was taking a
hardline position . My notion is that that fuss was directly
related to the declining fortunes of Connie Mulder as a
possible successor to Vorster, and so what you had �as
internal South African politics being played with an
international issue, and that' s terribly dangerous.

" Devel o p Africa L i ke t h e U .S. Sun Belt "
Here, portions of a n interview with Ambassador Young
in the London Times of May 22.
Q: But tha t wasn 't one of your m ore controversial points.
Wha t a bout saying the South African government was
illegal or sa ying Cuban troops had a proper purpose in
A ngola ?

A : No I never said Cuban troops had a proper purpose in
Angola. I said the Cubans were a stabilizing influence in
Angola. They were then and they still are, in the sense
that their technical assistance, their doctors, their
agricultural experts are basically keeping the country on
an even keel, they are in fact defending and protecting
the Gulf Oil installations in Cabinda. What I've always
said is that we have to look at the Cubans like we look at
anybody else. When the Israelis did those kinds of things
across Africa, we praised them. When our Peace Corps
goes around doing those kinds of non-military activities,
essentially development assistance, we give the highest
praise for it. When the Cubans went into the Horn in a big
military way, I didn't hesitate to say that I thought they
were now bringing chaos, they were contributing to
death and destruction rather than to life and
development.
I j ust think that a foreign policy that's going to be
based on morality has got to be credible. It's got to be
honest. It's got to be truthful. With a military foreign
policy where you're going to back your policies with your
guns you can shade the truth. If you're going to have any
respect established for Americ a ' s role in the rest of the
world we've got to be perceived everywhere as
consistent and honest and just.
Q: People who kno w perhaps m ore than you about
Russian foreign policy felt that you were naive at the
tim e of Angola not to anticipa te e vents like the Horn. In a
sense you ga ve the Cubans a credibility which they then
used for their adventures in the Horn.

A : Now don't blame me for the Horn. Siad Barre
advertised what his intentions were long before any
Cubans were anywhere in the area. Siad Barre took
Somalia troops several hundred miles into Ethiopian
territory. Now that was the time to make a
condemnation. When we didn't make any condemnation
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then, we sacrificed some of our credibility when we
condemned somebody else going in. I think we've either
got to be against aggressive acts all over the place, not
just aggressive acts by certain people. Perhaps it is
naive, but either you're going to go around killing people
all the time when you disagree with them or you' re going
to establish some basis of trust and accomodation. This
we have managed to do in Europe. We have managed to
do it in our economic relations. and we have managed to
make some progress with strategic arms limitation
talks . My feeling is that if you're going to limit your
military responses, which I think the American people
have decided to do, you've got to be more aggressive with
your diplomatic approaches . We have done this and done
it very well in the Middle East and we have done it I think
and done it very well in Southern Africa.
Q: But what makes you think tha t United Nations
sanctions are helpful. You 're going to force the South
African whites, who alrea dy ha ve a defensive mentality,
further in on their own resources particularly their o wn
military resources.

A : Well a few days ago I was in our Orange Free State,
the black belt of Alabama . this was the part of the United
States where 10 years ago people were saying "never" . It
was in fact economic sanctions that when strictly and
swiftly applied brought about change - when the black
community said that either we will all profit together or
we will all go down together. It was amazing how quickly
people began to realize that the system of capitalism
accomodates change, and that when you included blacks
in the economy it didn't take anything away from whites.
In fact it brought about an economic boom in our south
land. We now talk about the southern part of the United
States as the sun belt - it' s the growth region of a nation.
The sun's always been here, the thing that's different, the
thing that has brought about the tremendous economic
boom in this region, is that blacks and whites are no
longer fighting each other. They are working together
and we have a fantastic climate of economic
development and prosperity for e verybody. I think that
Southern Africa, South Africa, Rhodesia is a potential
sun belt - once they begin to deal with their problems
together rather than blaming their problems on one
another or on the Communists or on the United States .

C r ush Th e B r i t i s h B u k h ari n i te Sn a kes
The following analysis was released on May 24 by U.S.
Labor Party Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Over the past week, a subversive British faction within
the Soviet leadership has surfaced with the sole purpose
of destroying the historic Schmidt-Brezhnev and Lopez
Portillo-Brezhnev agreements for ending the threat of
war with world economic development. The British mode
of operation is precisely the same as that which
destroyed the Zhukov-Eisenhower agreement on Atoms
for Peace, precisely the same as that which destroyed
the 1970 "Rogers Plan" for peace in the Middle East. The
British Bukharinite snakes , Henry Kissinger, and their
masters in Great Britain are up to their same
treacherous tricks.
The occasion of their game this time is the highly
commendable surgical operation by French President
Giscard against the British-Belgian provocations in
Zaire. Giscard's action was in complete consonance with
the agreements made by West German Chancellor
Schmidt and Brezhnev in Bonn on May 6 to ensure stabili
ty and peace throughout the developing and advanced
sectors through the transfer of high-technology industry.
My commendation of that action is not at all to be con
fused with the praise of the American " Philby" Henry
Kissinger or the London Daily Telegraph.
As in 1970, the British Tories have feigned support for
the French action, vociferously lying that it is part of
their NATO strategy to run the Soviet Union out of the
Third World . As in 1970, the British Labour Party, ty
pified by Foreign Minister David Owen, have taken up
the line of self-righteous opposition to "American
imperialism . " As in 1970, the British-linked Bukharinite
snakes in the Soviet Union have turned to the right,
screaming that Brezhnev's allies in France have "be-

come neocolonialist" and " sold out the working class . "
These Bukharinite snakes are being run b y the
McCleans , the Philbys , the Arbatovs. Too weak to oppose
the historic shift of President Brezhnev in his Bonn and
Moscow agreements directly, they are mobilizing the
most backward "proletkult" tradition within the Soviet
Union to wreck this basis for world peace. Their assign
m ent is war provocations - they will not stop at pro
voking incidents with China, in Africa, or anywhere else.
If Brezhnev is serious about his peace initiatives, he
must move at once to crush these British Bukharinites . If
not, we are headed irrevocably for World War III.
America too has its Philby. His name is Henry
Kissinger. It has been his assignment to destroy the
ability of the Carter Administration to j oin the Schmidt
Brezhnev-Portillo agreement. At Britain' s behest he has
praised Giscard ; through CIA D irector Turner and Na
tional Security Council staffer D avid Aaron, circulated
lies about how Carter is about to wage war against An
gola ; brazenly lied about so-called Cuban and Soviet
involvement with Katange se tribes,m en whom all Europe
knows have been trained by Belgium and' London's
NATO .
"

My advice to President Brezhnev and President Carter
is this . Designate appropriate persons in the State
D ep artment, and their opposite numbers in the Soviet
Union, to arrange a business m eeting immediately. Set
the agenda for this m eeting firmly : the British Bu
kharinite agents must be cleaned out.
. .

In the sense that Kissinger is playing the Tory counter
point to the Soviet faction' s Labourites , those who call
Henry Kissinger a Soviet agent are right. Like the
Bukharinites in the Soviet Union, he is playing a pure
British wrecking operation. He must also be crushed.
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Peace Th ro ug h A N e w Eco n o m i c Ord er
M exico 's President, in M oscow, helps extend East- West cooperation
In a historic address to the Soviet people at the
end of the talks in Moscow last week, Mexican President
Jos� Lopez Portillo spoke straight to the heart of what is
required for international peace.
"To us of the developing countries , " he told the Soviet
nation, "the important thing is not j ust reducing the risk
of war, but winning the peace. This is only achieved if we
find the true path toward the new international economic
order, which resolves problems of financing, transfer of
technology, and basic trade. "
It was a speech parallel i n impulse and effect to the
May 6 address of Soviet Party leader Leonid Brezhnev to
the West German people, announcing the signing of the
Bonn-Moscow 25-year economic treaty. Brezhnev at that
time powerfully evoked the need for world economic
development, and emphatically included the Third World '
in a partnership with advanced sector collaborative
proj ects . Lopez Portillo ' s trip to Moscow, part of the
same strategy, directly brought leading el ements of
Third World forces, which Mexico represents , into the
highest levels of international planning to ensure that the
outlook of the Bonn-Moscow accords is implemented on a
global basis.
President Brezhnev, Prime Minister Kosygin, and
Foreign Minister Gromyko personally greeted the
Mexican leader on his arrival at the Moscow airport May
1 7 , in a gesture termed highly " unusual" by the Soviet
press. All regular program ming on Soviet television was
preempted for a live broadcast of the reception.
Prominent coverage of the event in the Soviet and other
socialist-sector press made particular mention of ·
Mexico's key role as an organizing force for development
in Latin America and the Third World as a whole .
The question which remains unanswered is whether
the u . S . is going to enter the kind of partnership for
capital-intensive development based on advanced
technology which Mexico is forging with the Comecon
socialist-sector nations as well as with Japan and
Western E urope. Some British commentators have
suggested that the Lopez Portillo trip is a move "against
the U . S . " But Lopez Portillo himself directly answered
this charge during his Moscow press conference May 1 9 .
"Those who state that I visited the Soviet Union to
threaten the United States , " he angrily asserted,
"terribly underestimate Mexico . . . We came to the
Soviet Union to affirm and broaden our friendship, not to
defy or threaten any friendly country . "
Nuclear Cooperation

The specific content of the economic and scientific
accords worked out in Moscow underscored the nature of
the capital-intensive develop m ent c o m m i t m e n t
involved . The center o f discussions w a s transfer o f Soviet
nuclear and oil technologies to Mexico, including Soviet
"cooperation in the construction of nuclear reactors for ,
peaceful purposes . "
The scientific highlight o f the opening days of the trip
12
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was the Mexican President' s tour of the advanced fission
and fusion nuclear facilities of the Kurchatov Institute
outside of Moscow May 1 9 . His guide was the renowned
Soviet physicist A. N. Aleksandrov, president of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences and director of the Institute.
Aleksandrov offered Mexico full Soviet cooperation in
nuclear energy development. Lopez Portillo told
reporters he was "very impressed" and later that day,
after signing major new Mexican-Soviet technical and
scientific accords, declared that the accords would
permit advances in all form s of energy, "especially
nuclear. "
Mexican Natural Resources and Industries Minister
Oteyza simultaneously announced that Mexico had
opened negotiations for Soviet enrichment of Mexican
uranium , and that the two countries would exchange
delegations of nuclear technicians to study ways to
increase nuclear collaboration.
The Oteyza announcement, given banner headlines
throughout the Mexican press May 2 1 , coincided with
U . S . Department of Energy confirmation that the U.S.
will embargo a large shipment of Mexican uranium now
in the U . S . for enrichment, pending Mexican compliance
with new U . S . on-site inspection demands .
Transfer of Technology

S ignificant as the bilateral points of discussion were,
Lopez Portillo and his hosts clearly saw these bilateral
arrangements as a model for globa l economic
arrangements. In a major address to the Academy of
S ciences of the Siberian industrial center of Novosibirsk
May 22, Lopez Portillo expanded the question of
Mexican-Soviet transfer of technology to the question of
transfer of technology generally. "Technology is a
patrimony of humanity, " he said ; "the powerful
c ountries have the obligation, for the future of humanity,
of honestly transferring their advances . "
Sim ilarly, i n a detailed presentation to the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance ( Comecon) May 1 8 , the
Mexican chief of state placed Mexico's strong treaty
relations with the Comecon within the need for "genuine
interdependence at a world level , " and called for
expanded levels of Mexico-Comecon trade to "give an
example of the form in which worldwide inter
dependence between all countries can be carried out . "
The Soviets declared the need for expanded trade and
scientific ties with equal insistence. Brezhnev, in his
welcoming remarks , noted that though
Mexico
Comecon trade volume "is not large yet, " the
"perspectives are good . " " We stand shoulder to shoulder
with Mexico'� is the way Comecon official Ion Patan put
it in an official answer to Lopez Portillo' s address to that
body.
Placing emphasis and agreement on the need for
disarmament, the Mexican President called a press
conference his last day in Moscow, May 1 9 , to propose a
special fund, to be taken from expenditures now going
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into arm s , which would be used to facilitate energy
development and supply in regions of the globe now
deficient in energy .
He thus directly linked the question of disarmament
with the development of new energy sources. The Soviets
officially ratified the Tlatelolco Treaty, a Mexican
drafted document establishing Latin America as a
"nuclear-weapons-free zone, " while Lopez Portillo was
in Moscow.
Dialogue Between Revolutions

The Mexican-Soviet talks deepened a long tradition of
good relations between the two countries. In his opening
remarks Lopez Portillo stressed that his visit continued
the "valuable dialogue " begun toward the start of the
century when "our respective and incipient revolutions
struggled to triumph over internal and external
reaction . " Mexico, he noted, was the first country on the
American continent to exchange a m b assadors with the
fledgling Soviet republic.
The special tradition of Mexican-Soviet cooperation
established at that time advanced during the 1 960s when
Mexico, alone of all the Latin A m erican states, refused to
cut off ties to Cuba. Then in 1 975 President Luis
E cheverria dramatically extended the grounds for
cooperation with the negotiation of a far-reaching trade
and technology pact with the Comecon, one of only four of
its kind ever signed by the socialist sector with outside
countries.
Brezhnev paid tribute to this accord upon Lopez
Portillo ' s arrival : " In j ust the last two to three years
more agreements between the USSR and Mexico were
concluded than in all the postwar period , " he stated.

" A l l T h e N ews T h at ' s F i t To P r i n t "
While the Lopez Portillo trip to Moscow has
received substantial coverage in the socialist sector
press, most Western m edia, and particularly
certain "ne wspapers of record, " ha ve virtually
blacked it out.
The New York Times did m anage to slip in four
lines of coverage as a filler on an inside page May
18. The article, which we reprin t in full length here
was pulled in a later edition to m ake way for a
larger picture with another article on the sam e
page.

MEXICAN LEAD E R A R R IVES IN SOVIET
Moscow, May 17 (UP!) - President Jose Lopez
Portillo of Mexico arrived here today for an official
visit that i s expected to include talks of a possible
oil agreement.

priority diplomatic effort after Moscow. He s ent a close
advisor, Tourist Minister Rossell d e la Lama, to Tokyo
on the eve of the Soviet trip to begin previsit
consultation s . E m erging from a m e eting with Japanese
Prime Minister Fukuda, Rossell declared that Japan,
with its " great technological advanc es , " is destined to
be"one of the best partners of the Third World. " Mexico,
he added, can be the " bridge " between Japan and the
rest of Latin A m erica.
-

'Tech no l ogy I s

Four- Way Oil Swap

After three days in Moscow, Lopez Portillo left May 20
for the famed Baku oil region to inspect advanced Soviet
oil technology, one of the main purposes of his trip .
Mexico has indicated it is highly satisfied with Soviet
drilling equipment now at work in developing Mexico ' s
Southeast fields, and wishes t o acquire m ore technology,
particularly in the area of secondary recovery .
Although no official announcem ent has yet been made,
it is expected that a " four-way" oil swap will be ratified
before Lopez Portillo leaves the Soviet Union, whereby
Mexico will supply Cuba with oil it has now contracted to
supply Spain, and the Soviets w i l l pick up the Spanish
contract.
Before returning to Mexico May 29, Lopez Portillo is to
stop over in Bulgaria . Mexico has shown great interest in
studying Bulgaria ' s agricultural s ector, one of the most
advanced in the world. At the s a m e time Mexico hopes to
provide technical assistance for oil refining and p � tro
chemical developm ent in · lat Com econ nation . Over
recent months Mexico ha exchanged important trade
missions with almost e ] l 'he other Comecon member
countries as well.
Japan Nex t

Beyond the Soviet Union, Mexico is looking to Japan as
the next " leg" in the extension of dense advanced sector
Third World trade and develop m ent deal s . Lopez Portillo
has scheduled a state visit to Japan for October as his

Tim Rush

H u m a n i ty's Patri m o ny'
Following are excerpts from th e speech delivered by
Mexican President Lopez Portillo a t the A ca demy of
Sciences in No vosibirsk May 19.

Scientists of Novosibirsk :
You have built a well-rounded apparatus , almost
p erfect ; you have known how to combine basic science
with applied scientific research in an optimal way ; you
have understood - and you have insured - that research
is directed at achieving the development and welfare of
the peop l e . You have organized it in a planned way and
you have had the courage of going to the regions where
direct investigation is required . . .
We have s e e n in Moscow w h a t y o u have achieved in the
cosmos, and we are seeing here in S iberia all that you
can do on earth. Like you there are other powerful
countries which have also achieved thi s , but I want to
leave with you here the disquiet (concern) of what
happens to us, to the countries without great resources.
Those of us who also have a population to serve and who
see with restlessness - and sometimes disillusionment
- how the technological gap keeps widening more and
more . E very one of your victories multiplies your
capacity for investigation and for solving problems, and
for us the distance keeps increasing. What are we to do?
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- we ask - Are we to research what you already
researched years ago? How do we choose our ptoj ects ? . .
These are some of the questions which we developing
nations must resolve . . . .
Developing nations can d o the following : insist at
international forums that technology is a patrimony of
humanity ; that the powerful countries which have
achieved it and implement it have the obligation, for the
future of humanity, of honestly transferring their
advances so that backwardness can end, so that
tommorrow' s humanity will not be as divided as it might
otherwise be.

' O u r H u m a n i st P u rpo s e '
Mexican President Lopez Portillo delivered
follo wing greeti.ng to the Soviet leadership Ma y 1 7.

the

I accepted with goodwill the cordial invitation to meet
with the Soviet people and governm ent, because it repre
sents the continuation of a valuable dialogue begun when
our respective incipient revolutions, urged on by their
people in arms, battled to triumph over external and
internal reaction. This is a contact which continues to
have meaning after more than half a century.
It is frequently mentioned that our country was the
first on the American continent to establish relations
with the nascent Soviet state, and today I repeat this here
with satisfaction, because this fact reveals the nature of
our friendship, based on m utual and authentic respect . . .
The key to understanding Mexican diplomacy i s the
recognition of its struggles, its history and its aspira
tions. We have always reiterated that we adhere to clear
and irreversible international principles, because they
are anchored in our own identity . . . We demand respect of
all sovereign states , and non-intervention, with the vivid
experience (in our minds) of continued interference
designed to hold back our revolution . . . Who better than
the Soviet people, for reasons very similar to our own,
can comprehend and support these principles ?
We have come to speak of peace, w ith a people which
has suffered the greatest ravages of war and which has
stood out for its constant initiatives for disarmament,
d6tente and coexistence.
We Mexicans are p eople of peace, because we are con
vinced that our humanist purposes can only be achieved
in a world at universal peace . . .

' P eace Dem a n d s Deve l o p m e nt
Mexican President Lopez Portillo appeared on
na tional television May .1 � to deliver the following
address to the Soviet na tior. .

Today, we have a completed series of talks with Mr.
Brezhnev, which I have found extraordinary fruitful.
We agreed on the identities which link us together. It
struck me, as I reviewed the Constitution of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, that the similarities with our
own system and regime were extraordinary. The
political will for peace and disarmament reigned as a
common denominator between the two chiefs of state,
14
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permitting us to substantially advance in areas that we
viewed as very important.
The government of the Soviet Union has signed a
document which is fundamental to us : the Second
Protocol of the Tlatelolco Treaty which restricts the
spread of nuclear armaments in Latin America.
Recently, this same document was signed , at the
urging of Mexico, by the President of the United States of
America.
Thus an advance in common purpose has been strongly
cemented by the adhesion of the two great powers of the
world.
If we add to this signing the consular and scientific
aspects (of the discussions -ed . ) , and the intention of
deepening and broadening the relations between the
Soviet Union and Mexico, the achievements of this
m eeting appear to us to be exceptional.
We have said, however, that while the great powers
have their problem of survival resolved, and are
concerned fundamentally with assuring that there must
not be wars , to us of the developing countries the
important thing is not only reducing the risk of war, but
of winning the peace. This will only be achieved, for us , if
we find the true path toward the new international
economic order, which resolves problems of financing,
transfer of technology and basic trade. And in this, we
also view the will of the great powers as fundamental.
We have had the opportunity of touring this beautiful,
great city (Moscow -ed . ) . We have had the opportunity,
however brief, of viewing the great successes which
Soviet intelligence and organization have achieved in the
cosmos and on earth.
Thanking the people and the government of the Soviet
Union for the hospitality which has been extended to us, I
leave with you all the affectionate and fraternal
greetings of the Mexican people and the wish that we will
soon see the political representatives of this great
country in Mexico . . .
Many thanks , a very good night to you and the greatest
happiness .

Brezh nev La uds
. Sov i et-Mex i co Fri ends h i p
A t a sta te dinner Ma y 1 7. Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev reviewed the history of relations between
Mexico a nd the USSR.

. . . Our meeting is yet another evidence of strengthening
ties between the Soviet Union and Mexico. Geogra
phically our countries are far apart, in different hemis �
pheres. But distance is no obstacle to cooperation when
there is a sincere desire for friendship .
With what do Soviet people associate Mexico in their
minds ?
F irst of all with the courageous struggle by the
Mexican people for freedom and independence. The
ardent patriotism and glorious traditions of the libera
tion, anti-imperialist struggle of Mexicans long evoke
sympathy and respect in the Soviet Union.
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The history of Soviet-Mexican relations is already
more than half a century long. It has numerous vivid and
glorious pages . Friendship between our countries has
withstood the trial of time.
Mutually advantageous equal cooperation based on
principles of peaceful coexistence now exists between the
USSR and Mexico in many fields.
No doubt about it, the tone of our relations is set by the
successful development of diverse political contacts .
Serving as a reliable foundation for them are adherence
to the cause of struggle for peace and international
security, solidarity with the people upholding their free
dom and independence. We easily find a common tongue
on many issues of international politics and come out
from common or close positions on most topical .
problems of our time. Regular consultations, exchanges
of parliamentary delegations and, of course, meetings at
summit level - all this helps strengthen mutual under
standing and mutual trust and to outline milestones of
further cooperation. As to trade and economic ties, here,
too, we have good prospects . The volume of trade today
is not yet great, but the goods that we are exchanging are
needed by the economies of our countries . Besides, we
have a substantial legal basis of treaties . The matter is to
make the most rational use of existing possibilities.
It is no secret that Soviet people show an
understanding of the Mexican people's efforts directed at
developing its national economy, at protecting its natural
wealth from exploitation by foreign capital. We hold that

these efforts are in the common channel of the struggle
by Latin American and all developing countries against
the sway of foreign monopolies, for restructuring
international economic relations on a democratic , j ust
basis . . .
Through the combined effort o f all peace-loving states
and here we pay tribute to Mexic o ' s contribution as well
- it proved possible to conclude a number of interna
tional and bilateral agreem ents which limit to a definite
extent the production and deployment of individual types
of armament. On the whole the past decade has brought
about quite a few good, I would say healthy, changes in
international relations . They have become commonly
known as relaxation of international tension . . .
I t i s proceeding from these aims that w e have recently
come out with a concrete program of practical steps
directed at putting a complete end to the further quanti
tative and qualitative growth of the armaments and
armed forces of states possessing a big military
potential . We want the production of all types of nuclear
. weapons to be stopped, we want the production of all
other types of weapons of mass annihilation to be stopped
and these weapons banned, we want no more new types
of conventional arms of great destructive force to be
created, we want the p ermanent Security Council
members and countries bound with them by military
agreements not to expand further their armies and not to
increase conventiona,l armaments . . .

I

Sha re u .S. Kn ow- How W i th Mex i co
Ne w Mexico Senator Harrison Schm itt challenged the
Carter Administra tion's insistence that the only form of
aid the U. S. should offer Mexico is help in establishing la 
bor-intensive rural work programs, as proposed by Vice
President Walter Mondale in January 1978. Schmitt
issued the challenge in testimony before the Senate Ju
diciary Committee Ma y 18.
Schm itt 's remarks offered an eva lua tion of the Admin
istra tion's bill to crack down on illegal aliens known as
S. 2252. Instead 01 the prim itive technologies Vice
President Mondale proposed for Mexico. Schmitt's
remarks represent a point of departure for establishing
renewed Mexico-U.S. economic cooperation in the same
high-technology fram e work a s the Mexico-Soviet
. discussions this month.
Here are portions of Schmitt 's testimony.

. . . there have been num erous proposals designed to
provide solutions to the tre !lendous influx of immigrants
who enter the United States unlawfully, but because of
the compl exity and delicate nature of this problem ,
enactment o f any meaningful legislation has been
thwarted . One of the biggest difficulties has been the lack
of accurate data on the scope and nature of the prob
lem . . .
Although I support the humanitarian provisions con
tained in S. 2252 , I feel that the Administration' s proposal
is generally short-sighted, based on limited factual data

regarding the nature of this problem , and only suggests
snake-oil treatments , not solutions to the problem . . .
Mr. Chairman, as a m ember of the Senate
Subcommittee on International F inance of the Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs Comm ittee, I will actively
pursue means by which the United States can,
concretely, renew its commitment to providing technical
and financial assistance to Mexico .
I n addition, w e must continue t o seek financial
assistance programs but must develop a new approach in
the use of this assistance. The world respects our
educational, technological and economic achievements .
We m ust develop a m ethod of sharing those
achievements . In other words, to be successful in
assisting the economic development of Mexico, a
program of sharing our know-how combined with
financial assistance to support the proj ects is needed. We
must seek programs which involve various departments
and agencies of our governm ent and international
financial institutions . The involvement of our society,
especially the business comm unity, will be needed.
The solution to the long-term problem is the
development of Mexico and other nations of Latin
America . The United States has a historic commitment
to these nations . Now is the time to begin a major effort
of assisting and financing their economic development.
The dividends for the United States will be great. A
renewed era of goodwill and solutions to some of our own
problems will be j ust some of these dividends.
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Press Man ufacture Scandal
Aro und Deal With Soviets
The first open attack against West G erman Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt for signing the 25-year Economic
Cooperation pact with Soviet Pre sident Leonid Brezhnev
May 6 surfaced last week around an interview Schmidt
gave to News week editor Arnaud de Borchgrave . Writing
in the May 22 Interna tional Herald Tribune, Borchgave
claimed that Chancellor S chmidt had crossed out a
number of his statem ents in the final transcript of the
Newsweek interview, statem ents that would have
substantiated Brochgrave ' s claims of West German
"self�imposed Finlandization , " handing the country over
to the Soviet Union.
Although S chmidt does not characterize the treatY 8S
" self-impolled Finlandization , " the May 23 West German
press, led by the daily Die Welt, grabbed onto
Borchgrave ' s accusations in order to discredit the recent
Schmidt-Brezhnev agreement.
The intended effect of both Borchgrave ' s article in the
Interna tional Herald Tribune, and articles similar to the
Die Welt, excerpted below, is to develp a fear that West
German trade with the Soviet Union will lead to a
situation in which West Germany will be as dependent on
the Soviet Union for its existence as Finland allegedly i s .
According t o Borchgrave, Schmidt crossed out the
answer, "Yes, I did that , " when he was asked if he
protested to Brezhnev about " Soviet-Cuban adventure in
Africa . " Another charge is that Schmidt crossed out his
own reference to "Marxist-Leninist states in Africa, "
which were "a clear case of ( S oviet) imperialis m . "
The entire incident has been dismissed a s "nonsense"
by Schmidt ' s press spokesman, Kliius Boelling. In a
letter of protest published May 24, Boelling wrote that
" You will not find in the interview anything which
permits the conclusion that the Federal R epublic is in the
process of giving itself away to the east . "
Die Welt, Bonn. May 23. 1978
" Wha t the Chancellor Crossed Out of An Intervie w "
"The Am erican Ne ws week-journalist Arna ud

de

Brochgra ve views Bonn as being on a course of 'self
imposed Finlandization. ' "
Springer Foreign Service, Paris-London

Bonn ' s foreign policy is handling Moscow with velvet
gloves, and steering a course of " self-imposed
Finlandization. " These conclusions were drawn by
Newsweek journalist Arnaud de Borchgrave after an
interview with Federal Chancellor Helmut Schmidt .
What Schmidt said in the interview was so important to
the journalist, that he broke a j ournalistic rule.
Yesterday he betrayed to the International Herald
Tribune which words the Chancellor personally crossed
out of the interview, and which he added in by hand . . . .
Ne ws week j ourna l i s t A r n a u d d e Borchgrave
mentioned a reference in his report to the Interna tional
Herald Tribune about the fact that in the meantime,
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P r e s i d ent Carter ' s S e c ur i t y A d v i s e r , Z b i gniew
Brezezinsi spoke about a self-imposed Finlandization of
the Federal Republi c . After three hours and 45 minutes
with the Chancellor Borchgrave was of the opinion that
Brzezinski was correct. In the excerpts from the
interview that the Parisian paper had published in the
m eantim e , the Chancellor stood for Bonn' s official
E astern policy. According to the Chancellor, the Federal
R epublic is a medium-sized , non-nuclear power, which is
not larger than the U . S . state of Oregon, and which has no
occasion to intervene in major world-political questions
because of its vulnerable geo-strategic situation .
"Schmidt. A fter You "

Th e follo wing a re excerp ts of Arn a u d de
Bourchgra ve 's interview with Chancellor Schmidt,
p ublished in the May 29 issue of Newsweek under the title
"Schmidt: After You. "

Q: The Soviets a nd their surroga tes ha ve recently been
scoring some major geopolitical gains. How does one
stop this dri ve from gaining m om entum ?
A : Of course the U S S R tries to strengthen its influence

- if not always successfully. But there is no thought of
the West being overwhelmed. The Soviets are realists .
They will not end detente, which is in their own interest.
We Europeans are concerned about the expansion of
Soviet influence - political and m ilitary - and I made
this clear to President Brezhnev the other day. On the
other hand, Germany is a medium , non-nuclear power
the s ize of Oregon . . . in a very delicate and vulnerable
situation. No German leader will ever forget this. Nor
will he forget the Berlin equation and how anxious we are
not to endanger but to maintain that island of liberal
democracy. So our freedom of action is limited. It would
be unrealistic and improper for a German head of
governm ent to be indulging in those fields of world
politics outside our area of responsibility, or even giving
advice to the leading Western power.
Q : Wha t is your opinion of th e current Soviet-Cuban
drive into Africa ?
A : That is clearly not compatible with the concept of

detente . No doubt about it.
Q : Did you yourself say tha t to Brezhnev?
A : He certainly got the general idea, as we did discuss
Africa thoroughly. Despite some differing views, we
agreed upon the inviolability of boundaries and the
indivisibility of peace . I expressed the view that some
operations could endanger A m erican readiness
regarding a SALT agreement.
Q : A nd wha t did he sa y?
A : Nothing. He j ust listened.
Q : If the Cubans get involved directly in RHodesia.
wha t do you think the Western reaction should be?
A: That would be a good one for ( U . S . Secretary of
. State) Cyrus Vance to answer . . . Cuba is a small island ,
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only 10 million people, right on Am erica ' s doorstep . It
would be strange indeed if the United States with 220
million people should be hypnotized by Cuban military
adventures on another continent. There must be some
means to prevent this from happening.
Q : In other words, you 're saying tha t Europe today is
powerless to do anything about the Soviet-Cuban drive in.
Africa ?
A : I wouldn't say powerles s , but it's not for us
Europeans to lead the Western Alliance . That' s a U . S .
mission . Nor i s i t for us t o s e e t o i t that the balance of
power is maintained. It's for the West as a whole.
Q: Do you now feel that you understand what the
Administration wants and where it wants to go ?
A : On a personal level , contact with Mr. Carter could
not have been better. There were many more letters and
phone calls than the public knows about. But it became
clear to me that after Vietna m , presidents are not as ·
successful with Congress as before, and it is far more
difficult to read the long-term political lines of Congress
than the concepts of the Administration . We have to deal
with Congress directly more than ever before. Our
embassy is not enough . . .
Q : Policy planners and stra tegists argue tha t NA TO is
now clearly inadequa te to respond to challenges to
Western interests outside the geographical limits of the
alliance. Wha t do you think the West should do to protect
its vital interests outside NA TO's boundaries ?
A : (First , ) NATO has never been able in all its 29 years
of existence to defend the interests of m ember states
outs ide the area defined by the pact. Second , I don't
believe that the goals and concepts of NATO should be
geographically enlarged. . . .
Q: Why does Brezhnev keep talking up the growing
danger of a world war, since there is no threa t
wha tsoe ver from the Western side ? Is this designed to
produce more concessions and conditioned reflex of
appeasem ent from the West ?
A : O n the one hand , yes , b ut on t h e other hand, nobody
should underestimate the enormous losses the Soviets
suffered under Hitler' s attacks, m emories that are still
vivid in Brezhnev' s generation . They therefore have a
strong motivation for defense. At the same tim e ,
Brezhnev's dedication toward p e a c e is beyond doubt. I t
seems t o m e that the Soviet leadership during the last ten
years , following the invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1 968,
has tried to maintain a delicate balance by keeping the
military with them while they went ahead with detente
with the West . . . .
Q: Turning again to economic m a tters, Japan 's
External Economic Affairs Minister Nobuhiko Ushiba
has warned about the danger of a world depression. Wha t
do you think ?
A : 1 have personally been warning the world of such a
danger for the last four years . . . Let me say once again
that leadership from the U . S . - financial, com mercial,
monetary, political - is iorely needed . But the lack of an
Am erican response folic wing the fivefold increase in oil
prices, and the inability even to live up to the promises
and obligations which had been undertaken . . . have
contributed significantly to the threat of a world
depression.

If the biggest and richest nation in the world is
producing a current account deficit of $35 to $40 billion a
year, one cannot expect that the rest of the world will get
back on its feet. There is no cure without the stabilization
of the world's most important currency . . . .
Q : China is now shopping for military hardware in
Western Europe. Do you feel this is a step in the righ t
direction as a m eans of counterbalancing R ussia 's
growing military po wer?
A : Mr. Brezhnev asked me a question about this , and 1
told him that the simple statistical fact is that our trade
with the Chinese giant is in the same order as with the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg . Military hardware is very
costly ; how is China going to pay for large quantities? I
think there is more noise than substance in these stories .
My country is not involved. . . .

Sc h m i d t Ed u cates Ca rter
West Germany's Chancellor Helm ut Schmidt has
con verted a regional election campaign lor his Social
Democratic Party into a pla tform for instructing
President Carter on where U. S. na tional and
interna tional interests really lie. Here is a selection from
Schmidt's lecture topics :
On Henry Kissinger
Schmidt was asked by a News week reporter about
Kissinger ' s warning that an " appeasement syndrome" is
setting in around " several Western capitals . " The
Chancellor's reply : "I do not know which capitals Mr.
Kissinger has in mind. He c ertainly could not be
including Germany among thes e . "
On U.S. Energy Policy
" There are troubles with the U nited States, or at least
with the Congress, on the question of nuclear energy,
which is essential for the Third World's fight for
survival . "
On President Carter
At a recent meeting of the Aspen Institute in West
Berlin , . S chm idt was confronted by a number of U . S .
Congressmen mouthing a standard s eries o f British
attacks against Carter' s poor leadership , lack of "guts , "
etc . "Gentlemen, " the Chancellor interj ected, " I ask you
to please moderate your statements ; otherwise I ' ll have
to defend Jimmy Carter . . . . You are simplifying the
picture of the President . 1 have experienced him as
someone who asks the right questions and who has
amazingly rapid comprehension . The U . S . President has
courage-unlike some people . "
On Music
Schmidt, an enthusiast of the classical organ
repertoire, recently obj ected to Carter ' s· mind
destroying habit of playing a continuous series of rock,
folk, country-western, and light-classical records while he
conducts the affairs of the nation . "He doesn't even turn
off the music while we talk on the telephone. I can't
understand anything he says , with those blaring violins
and trumpets . "
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SPECIA L REPORT

W i l l Pe k i n g Go to Wa r
W i th Moscow?
The following analysis was released on May 14. 1978 by
U.S. Labor Party Chairman Lyndon R LaRouche. Jr.

In the aftermath of British m i l itary commander Neil
Cameron' s proposal of war against the Soviet Union in
Peking, the Chinese news agencies now blast out an
order from Peking ' s Central Com m ittee , instructing the
People's Army to prepare for an " inevitable" war
against the Soviet Union. Does this pattern mean what
" Manchurian candidaters " James R. Schlesinger,
Henry A . Kissinger and Senator Henry Jackson argue it
portends ? Or, are these three and their fellow-dupes the
biggest fools in the world?
Three points have to be made in assessing Peking ' s
leaders. The first point is that of knowing what they
believe and intend , which is often opposite to what they
profess publicly to believe and intend. The second point is
the incompetence of emotionally-inadequate personali
ties. such as Kissinger. Schlesinger and Jackson. for
understanding the minds of Peking ' s leaders . The third
point. the strategic setting for the whole busines s . is the
current state of evolution of the British monarchy' s geo
political policy of the Eurasian " world-island. "
We begin with the third point. the s etting within which
the two other points are situated.

throughout the present century to date.
The initial implementation of the E urasian world
island doctrine involved toppling Count Witte. the
Russian finance m inister. and Franc e ' s Hanotaux. as
well as breaking German ties to Boer leader Kruger.
Through these and related m eans , G ermany was turned
from its natural partners and allie s . France and Russia,
into the course leading directly into the first world war.
The British object in sending Germany eastward in two
world wars was to provide Germany " living-space" in
E astern E urope and the Ukraine in return for the break
up ( Balkanization) of Russia and C ity of London domina
tion of Germany ' s world-trade. In both instances. this
British policy backfired on two main counts. In both
cases , German y ' s military and industrial forces refused
to undertake a drive to the east without first smashing
, British military power in the west - so that on both
occasions . Britian faced the unexpected westward
G erman m ilitary thrust which obliged it to bring the
" dumb giant" from across the Atlantic to Britain ' s aid.
In both cases. the Russian side of the developm ent took a
far different turn than Churchill and his associates

British Geopolitical Doctrine

The British geopolitical doctrine which has caused two
world wars during this century to date was formulated
by a team headed by the Rothschild-linked Lord Alfred
Milner at the beginning of this century. This team which
included the Fabian Webbs and the famous Mackinder
formulated the doctrine better known as the policy of
Major-General Professor Karl Haushofer. the patron of
Rudolf Hess and the actual author of the principal
contents of Adolf Hitler' s Mein Kampf.
The British doctrine has two principal elements. The
first was the approach to what the doctrine defined as the
Eurasian world-island. The British monarchy. which
viewed the old colonial system of British flag-imperial
ism as doomed. aimed to establish a new instrument by
which a relatively weak Britain could continue to
'
dom inate the world. This c entered around the
balkanizing of Russia, preventing the emergence of
economic cooperation between Russia and Germany.
The second elem ent was the doctrine that Britain must
rule the world through subverting the powerful " dumb
'
giant, " the United States. Aided by a successful British
assassination of President William M c K inley in 1 902. the
latter obj ective was , on balanc e , fairly accomplished .

.

intended.
With the Soviet deployment of an operational H-bomb ,
beginning 1 953, the possibility of repeating the central
E uropean version of the M i lner-Mackinder-Haushofer
Parvus geopolitical thrust against Russia evaporated .
So, beginning with the E i senhower Administration' s slap
against the British monarchy and its French puppet in
the 1 956 Suez crisis. British geopolitical policy from that
point onward took a different principal course .
As George Marshall and Maj or-General Hurley
discovered , painfully. during the i m mediate post-war
p eriod in China . the Mao Tse-tung l eadership in China
had been a London-linked elem ent of the Communist
International throughout its history. As we shall show, it
is too simplified a version of the facts to term Mao Tse
tung and Chou En-Iai British agents , but the special
relationship between London and dominant elements of
the CPC would be ordinarily the evidence for defining an
agent-relationship but for the great power and associated
interests Peking represents today. Just as London ,
through its agents on the financial side of the Chiang Kai
shek regim e , frustrated Marshall ' s and Hurley' s efforts
. at the end of the war, London was abhi to steer the
process of the Sino-Soviet split from the 1 9 56-1957 period
onwards .
Since the 1 9 56 Suez cris i s , London ' s long-haul strategic
orientation and commitment has been for a total war
between China and the Soviet Union, China replacing the
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role London assigned to Germany in the two preceding
world wars of this centur y . The principal difference in
London ' s intention for the new world war is that London
intends to destroy Japan and sacrifice the " r i m " power,
the USA , in thermonuclear, Pacific-centered war with
the Soviet Union. By hook or c rook , London intends to
extricate itself and sections of E urope from the brunt of
war before the proverbial last m o m ent. Once the Soviet
Union, China, Japan and the United States have been
elim inated as economic powers , London aims to rule
what remains of the globe.
R e c e n t l y . London has b r o u g h t t h i s post- 1 8 5 6
geopolitical doctrine out into the o p e n . Naturally, Henry
A . Kis singer. himself trained b y British Secret
Intel ligence Service and an "in p l a c e " British agent
within the USA policy-com m a n d , follows London ' s
direction i n this matter . As a byproduct o f this develop
ment, the word " geopolitic a l " has resumed a conspicu
ous presence in the relevant sections of the press .
The Great Poker Game:
London Versus Peking

London has abundant evidence to convince itself that
Pekin g ' s leaders are, on balanc e , British agents-of-in
fluence in the tradition of the Sultan of Zanzibar from the
days of William Pitt the Younge r . The C o m m unist Party
of China leadership has an old British intelligence
pedigree . and British leading circles have abundant evi
dence which suggests to them that Peking is disposed to
continue the role of a rook in the c h e s s -play of E ngland ' s
Queen. C ertainly, a l l o f the m ore inadequate mentalities
of the British policy apparatus . such a s Henry Kissinger ,
Zbigniew Brzezinski, J a m e s R . Schlesinger, et . a l . , tend
toward that same j udgm ent of the m atter .
The most sensitive plotters in Britain are guided by a
more sophisticated view of the m atter . London and
Peking are occupied in a polit i c a l poker game with
thermonuclear stakes . The issue i s : W i l l London mani
pulate Peking into a Pacific-c entered thermonuclear
war, or will Peking set up London for an Atlantic
centered thermonuclear war?

Tha t poker gam e,

I

ha ve no doubt Peking would win.

The image of a pathetic Henry K i s s inger. Henry Jack
son, or Zbigniew Brzezinski attem pting to match wits
with Peking ' s leaders is one which would provoke riotous
laughter at such a farce, were the i m p lications not so
strategically grotesque .
To understand China ' s leaders . at least a lapsed-time
overview of China ' s recent history i s indispensable. In
sum marizing this necessary outlook w i thin a few para
graphs here, I simplify the p i c t u r e , but without intro
ducing any distortion of signifi c a n c e s respecting the
issues under exam ination .
Like the leading forces of J a p a n ' s 1 863 Meij i
R evolution, I have a profound horror of the bestiality
deep ly embedded in Chinese cultural traditions . Since
the b u i l d i n g of the Great Wall - and the great book
burning - China has been conditioned ( " brainwashed " )
into a s s i m i lating one o f the m o s t hideous cultures and
phi losophical outlooks the earth has witnessed in all re
corded history. In Japan ' s own hi storical m emory, there
is painful evidence of the econo m i c genocidal' conse
q uences of the corruption of J a p a n by imported neo
Confucian thought.
2
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The substance of Chinese traditionalism is the thou
sands of years of accumulated bestiality of oriental rural
life . The Chinese peasant lived like a beast, each genera
tion repeating the wretched technology of its grand
fathers and so forth , its behavior as unchanging - from
the standpoint of life ' s experience - as that of some
lower beast whose range of behavior is genetically
determ ined .
This traditional Chinese, rural-centered antipathy
against technological progress m ade China the victim of
what is otherwise termed the yin-yang cycle. Less ab
stractly, yin-yang cycles are the cycles of what have
been termed " oriental despoti s m . " The stagnation in
agricultural technology was characterized by a p eriod of
expansion of land in production and population , followed
by an economic-genocidal collaps e . Although this cy
clical process was aggravated by the ruling, parasitical
institutions of China . the rythym of the agricultural base
was the fundam ental determinant, on which the ruling
s uperstructure had only catalytic effect.
Over thousands of years , the densely populated regions
of China served as the world ' s principal breeding-culture
for the great pandem i c s which have afflicted the human
species .

,
We of Mediterranean-centered civilizations have ex
p erienced sim ilar forms of cultural decay. While the rise
of E uropean civilization has been accomplished through
the influence of the city-builders ' faction - the creators
of urban-centere d , s c i e n c e-oriente d . technological
progress - we too have experienced periods of dom i
nation by p roponents of the Babylonian oligarchical
model . The division between the morally degenerate oli
garchist Hesiod and huma'nist H o m er has been the
characteristic conflict within the history of our civili
zation to the present day. The Guelph faction, and its
continuation in the forces allied to the present-day
British monarchy, have been the prinCipal agents of bes
tiality, the zero-growthers . We too have suffered econo - ,
m ic-genocidal a n d related consequences of the sort
China has suffered, whenever we have tolerated too long
the rule b y forc es with the world outlook of the British
monarchy and such miserable creatures as Henry Kis
singer.
The difference is that Mediterranean civilization has
experienced such horrors of no longer than hundreds of
years - the Roman E mpire ' s decay. whereas this
hideous experience was em bedded in China over thou
sands of years , almost without interruption .
Through the exa mple and moral influence of the Meij i
R evolution in Japan, there developed in China the move
m ent headed up by Sun Vat-se n . Sun Vat-sen was dedi
cated to accomplishing in China what the forces behind
the Meij i R estoration had accomplished in Japan.
Fol lowing the Bolshevik R evolution of 1 9 1 7 , Sun Yat
s en ' s forces entered into an alliance with the fledgling
Com munist Party of China , and with Lenin .
The British subverted both the K uo m intang (Sun Yat
s en ' s organization) and the Chinese Com m unist Party.
Chiang Kai-shek, the putative heir of Sun Vat-sen, was
steered by banking interests politically and financia l l y
linked to London , by way of t h e opium-based banks o f
H o n g Kong a n d Shanghai . British agent within the Com
m unist I nternational , M . K . Roy p erformed a key role in
British intelligence ' s takeover of leading influence
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within the Communist Party. British-linked Chou En-lai
and Mao Tse-tung represent the hegemony of the British
game within the CPC of the 1 930s .
Despite the bloody conflicts between the Kuomintang
and CPC, the Chinese nationalists and Communists were
played as virtual puppets by British interests. This conti
nued into World War I I , whOse Chinese features · were
never competently understood by any · of the honest
Am ericans involved in the China-Burma-India theater.
In fairness to the deceased Chiang Kai-shek, I would
not argue , from evidence in hand , that he was a British
agent in any more profound sense than, say, Senator
Howard Baker. Chiang unquestionably understood poli
tical reality much more extensively and profoundly, in
his own way, than Banker and others like him have
demonstrated. The facts show that Chiang was essen
tially a " R ealpolitiker, " maneuvering within what he
perceived as the realities. A better insight into Chiang
will wait for the published studies of appropriate
Japanese .scholars , who are far better s ituated to under
stand such matters than U.S. students of the issue.
Chiang was c learly a virtual pawn in the c ircumstances
various forces created - by creating perceived as well
as actual circumstances around Chiang, Chiang ' s
Realpolitiking response t o those c ircum stances tended to
produce the effect the British desired. To the extent
Chiang exhibited principled c o m m itments underneath
his Byzantine maneuverings , on balance he tended
toward Sun Vat-sen ' s principles, toward agreement with
the Japanese outlook . . . from a Chinese nationalist stand
point.
In speaking of Chiang, we are also speaking of three
decades of Taiwan , an island-nation which was his
torically never part of China until the postwar arrange
ments by the victorious allies . Any fool who swallows the
m yth that Taiwan is historically part of China is in
competent in the study of China, Japan, or of that entire
region of the Pacific, as incompetent as Vice-President
Walter " Librium " Mondale exhibited h i m self in his bab
bling, anti-Japanese progression recently into Pacific
and adj oining waters .
At the close of the war, Stalin agreed with the United
States on China policy. To the consternation of G eneral
George C. Marshall and Maj or-G eneral Hurley, Chiang
Kai-shek sabotaged the efforts , and the consequent vic
tory of the Mao Tse-tung forces ensued. What confused
the Americans - and the eviden c e i ndicates that Mar
shall and Hurley were na mely able as well as good
Americans in the matter - was the refusal to see the
British hand in the China affair. The postwar business
concerning the IPR affair ( 1 ) . the charge that certain
Am ericans had aided in promoting a Chinese Communist
victory, reflected the ingenuousness of U .S . m ilitary,
intelligence and other circles, in failing to grasp the point
that the Institute of Pacific Relations was a British
secret intelligence arm , which, chased out of the United
States , resituated itself in Cana d a .
Throughout the postwar period , British policy in A s i a
until 1 973 w a s consistently t o p l a y t h e U.S. as a major,
i m m ediate danger to China - beginning with British rig
ging of the Korean War and British rigging .of the
Vietnam War. At the same tim e , Britain has used its
channels of influence into Peking to catalyze conflict

between China and Moscow. Som e British channels into
Moscow have been used to assist that split.
What Britain accomplished by these means was to
situate Peking in a controlled p sychological envi
ronm ent, in which Britain p layed " soft cop " to Washing
ton' s " hard cop " in a Tavistockian Mutt-and-Jeff game.
Peking, the m ore deeply it was separated from Moscow,
p layed the game London offered it. Recognizing the
powerful British subversive influence in Manhattan and
Washington, Peking viewed itself as j udoing London ' s
Mutt-and-J eff g a m e t o balance t h e " foreign devils . "
Peking ' s understanding o f London was factually ac
curate. As long as London views. Peking as London' s
prospective tool for the Pacific version o f the Haus
hoferian geopolitical option, London will influence
Washington and E urope to the purpose of strengthening
Peking. By playing the p art of the sem i-willing tool in
this game, Peking is able to j udo London' s policy to
P eking ' s strategic advantage.
At botto m , Peking ' s policy continues to be " let the
foreign devils destroy one anoth er . " I n Peking ' s view
this m eans the m utual destruction of the U.S. , Western
E urope and the Soviet Union in an Atlantic-centered ther
monuclear war. Peking ' s currenct approach to realizing
that obj ective is to appear to play the London game up to
the point that London and the U.S. are irreversibly com
m itted to war. At that point Comm unist Peking excuses
itself from the war. It is strategic judo, the feeding of
London ' s delusion , through the a d m i ttedly risky Chinese
i m p etus toward the " inevitable war , " which lures
London and Washington i nto adopting a war-posture fool s confident of the China option . Once London and
Washington have been so j udoed into an irreversible
posture, China withdraw s , having accomplished its .
purpose.
The Poker Players

In p itting them selves against Peking ' s leaders , British
representatives Kissinger, Brzezinski , Jackson, and
Schlesinger are political L illiputians bargaining with
giants .
London and Kissinger overlook the vital element of
p erception in Pekin g ' s eyes. P ek i n g ' s leaders have both
hatred and contempt for the Briti s h , and they understand
and despise miserable creatures such as Kissinger they see through Kissinger i m m ediately. London and
Kissinger delude themselves that Peking ' s compliance
with British policies signifies that London et. al. are the
m ental superiors of the heathen Chinese. In fact, Peking
sees this aspect of the matter with exact correctness . To
Peking , the problem has been and remains a matter of
pure strategic power, a m atter of the experiences dic
tated by configuration of power.

"

_

There is not a single Chinese l eader whose perception
of Britain is not shaped b y hateful memories of the
Opium. Wars , a deep , silent and p rofound hatred which is
without restraint. To Chine s e , the British are not human
- they are " foreign devils . " That very quality which the ·
British oligarchists adm ire in Chinese traditional cul
ture , rural-rooted imbecile qualities of ethnic chau
vini s m frees most of Peking ' s leading forces of any
consideration of compassion i n their deeply-embedded
racial hatred of the British. The s a m e component of the
influence of Chian g ' s Com m unists hostility to Moscow -
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ethnic chauvinism - acts with double forc e in Pekin g ' s
enmity toward everything British.
The leaders of Peking observe that the U.S. is a dumb
giant, manipulated by British influence . Peking j udges :
Britain is the policy-shaping power a mong the " i m 
perialist foreign devils . " Hence , P eking ' s Realpolitiking
addresses itself to the sources of U.S. foreign policy :
London .
There are several principal forces of experience
shap ing the outlook and chara cter of Peking ' s leaders .
Peking ' s leaders may be philosophically impaired ,
incapable of a global humanist outlook , and so forth , but,
London and its U.S. henchmen are p ersonally no match
for men and women who have been molded by the
processes which selectively determ ine who rises to and
holds leading power in Peking .
Externally, Peking has been shaped by a containm ent
which is m ore brutal than that experienced in recent
decades by Moscow. This conta i n m ent may have been in
part self-imposed , but if one cuts off one ' s own leg, it is no
less an amputation than if other persons had perform ed
the procedure . This has shaped Peking ' s leadership to
the point of emphasizing in thos e p ersons the attitude of
surviving in a surrounding hostile world, a world with the
means to destroy China were that world to discover the
will to do so.
In the long history of the CPC, over more than half a
century, the leadership has been shaped by brutal civil
war experiences, by surviving a s hunted men and
women, and by factional struggles within the nation and
party in which factional conflicts of recent decades have
operated on social bases of hundreds of m i l l ions of per
sons . The two dominant social tendencies within Chinese
society affecting. these factional struggles have been the
mass of traditiona l Chinese backwardness expressed by
rural culture and the massive, but relatively weaker
social base of China ' s industrial-centered development.
It is the latter social confl ict which shapes the great
interna l contradiction of China. The Com m unist impulse,
the industrial impulse, is confronted with the need to
avoid direct conflict with the overwhelm ing mass of
China ' s rural population. It i s the C P C ' s adaptation to the
present peasant mentality, as exhibited sympto
matically by recurring xen"phobic m anias for purely
Chinese c ulture, which makes C h ina a potential danger
to world peace, and makes China a potential social bomb
with respect to any existing politic a l order in Peking .
If foolish persons were not deluded and obsessed with
London ' s geopolitical doctrine of the " China option, " this
problem of China would have to b e fac e d . We cannot in
good conscience permit a nation representing approxi
mately one-quarter of the worl d ' s population to fester in
the conditions fostering traditional Chinese cultural
imbecility. Our concern ought to b e that of Sun Vat-sen. a
determination to aid China in i n d ustrializing its economy
as rap idly as possible, to reduce the required rural
com ponent of China ' s labor for c e to about 10 perc ent at
as rapi d a rate as is feasible.
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In a decade or so. China ' s industrialized population will
be of a nation as large as the United States. Although no
modern nation requiring as m u c h as 50 percent of its
labor force in rural production can have autochtho
nously. high rates of economic growth . high rates of
national social productivity. an industrial power of the
m agnitude China is coming to represent can also be a
m i l itary power in the world . If that m i litary potential is
com m anded by the bestial-reactionary outlooks flowing
from traditional Chinese culture . a menace is afoot in
world affairs .
To prevent that m enace from appearing. the tech
nological developm ent of China . the uprooting of the last
vestiges of the bestializing old culture , must be accom
plished . China ' s technological progress and growth rates
must be mediated from the outside.
Under conditions of containment, the effort of China to
develop economically puts the urban population into
deadly confl ict with the rura l , over the issue of ag
gravated rates of econo m i c prim itive-accum ulation
needed to maintain the industrial econom y even in equili
brium . The effort to a m e liorate this conflict, under
circumstances of economic containment, brings to the
surface the worst political tendencies in domestic and
foreign policies . The bestial chauvinism is so reflected in
Peking ' s policies.
D espite the demoralizing influence of the aversive
circum stances cited, Peking ' s leaders are men and
women of real substance respecting the equations of
strategic interests of state s . They are incompetent,
morally incompetent, in m atters of comprehending
strategic approaches for solving the worl d ' s problems 
since their chauvinism prevents them from accepting the
premises involved in such problem s . As a nation-state
which views itself as situated in a Hobbesian world
order, as an individual state b l ind to the interests of other
human beings , Peking ' s leaders are among the toughest
breed of politicians in the world today.
The Game Will End

If the United States government is foolish enough to
follow Londo n ' s advice concerning the geopol itical
" China option , " Peking will succeed in winning the game
through an A tlantic-centered total thermonuclear war
which elim inates the United States a s a functioning
nation . Peking ' s game is to insist that NATO and France
com mit the m s elves irreversibly to a war against the
USSR . Peking will provide troops for Africa or elsewhere
to feed that process , if this is deemed necessary to the
obj ective. Once France and NATO are irreversibly com
m i tted to war, Peking pulls out.
( 1 ) The PRJ allair refers to the early 1 950s investigation of the
Pacific R elations Institute, and the subs equent ouster of u . s .
S tate Department officials accused o f being " pro-Communist"
during and after World War II. The Pacific R e lations Institute
was established in the u . s . by the British monarch y ' s Royal
Institute of International Affa irs, and pushed a pro-Mao Tse
tung line thraughout the Chinese civil war, a line that was
circ ulated by many of the S tate Department officials who were
d i s m issed during this period .
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Brzezi n s k i Kowtows To C h i n ese
Kowtowing to his Chinese hosts in Peking last week,

u . s . National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski
delivered a series of diatribes against the Soviets and
expressions of support for China ' s foreign policy. The
Chinese were clearly pleased that Brzezinski , in his
attacks against Moscow, abandoned the official U . S .
policy o f treating relations with the Soviet Union and
China as bilateral issues and not " using" one against the
other.

FO R E I G N PO L I C Y
The degree o f Brzezinski ' s endorsem ent o f Chinese
foreign policy and actions was revealed in his toast May
19 at a welcoming banquet : "We recognize-and
share-China's resolve to resist the efforts of any nation
which seeks to establish global or regional hegemony . "
Not only is the word " hegemony" China ' s stock
reference to the Soviet Union , but " regional hegemony"
is Chinese code for Vietna m , indicating Brzezinski ' s
certainly unauthorized support for China against
Vietna m .
I n h i s farewell toast M a y 2 1 , Brzezinski implied
· sanction for China ' s own "hegemonistic " actions . When
he said, "Neither of us dispatches international
marauders who masquerade as nonaligned to advance
big-power ambitions in Africa . Neither of us seeks to
enforce the political obedience of our neighbors through
military force . " Apparently Brzezinski s a w nothing
distasteful in China ' s proj ection of force beyond its own
borders such as its full military and economic support for
Cambodia, the most barbarous regime in the world
today ; in its depradations against Vietnam and
Thailand, the latter an Am erican ally ; or in its training
and support for guerrillas operating in its neighbor states
of India and Burma.
Clearly succumbing to what one foreign diplomat
described as "the Chinese genius for overwhelming
guests with hospitality and getting them to make
exorbitant statements , " B r z e z i n s k i a l lowed all
diplomatic restraint to fall away in his excursion to the
Great Wall. From his j ibe about the Soviets being
"barbarians" to his reported challenge to the Chinese
while climbing to the top of the G reat Wall- "If we ge t to
the top first, you fight the Russians in Ethiopia ; if you get
to the top firs t , we fight t h e R u s s i a n s i n
E thop i a " - B r z e z i n s k l d i s p l a y e d a g r o t e s q u e
partisanship for a n alliance with China against the Soviet
Union . Brzezinski even suggested building a great wall in
the U . S since, as he put it, the Chinese version had been
so successful in keeping the Soviets out .
All of this talk. however, did not obscure. the fact that
.•

Brzezinski could not give his Chinese hosts what they
(
. were most looking for : a solid commitment on the part of
the United States to adopt an aggressive posture against
the Soviet Union. For thi s . the Chinese could only hope
that " their" agent Brzezinski could use the favorable
r e c e p t ion a c c o r d e d h i m t o p u s h the Carter
Administration . There were already sign s , as Brzezinski
left, that China thought the time was ripe to coax Carter
him self to China within the year. The pro-Peking press in
Hong Kong reported what amounts to an invitation from
Chinese vice-premier Teng Hsiao-ping for a visit, and the
Christian Science Monitor said that C arter might be open
to a visit.
If Brzezinski ' s behavior in Peking shocked the
diplomatic comm unity, his efforts in Tokyo on behalf of
Peking were even more outrageous. Brzezinski butted in
on a very delicate internal m atter in Japan, that nation's
negotiations for a peace treaty with China. to relay the
m essage that China very m uch wants to conclude the
treaty-and reportedly pressured Japan to sign. The
treaty contains an " antihegemony" clause directed
against the Soviet Union. China is actively attempting to
topple the Fukuda government, an enterprise which
Brzezinski endeavored to further.

B rz ez i n s k i ' s Toast to P e k i n g
Excerpts from Brzezinski's May 1 9 toast a t welcoming
banquet in Peking:
As reflected in the Shanghai Com munique, our
comm itm ent to friendship with China is based on shared
concerns and is derived from a long-term strategic view .
The United States does not view its relationship with
China as a tactical expedient. We recognize - and share
- China ' s resolve to resist the efforts of any nation which
seeks to establish global or regional hegemony.
We approach our relations with three fundamental
beliefs : that friendship between the United States and
the People ' s R epublic of China is vital and beneficial to
world peace ; that a secure and strong China is in
America's interest ; that a powerful. confident, and
globally engaged United States is in China ' s interest.
The world today is politically awakened and the
peoples of the world desire national sovereignty and
human rights . We are therefore historically confident
that any effort to establish hegemony in such a world will
not succeed. Our strength and our resolve also provide a
solid basis for such confidenc e .
We are confident that S ino-Am erican cooperation i s not
only in our m utual interest but is in keeping with the
thrust of history. Our relationship is dedicated to peace .
Only those aspiring t o dominate others have any reason
to fear the further developm ent of American-Chinese
relations.
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The President of the United S tates desires friendly
relations with a strong China. He is determin ed to join
you in overcoming the remaining obstacles in the way to
full normalization of our relations within the framework
of the Shanghai Comm unique . The United States has
made up its mind on this issue.

Teng Revea l s Ch inese V i ew
Of B rzezinks i ' s Posi t i o n

�.

In a n unpublished speech delivered July 20. 1977 to
China 's Central Committee plenum. Teng Hsiao-ping.
vice-chairman of the Chinese Comm unist Party.
reveaJed the cynical manner in which China views the
United States. The following excerpts are reprin ted from
a Chinese Information Service release of a version of the
speech acquired in Taipei.
The focus of our diplomacy at the present stage is to
firmly oppose the hegemonies of the Soviet Union and the
United States. However. we must not assume that in the
world today whoever opposes the Soviet Union and the
United States is our friend. for at best. they could only be
a friend for the time being . We must mobilize all positive
and favorable factors internationally that can be used to
check and resist the fore most danger of the
moment-mainly. the danger of another world war. The
eruption of World War III is inevitable. However. if the
time of its eruption can be delayed after the turn of this
century . we would then be able to take the initiative. and
it would be most beneficial .
In the application of a struggle for an international
united front. one of the most important rules is that there
m ust be not only unity. but also struggle. Wouldn't this be
a kind of contradiction ? Actually, this is not
contradictory, and is, in fact, Chairman Mao's greatest

invention with insuperable prowes s . Notwithstanding
that the science and technology of U . S . imperialism may
be called the first in the world, they have no under
standing of this at all. Our method is to seek unity and
coalition from struggle . . .
Being Marxists . we would never b e s o stupid as to be
incapable of distinguishing friend from foe . Whether it is
Nixon. Ford. Carter or any future leader of U . S .
imperialis m , none o f them c a n c l i m b out o f the same
merry-go-round . Their purpose is to exploit the split be
tween the Chinese and the Soviet Com munist Parties to
bring about the downfall of world socialism as well as to
checkmate the Soviet threat to the m . Then why could we
not take advantage of their contradictions and the gaps
between their positions of adopting a policy
advantageous to us? We will not b e controlled by others ;
we should instead control the m . Excessive dependence
often leads to passiveness. thus making it impossible to
assume any initiative . This we must never do, and what
we must do is to grasp the opportunity and bring in what
we want conditionally. mainly knowhow and equipment
in the scientific and technological fields which would be
most benefic ial to our realization of the four
moderniza tions .
The president of two succeeding administrations of
U . S . imperialism. its secretary of state. members of
Congress, and a number of other influential persons in
military and political circles have come to visit
China . . . . At present, they have something to ask from
us . and we hold the complete initiative in dealing with
them . . . . It would be impossible for the Carter
administration to dream about killing two birds with one
stone . They are really pitifully naive . If it were not on
conditions favorable to us. we would not even agree to the
adoption of the "Japan formula . "

Deve l op i ng Am eri ca 's Mo n eta ri st E l i te
An interview with Fritz Kraem er
Fritz Kra emer has been in the Departm ent of Defense
officially in a relatively insignificant post
for 30 years
incommensurate with the influence he is known to ha ve.
It is commonly said tha t Kraem er spends his tim e
reading every cable tha t the departm en t receives. and
form ula ting advice for his network of contacts.
In addition to his role as the discoverer and mentor of
Henry Kissinger. Kra emer main tains close contact with
many Administra tion officials. The follo wing intervie w
with Kraemer occurred e;: rlier this m onth and was
made a vailable to Executi'w'e Intelligence Review by a
freelance journalist.
-

Q: Wha t are your percep�ions of the issue of U. S. -China
relations ?
A : The damnable bourgeoisie will never understand the
Chinese-China has for us only one use : to be a counter
weight against the one real threat to the U . S . , the Soviet
Union . The Chinese are very realistic and brilliant-the
2
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brilliance in terms of realism of a Kissinger or a
Brzezinski is nothing compared to the Chinese. So the
idea that we must be on good terms with China is
excellent. but not at the expense of Taiwan . You know.
before Vance went to China. the Chinese told us they
would not even bring up Taiwan, but Vance brought it up .
He offered to have a full embassy in Peking and a simple
mission on Taiwan, but the Chinese rejected this-so
Vance came back to the U . S . and announced that the
Chinese are very "flexible"-the next day. Teng (who.
by the way. is the real ruler of China. not Hua) denied
that they are "flexible"-I know . what the chinese meant
i s . "How stupid can you be-we are not really interested
in Tai wan. but for public relations reasons we cannot say
we are ' flexible . ' ' ' The stupid bourgeoi s ie thinks it is a
compliment to call someone " flexible"-but people like
the Chinese, and like me. we know a real man is not
" flexible" but rigid-he knows what he wants and is not
" flexible. "
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The necessity of being in cahoots with Peking against
Moscow is real, but we do not have to give Peking
anything . Though I do think we should give them
weapons . . . .
Q : There are some people in the Administration who
understand this, aren 't there ? 1 m ean, Schlesinger,
though 1 guess he doesn 't say m u ch a bout these things.
Kraemer: Oh, I am in constant contact with Schlesinger
now-I admire him so. I have been in the Defense
Department for 30 years, and of all the Secretaries of
Defense, Schlesinger was the best. But he is too tactful to
say things now, but I can assure you that he is aware of
all this. But he will not say. Now me, I am not afraid to
say anything. I am not afraid of some little bureaucrat.
People used to tell me, you know, Kissinger is out to get
you. And I would say, how? Where are his tanks, where
are his concentration camp s ? Why should I be afraid?
You know, I was a soldier in the war. I am not afraid of
bureaucrats .
Q: Wha t a bout Vance- wha t does he think he 's doing?
Kraemer: Vance-you ask m e , what does a man who
does not understand , understand ? He is a very gentle
man, and he's a gentleman. But he is not in central
charge of the China policy. He asked friends of mine ,
Why did the Chinese obviously hate me so much? Now ,
that ' s the question of a naive man. The Chinese see the
Moscow danger so clearly and then they see Vance . . . .
ah, well .
Q: And Brzezinski?
Kra emer: He's a professor. Vance is an innocent. He
truly does not understand . H e ' s a lawyer. Now , I ' m a
lawyer too , but I understand. Brzezinski-he ' s a
professor.
Q : And tha t 's better than a la wyer? !
Kraemer: Ah , well, Brzezinski is brilliant, but he has
become accustomed to write brilliant articles that are
totally consistent. But, he has come to recognize that
somehow his whole idea on the Trilateral world has
broken down , that we must talk to China-it is the
recognition by a theoretician that he has to probe-sees
that China can be a very important pawn. So he is going
there to probe.
We in the U . S . are living for the last 15 years
strategically on the rift between China and the Soviet
Union. Brzezinski has probably seen that-but the true
reality is that both do not understand, but Brzezinski has
obviously a more alive brain and feels that som ething is
going terribly wrong .
I have the feeling that even our giving Taiwan to China
would not help our relations with Peking. They would
then see the U . S . as so weak that they could not trust us.
R approchement? My nightm are ! From our strategic
point of view, it would have been better had the Gang of
Four rem ained in power. These were wild revolu
tionaries. Moscow was heresy, and they would never
have gone for rapprochement. Of course, it would have
been a terrible thing for the Chinese population if they
had stayed in power, but from our point of view . . . .
Now, Te � g, however, is a pragm atist. If they see that we

are not an effective counterweight, they may
accom modate to Moscow. And this idea would not even
be stupid for them . They could buy ti m e . Join with the
Soviets against the U . S . , and in 1 2 - 1 5 years , they would
have such a large population and would build up
technologically, that they could take on the Soviet Union.
But the irrational Gang of Four wo uld not have thought
so pragmatically . .
Q : You said you fa vor giving th em arms. 1 assum e you
don 't m ean stra tegic arm s ?
Kraem er: I would give them s o m e a r m s because that i s
what they really want-they do n o t want Taiwan-they
want arm s . So we should give them arms that are not
secret, but arms that they need . We would not have to
give them weapons if we were showing strength around
the world-if we were standing up to the Soviets in the
Horn, in Asia, Afghanistan, in J amaica (oh yes, people
don't realize that ' s becoming another Cuba . ) But since
we aren 't, they need arms to defend against the Soviets .
I don' t like the term " normalize" relations with China .
We would better use the word "cooperation" than
" normalization" - the Chinese don' t want "nor
m alization " because they could not accept this un
less we gave up Taiwan, and they really do not want us
to do that, since that would show us to be very weak and
undependable.
I knew that Kissinger was going to China several
months before he went. Only I, and Nixon , Kissinger, and
Haig knew at that time.
But I was not in favor of his going to China . My fear
was that we would give too much, as we did. I told Henry
afterwards that the Shanghai C o m m unique was wrong.
He said, " Yes, you are right . " It was not a Kissinger idea
to go to China, but Nixon ' s idea. Kissinger had doubts ,
which is why he discussed it with m e , because I am an
objective man-rigid, but obj ective. So Kis.singer went
and was intellectually seduced by the Chinese. They are
terribly intellectually seductive.
Q : Did tha t happen to George Bush , too ?
Kraem er: Madame, you cannot intellectually seduce
som eone without an intellect. I, too , have been somewhat
intellectually seduced by the Chinese-they are
intellectuals, they can discuss the whole world. Not like
these small bourgeois in the West, who only know about
one little thing . But that does not prevent a man of my
type from fighting and even shooting them, if
necessary-but they are very seductive.
You know, people say Kissinger is arrogant. That is not
true. Kissinger is not arrogant ; Kissinger is not sure of
him self. It is known that I created Kissinger, because I
am sure of m yself and I am a very eloquent man. I knew
he was brilliant, but not self-assured . When I dis c overed
·
him, he was a private, just out of high sc hool , and he
wanted to be an accountant. I was 16 years older than
him . Unfortunately, Dr. Kissinger is not arrogant . If he
were , he would not have to look to others for approval so
much. If you want to see someone arrogant, look at me. I
do not need any particular approval. I know who I am. He
did not. But I don' t want to be too hard on him . If I had to
go through what Dr. Kissinger went through from 5 to 10
years old, perhaps I would not be so self-assured either.
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So, he is not a good negotiator with hard-willed people.
What he found remarkable about the Soviets was their
raw power, that they were so hard-willed and willing to
use their power. However, in the end, the real problem is
that Kissinger was not so attracted by the Soviets as he
was by the Chinese , but he had invested so much in
dl!tente and SALT that I could say to him , Henry, there is
j ust one small difference between us: you would rather
have a bad agreement than no agreement, but I would
rather have no agreement than a bad agreement.

Q: Wha t do you think 01 Senator Jackson 's role ?
Kraem er: Ah, without Jackson we would already be lost.
He is a fine Norwegian, a decent Scandinavian-not very
strong, but without him , we would already be standing
naked with a SALT agreement . He has been the only
obstacle on the road to a very bad S A LT agreement.
But you know, Scoop Jackson is really personally
weak. If he were negotiating with the Soviets , he too
would give away too much . He could not stand up to
them . But what he has been doing from his position has
been crucial . . . .
Schlesinger is a highly unusual man - a bird watcher.
Going forward, he can be very good , but only if he has the
position to. Sitting in a little room at SAIS , he got bored.
He is not a born missionary, as I a m . He is very taciturn
in private. I am a missionary. If I tell you your house is
burning and you ignore me, I will keep telling you . But
not Schlesinger. He's not a missionary .
Q: So, did Henry arrange to ha ve Schlesinger removed
'cause he opposed SAL T?
Kraem er: No, no. Kissinger called me also that same
Monday, and we spoke for two hours. His first words to
me were : "You do not believe that I did that Schlesinger was my only equal in the cabinet. We
disagreed about some things, but I would not have done
this . " My own personal analysis of the firing is that Ford
really did feel ill at ease with S chlesinger, and so
Rumsfeld, who realized thi s , told Ford it was time to get
rid of hi m , and, "by the way, why not put me in his
place? " Rum sfeld has ambitions that are still not
entirely played out, you kno w .
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Q : I h a ve heard som e disturbing rumors that Schlesinger
may be ousted again. Ha ve you heard such things ?
Kraem er: No - but Carter - well, fortunately, I have
never seen him - but he is obviously not a man who
would through anybody out. Look at what he did with
Burt Lance - why, Burt is someone I would not touch
with a prong ! And Carter did not even throw him out.
Mondale, if he gets in, he may kick out Schlesinger, but
not Carter, who clearly is not a man who could throw
anyone out . . . I am , frankly, terribly afraid that this great
national asset, Dr. Schlesinger, may be ground to shreds
in his present position . . . .
You know, for the bourgeois world, reality i s receding. I
see our cables from Kabul , and they finally see what is
happening , but people sitting a few countries away treat
, it as an event of little reality . Oh, the incapability of
affluent people to deal with very hard-nose people. I am
not a bourgeois , so I am obviously dangerous . . . But it is
difficult for us to negotiate because we are not awe
inspiring . We seem to lack a national will. Why did the
North Vietnamese win? Because they had a national will,
their soldiers had will. A Prussian general once said,
" P rostitutes and professors can be bought on any street
corner, but a soldier of courage cannot be bought. " I un
derstand that.
. .. Look , a liberal is a person who does not understand
reality. They think that peop le can sit around, discuss,
and come to agreem ent on anything rationally. If two
men want to marry the same woman, should they be so
old-fashioned as to want to marry her, a liberal thinks
you can go to a j udge and have him decide. But this is not
a j uridical question, not a question of logic. It was better
when they used to decide such questions with a duel . The
real answer to everything is raw power.
I have seen to it that I am never promoted . And I never
answer things written about m e . My staff tells me that a
silly MIT professor wrote that Kiss inger was
programmed by m e . But I would not respond. You know,
the secret is tha t any society needs an elite. I understand
that .
Ah , I must go now. What a conversation . But I must ask
you, do not quote me directly. I do not mind for myself. I
am not afraid. But my superiors would shudder down
their spines to hear all this - if, indeed, they had spines.

'
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Bl u m entha l And Kiss i nge r Deman d
IMF I m peria l ism I nstead Of 'Grand Design '
.

.

.

An eyewitness report from th e M e;�ico City Inti. M onet<;lry Con ference
U . S . Treasury Secretary W . M . Blum enthal. former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. and their City of
London colleagues Sir Anthony Favill Tuke III.
Chairman of Barclays Bank and Sir Jeremy Morse.
Chairman of Lloyds Bank . baldly presented to the
American and international banking community May 24
a British System program for the total subordination of
"general economic and financial policies . . . of the nations
of the world" to Lord Keyne s ' International Monetary
Fund . Blum enthal's keynote address to the private
sector International Monetary Conference stressed that
" surveillance" by the IMF is the " c ornerstone of a new
system . " The conference is sponsored annually by the
American Bankers Association and was held this year in
Mexico City May 22-26 .
Clearly. Blumenthal' s speech was an attack on the
" G rand D e s i g n " for E a s t - W e s t t r a d e a n d
industrialization of the Third World launched a t the
historic mid-May Brezhnev-Schm idt summit in Bonn.
West Germany and elaborated by French President
Giscard at the May 22-24 Paris conference of African
heads of state on the industrial development of Africa in
cooperation with the Soviet Union .
Kissinger's speech. preceding Blumentha l · s . set the
context with a broadside against U . S . participation in all
East-West trade and Third World industrialization.
Without the U.S the Grand Design. conceived of by
Germany and France with the industrial m ight of the
United S tates at its center. could never function .
.•

" What t h e Soviet Union is doing in Africa a n d parts o f
the Middle East is incompatible w i t h detente . " Kissinger
�.
ted. and therefore on all financing of East-West trade
"there have to be criteria
political conditions . . . tied to
the international behavior of these countries (Eastern
� u rop e ) . " T h e e n r a p t u r e d
Wa shington Pos t
r;haracterized this as "a squeeze . " Furthermore.
Kissinger emphasized. the r a r e " absolute lim its . . . far
below what is needed " "
.e investm ent for industrial
develop m ent which the
:st can m ake in developing
nation s .
• . . .

Egged o n b y Tuke a r . �orse. w h o solemnly elaborated
Blum enthal's plea fo
" i nternational stability. " the
sheep of the New Yorl banking c o m m unity. with David
Rockefeller of Chase Manhattan. Walter Wriston of Citi
bank. and Gabriel Hauge of Manufacturers Hannover
heading the herd. applauded Blum enthal and " a
statesman and friend " ( a s Rockefeller p u t i t ) Kissinger .
What the New York sheep heard. however. was only that
part of the City of London ' s plan they were meant to.

The Ghost of Lord Keynes

In contrast to a vast expansion of international trade
and development. under which the U . S France. West
G ermany. Japan and other Western nations would imple
m ent Hamiltonian governm ent financing of a high-tech
nology export drive. Blumenth a l ' s speech proposed a
return to the pre-1 974 British E mpire world financial
structure .
. •

The " s urveillance" clause of the recently ratified
Jamaica amendments to the articles of agreement of the
IMF . announced Blum enthal. must be m ade the central
m echanism for the planning not only of international
credit allocation for trade and industrial development
program s or foreign exchange rates . but also for
" general economic and financial policies . . . of the nations
of the world. "
Written b y the British-dominated IMF board of
directors in 1 9 75 in Jamaica. the second or Jamaica IMF
a m endments were finally ratified by a maj ority of the
parliaments of the IMF ' s m e m ber nations in April of this
year . In a trade-off for the French government ' s demand
that central banks be freed to buy and sell gold to
stabilize world currency m arkets . the British faction at
Jamaica. led by British Chancellor of the Exchequer
Denis Healey. succeeded in winning for the IMF-on
p aper-the right to " surveillance " of national economic
policies affecting foreign exchange rates of member
nations.
Now Blumental demands. a s his speech below
documents . that the IMF m ust have the inside
collaboration "of political officials of high level with
in their own government s " to determine the entire
economic policy of sovereign m ember nations-and
national sovereignty be damned . This is a political power
play. far overreaching either the l etter or the spirit of the
a m endments .
The content? Straight British S ystem economics. What
Blum enthal in his speech m eant by " orderly growth with
r e a s o n a b l e p r i c e s t a b i l i t y " a n d a v o i d a n c e of
" maintaining rates of exchange at artificial levels " was
more openly drawn in an interview ( excerpted below)
with an outspoken aide to Assistant Secretary of State for
E conomic Affairs Julius L. Katz. Katz . a Kissinger .
appointee who wrote the 1 9 7 5 International Resources
Bank s c he m e . m o d e l e d on H j a l m ar S chacht ' s
" R entenmark " . for mortgaging Third World natural
resources as a basis for international lending. is part of
an explicitly pro-Kissinger element in the U . S . State
D ep artment absolutely opposed to Secretary of State
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Vance and UN Ambassador Young' s promotion of
American participation in detente and global develop
ment.
Blum enthal wasn't j ust talking about using the IMF to
control profligate borrowing by the poor nations, the aide
emphasized. "It's a Japan, Germany, Switzerland
problem , " he said. The entire advanced sector must
implement under IMF direction the reflation program
demanded by Blumenthal and British Chancellor of the
Exchequer Healey at the last years ' worth of
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) summits : " stimulate" domestic economies as
the British have always done, by printing money and
putting it into Keynesian public m ake-work jobs , with the
obj ect of pumping up a financial bubble in stock and
financial markets-and of cutting back industrial
exports in favor of the domestic crap game.

What The B r i t i s h R e a l l y Want
If West Germany and Japan won ' t g o for the IMF
world government, the aide continued-then Blumenthal
will unashamedly "talk down the dollar" again and
plunge the world into financial chaos , letting President
Carter take the blame. London ' s openly promoted plan
to have its own Kennedy family' s Ted Kennedy replace
Carter is to be furthered by Blum enthal ' s guerrilla
warfare from within against the U . S . dollar.
Now, the New York banking sheep are told nothing of
this sort - nothing either, of the rest of the actual British
plan for the United State s . The New York bankers are
frightened by the Third World debt mushroom,
frightened by the dollar collaps e , frightened by the
down slide of the U . S . economy into recession, and
frightened above all by the total lack of competent
economic policy in the Adm inistration. Having herded
these trembling financiers into the apparent safety of the
IMF, where they are told the world economy will be
gotten strictly under control by the best "fiscal
conservative" monetary experts, the British have j ust
begun . For in supporting the IMF, the New York banks
are sim ultaneously supporting the total policy
dictatorship of London ' s G . W. Miller, who has alreadY
implemented the IMF ' s policies inside the U . S .
government.

As soon as U . S . should-be financial leaders have made
this kind of political com mitment to Miller and the IMF ,
to what they think is stability at last, Britain' s Healey
and Miller intend to j ack U . S . interest rates to the
point that the entire overblown financial system is
sharply contracted, causing a run on the dollar and the
U . S . markets. The City of London in short has scheduled
a repeat performance of October 1 929, when the New
York Federal Reserve under the direction of Bank of
E ngland Governor Montague Norman wilfully burst the
New York stock market bubble ( S ee Executive
Intelligence R e view, Vol . 5, No. I S , May 9-1 5 ) .
The British bankers at Mexico City set the trap
carefully. Sir Anthony Tuke of Barclays, the President of
the Conference , spoke at great length of the " moral"
need of international commercial banks to "overextend"
themselves into the already illiquid Third World and
domestic financial bubbles such as the New York City
debt spiral, where Tuke's colleague Felix Rohatyn of
London ' s Lazard Freres this week forced the same New
York banks to put another $2 billion of worthless New
York paper on their books or face immediate default and
banking panic .
The situation is bad, said Tuke in effect, but we can
stave off crisis by simple extension of present
speculative policies . Tuke didn' t mention the effect that
Miller ' s planned 1 929-style interest rate squeeze will
have on banks who follow his advice. Sir Jeremy Morse
of Lloyds similarly questioned Blumenthal carefully as
to whether the IMF " could really do the job of
stabilization" . . . didn' t the IMF need ever stronger
powers?
The " sophisticated" New Yorkers ate it up . Gabriel
Hauge, Chairman of Manufacturers Hannover, insisted
with Morse that the IMF needs stronger rules and
regulatory powers . Robert Abboud of First Chicago Bank
praised Miller to the skies . Walter Wriston, Chairman of
Citicorp , scorned a debt moratorium for Peru, and told
reporters the country must give itself up to the whims of
the IMF and the "markets . " ( For an exclusive
interview, see below . ) David Rockefeller took the prize ,
with a l O-m inute eulogy of the man who is trying to
destroy him , Henry Kissinger .
-Katherine Burdman

B l u m e ntha l , Ki ss i n ger, And The Sh eep
Exclusive reports from o ur M ex ico City bureau
' G et G e r m a n y a n d Ta l k D o w n t h e Dol l a r '
A May 25 intervie w with Thomas Forboard, aide to
Julius L. Ka tz, Assistant Secretary of Sta te for Economic
and Business Affairs, shed,> som e ligh t on Blumenthal's
speech to the privatt
In terna tional Monetary
Conference in Mexico City on the previous day.
Q : Does Blu m en thal 's In tern a tiona l Mon e tary
Conference speech signal a major emphasis on the IMF
in U. S. interna tionaJeconomic objectives ?
A : Yes , but this isn't new. Blum enthal said the same
thing at the (April 14) IMF Interim comm ittee meeting.
2
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We are definitely after greater exchange rate and
economic policy surveillance of IMF m embers .
Q: Is this going through beca use bankers are nervous
about Peru, and so on ?
A : Peru is the least of it, it' s a Japan, Germany,
S witzerland problem . We want greater surveillance of
the economic policies of Japan, Germany and
S witzerland . We have to get the IMF right in there,
especially in Germany, to see they are playing their part
in world stability.
Q:

But surely Germany in particular is alreadY
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implementing standard conservative monetary policy.
.
lo w infla tion. etc. ?
A : No. no. you misunderstand the role of the IMF . They
are to surveille everything especially things like
Germany's large and disruptive trade surplus . The IMF
would tell Germany how to contribute to monetary
stability by stimulating their dom estic economy and thus
reducing their surplus .
Q: Ho w would this work ? Blum enthal referred to
"consulta tion of high government officials with the IMF
on domestic policy form ulation. " Did he mean say
Emminger (Head of the Bundesbank) or Lam bsdorf
(Economic Minister) ? Wha t would be th e m echanism ?
A : No, he meant Helm ut Schmidt. We're going right to
the toP . we're not going to let them off the hook on this
one.
Q: Wha t will happen a t the Bonn Heads of State
Economic Summit? The Germans ha ve said a thousand
tim es they reject refla tion. E ven Lam bsdorff, who is
closest to Blum enthal 's thinking in Germany, was
forced to repea t again yesterday "no refla tion . . .
A : There will b e a major fight at the summit. W e will
threaten not to intervene, we will try to trade off our
agreement thus far to intervene for their agreement to
reflate, cut surpluses , and so on.
Q: But tha t won 't work and there will be an ob vious
diploma tic failure ?
A : Yes .
Q: And if they still don 't refla te ? Wha t ha ve we got to
bargain with. the dollar's doing fine, isn 't it ? They'll
ne ver refla te.
A : There ' s always hope. How about another blow-out for
the dollar in the markets ? We'll talk down the dollar.
Q : Wha t, again ? Blumenthal will lose his job.
A : You're wrong. Blum enthal said in his speech
s o m ething very l i k e " a v o i d e x c h a n g e rate
manipulations, otherwise the m arkets will have to
implem ent the adj ustment, " didn ' t he? Don't you think
that's a good enough threat? I s n ' t that an effective
speech?
Q : But he 'll lose his job for tha t.
A : Why should he? It' s the Admini stration ' s policy, not
his policy.
0: Surely it will be Blumenthal who will be putting this to
the President, advising him to take this approa ch, you
don 't expect Bob Stra uss to h elp him , do you ?
A : True .
Q: Ha ven 't you noticed wha t Blum en thal 's last talking
bout did to infla tion ? Don 't your think Carter wants a
second term ?
A : That ' s not altogether clear, is it? Carter hasn't
announced, has he? Look, Blum enthal has made this
speech at two major international conferences in the past
two months and this is U . S . policy.

Barc l ays Ban k C h a i rm a n
E n co u rages A m e ri c a n Ban ks :
Swa l l o w M o re Bad D e bt
The follo wing are excerpts from the speech to the
priva te Interna tional Monetary Conference by Anthony
F. Tuke, Chairman of Barclays Bank Limited and
president of the Conference:
The Less Developed Countrie s , those who have
massive mineral and energy resources. cannot afford
to increase greatly their demand for the products of the
Developed Countries . The servicing of their existing
debts has also effectively restricted their capacity to
grow. and the low level of activity in the developed coun
tries themselves is affecting dem and for their
p roducts . . . .
What. therefore . are the effects of such a scenario?
There will be calls for more government intervention and
disenchantment with governm ents who cannot solve this
problem . (Unemployment and capital investment) This
could make for divisive societies and for political
instability as we are now seeing in Italy and elsewhere .
There will be calls for banks to support rrew investment
per se whether or not it is financially viable. There will
be calls to finance job creation p roj ects . whether or not
they are effective in the long run . We have already seen
this in our country, and we find these calls hard to deny.
We may find that a larger proportion of our banking
resources will in fact have to be p ut at higher risk if we
are not to be faced with the challenge that our capitalist
system (and the commercial banks in particular) are
failing the peoples of the world by applying purely short
term financial criteria which are seen as inadequate to
solve the long-term problems . . . .
I would certainly not suggest that commercial bankers
should support large non-viable proj ects in the name of
j ob creation and investment. but if the capitalist system
and we as international bankers are to be seen to be
m eeting these challenges , we m a y have to take some
positive action . We should consult and perhaps advise.
We may have to take rather a different view than
hitherto of the length of the term for which we are
prepared to lend, and the extent to which we are
prepared to take the place of private equity investors in
countries where capital m arkets are defficient. We may
need to increase the amount of our m anagement
resources trained to work with m anagement of com
panies in a closer way than would have been traditionally
seen to be wise as between a lender and borrower.

Roc kefe l l e r : A R o s e Is A Rose . .

.

Da vid Rockefeller ga ve the introductory speech on the
first day of the Mexico City conference. May 22. Here.
excerpts :
Let me touch o n a few economic problems b y way of
setting the stage for today's commentaries . One of these
is the slowing down of growth in much of the
industrialized world .
This h a s serious repercussions in t h e developing world
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so dependent on exports-Zambia, Z aire , Peru, Brazil.
More rapid growth would go a long way to cure these
problems . But, we must ask ourselves , is this a chronic
or a temporary problem in our society?
One other major blight on our economies these days is
inflation. Most nations, in recent years , have found it
dfficult to get inflation rates below 8-10 percent. Some
have been much higher. A few have been lower. The very
diversity of inflation rates has created further problems
of price and exchange adjustments between nations .
More broadly, if inflation persists , what will be the
implications for the social and political fabric of our
society? Can we look for a significant reduction in the
rate of inflation worldwide?
Closely related to growth and inflation is the problem
of massive imbalances in national trade and paym ents
accounts . Imbalances of the magnitude we see today are
both a symptom and a cause of instability which in turn
leads to increased risk .
A fu r t h e r co n s e q u e n c e o f c u r r e n c y i n s t a 
bility-especially instability o f the dollar- i s the drift
toward a multicurrency syste m . We are seeing today less
reliance on the dollar and more on relatively strong cur
rencies such as the D-mark and the Japanese Yen.
Increasingly these currencies are being used in the
financing of trade and even as reserve assets . What is the
significance of this trend if it continues ?
These, then, are some of the economic problems and
trends which are affecting the future of banking. They
are inextricably intertwined with social and political
forces . If as bankers we are to do a good job in planning
for the future in our own busines s , we must have an
ins ight into likely develop ments on the political scene.
Here is where we are looking for illum ination to our
very rem arkable panelists both this morning and this
afternoon.
Our first speaker this morning is perhaps one of the
most remarkable men of our time. At a mom ent of
exceptional international turmoil and tension , he led the
foreign policy of the United States with a skill and
strength which may well have been unrivaled by any
other Secretary of State in our history. He is a man who
has a profound knowledge of history and a sense of geo
politics which is all too rare. With it all he has a
wonderful sense of humor.
I cannot think of anyone who could give us a better
global perspective on the changing conditio ns which are
likely to affect banking than our first speaker. It is my
good fortune to introduce a statesman and a friend, Dr.
Henry Kissinger.
The following remarks of Rockefeller's were reported in
the Mexico City daily Diario de Mexico May 24.
" U . S . bankers reserve the right to approve credits to
countries which sympathize with the bellicose policy of
the Soviet Union , and will follow the United States '
specifications on the subj ect, " declared David Rocke
feller, president of New York ' s Chase Manhattan Bank .
In this way, Rockefeller took the same position as
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, who said that the
Soviet Union will use its military influence - and not
peaceful coexistence - to win follower s .
The President o f Chase Manhattan B a n k s a i d i n a press
4
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conference yesterday . . . that if the USSR utilizes
" surrogate aggression" , the U . S . " doesn't have any
reason to approve credits to help finance the economic
life of countries sympathizing with (the Soviet Union's)
bellicose policy. "

C i t i c o rp ' s Wri sto n o n
Peru and the IMF
Exclusive to the Executive In telligence Review
This interview with Walter B. Wriston, Chairman of
Citicorp, occurred on May 23 in Mexico City.
Q : Mr. Wriston, can you tell us if Citicorp is considering
granting Peru a partial or total debt m oratorium , or a
partial or complete freeze in debt payments to allow tha t
country to o vercom e its present economic difficulties ?
A : No. We are not thinking of doing that, nor do we think
that Peru will default like South Korea last year.
Besides , the government (of Peru) has responded to the
recommendations of the International Monetary Fund,
and that is why I think there won' t be a default, which has
been talked about a lot for over five years and hasn't
happened.
Q: Do you think or believe tha t the current President, .
General Morales Berm udez, will remain in power?
A : That I don 't know. But I can tell you that any govern
m ent m ust take responsibility for its comm itments . It
will have to go to the (international credit) markets. I
know that the ( Peruvian) governm ent will be pressured
by various group s, but I think Peru will overcome its
economic problem s . No country is an island unto itself
and it has to go to the money markets and take
responsibility for it.
It is a method we've used for almost 50 years, and it
works . We ' ve had some problems with some countries
such as Zaire, Korea, Peru, Turkey, but those are only
four or five incidents in 50 years . I think it' s a good
record , no?

B l u m e n t h a l : ' I M F S u rve i l l a n c e
I s T h e Co r n e rsto n e '
The follo wing is dra wn from W. Michael Blumenthal's
speech to the priva te Interna tional Monetary Conference
in Mexico City on May 24. These excerpts are taken from
the Spanish-language copy of the text distributed a t the
conference.
This year' s meeting takes place in a moment in which
we enter a new phase of international monetary
history . . . We ina ugurate this new interna i ional
monetary system which has been agreed upon in
Jamaica. Our joint work for the next year will be that of
putting into action this new system .
This new system represents . . . a movement towards
the concept of giving directly to the nations of the world
(instead of " m arket forces "-ed . ) the responsibility to
develop foreign exchange rate stability through firm and
fundamental economic and financial policies.
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The new system , now incorporated in the artic les of the
IMF , retains the basic philosophy of Bretton Woods .
The principle obligations charged to nations under the
new articles of the IMF are of two classes ; first , each
country must exert itself to direct its policies toward
orderly growth with reasonable price stability (fiscal
conservativism-ed) . S econd, each nation must avoid
manipulating its rate of exchange with the end of achiev
ing an adj ustment of unj ust competitive advantage (no
government intervention- ed . } . . . . (and avoid)
maintaining rates o f exchange a t artificial levels . But we
must admit frankly that neither our new monetary
system nor any other sim ilar system could obligate
sovereign nations against their will to adopt certain
economic and financial policies at national level .
Because of these differences all major countries have the
responsibility to collaborate on internal discipline which
is essential for significant stability in the international
monetary system .
We must make the system function by means of
surveillance .
T o b e able t o give a n operativE' context t o the new
system the IMF must develop and augment surveillance
procedures in regard to nations' policies-as much in
the wide revision of general economic and financial
policies of members as in the ( m ere, usual-ed . ) direct
revis ion of their exchange rate policie s . We consider

surveillance by the IMF as the cornerstone of a new
system . . . the vertebral column . . . which provides the
m eans of evaluating responsible international conduct
and permits that the influence of the international com
m unity will be made felt by thos e nations which have
failed in complying with their obligations .
The U . S . is totally committed to ,the success of this pro
cedure . For this end, we have formulated specific pro
posals which comprise three requisites : First, the IMF
m ust possess complete inform ation on the policies and
accounts (i . e . , monetary-ed . ) of the member countries ;
second, as an institution the IMF must b e organized in
such manner as to be able to bring to fruition effectively
its responsibilities of surveillance , with the participation
of political officials of high level w ithin their own govern
ments . Third, the IMF must have techniques to let fall all
the weight of moral suasion of the world community
toward the compliance of each country with its interna
tional obligations . . .
I believe that in future the importance of S D R ' s will
widen. They have an important potential in the long term
for the system , and the U . S . worked during the 60s to help
to establish this activity . . .
A second possible evolution which could occur in future
and which today is receiving renewed attention is the
develop ment of a European monetary unit .

How M i l l er's Cred i t Po l i cy U n dercuts
I nternat i o na l Ba n k i n g
Treasury Secretary Blum enthal appears to be having
much success in his latest announcement of plans to put
the world under an IMF dictatorship . The reason is that
the Am erican business com munity has swallowed the
well-propagandized line that F ederal Reserve Chairman
G. William Miller's high interest rate policies , which are
identical to those of the IMF, have stabilized the dollar
and will thereby promote an investm ent boom in the U . S .

I N T E R N AT I O N A L F I N A N C E
I n fact, not only is the " Miller bubb le" rapidly
destroying the U . S . economy and the dollar-but that is
what it is intended to do.
The Miller bubble has now passed from stock m arket
investment to straight acquis itions and direct financial
operations , with the consequence that little or no interna
tional investm ent in develop ment of the Third World is
available and thus expansion of U . S . exports . Although
the current rate of international lending is still high , and
the "borrowers ' market" for syndicated medium -term
Eurocredits appears to prevail, bankers are sending out
signals that they will not increase their exposure .
There are two features to this development that will
damage the Am erican economy. The consequences for
trade and international stability of even a relative
pullback in international lending are self-evidently

catastrophic . But it is the capital reflow into the U . S .
accompanying Miller ' s high interest rates that ironically
sets up the dollar for another b lowout . This kind of
" s upport for the dollar, " against a proj ected $30-40
billion annual trade defic it, through speculative reflows
gives Blum enthal and his allies virtually hair-trigger
capability to instigate a new dollar crisis .
The facts of the matter are the s e .
Manufacturers Hanover B a n k proj ects that their
overseas profits during 1 978 will drop to half of the total
from 56 percent last year. At the Mexico City Interna
tional Monetary Conference May 22, Chase Manhattan
Chairman David Rockefeller warned Mexico that it
should reduce its rates of borrowing in favor of "moder
ate growth "-provoking an angry response from
Mexican finance ministry official de la Madrid .
Citibank' s Senior Advisor of International Operations,
Dr. Irving S. Friedman, defended Mexico's international
borrowing as "normal and natura l , " adding that Mexico
has "used and managed" external credit effectively,
and has "a record of servicing debt fully and promptly . "
But Friedman singled out for special praise advocates of
the " low growth " approach, e . g . , former Mexican
finance minister and present InterAmerican Develop
m ent Bank Chairman Ortiz Mena.
Some bank analysts are already predicting that the
two years of easy international credit will give way to
stringency within the next few weeks . Although spreads
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charged to developing-country borrowers are still
falling, which normally would absorb excess liquidity in
the market, special conditions apply. E xemplary is
Toronto Dominion' s $ 1 88 million syndication of Malaysia
last week, at a thin % percent above the London
interbank rate. The Canadian bank' s aggressive rate
cutting reflects the state of liquidity less than it does the
determination of Canadian, British and other banks to
get into the U . S . dollar market.
. The key to the medium-term trend, which has
immense implications for the developing sector and
international trade, is the reflow of capital to the United
States under conditions created by Miller. Commercial
banks are, and have been for the last few weeks , funding
domestic loans with foreign deposits, rather than
shipping funds abroad, according to the pattern that had
prevailed for years.
The surface-effect of the reflow of capital first
appeared in the stock market. Foreign net purchases
rose from a normal 8 percegt of total to an unprecedented
20 percent in recent weeks , according to Securities and
Exchange Commission data , coincident with the
stabilization of the dollar. However, the stock market is
falling-by 20 points on the Dow-Jones average this week
as of May 25-and the dollar remains stable, despite
heavy foreign liquidation of U . S . securities .
Two related phenomena are at work.
First, the British and Canadian banks are virtually
pulling up stakes and moving to the United States (see
Business Outlook) . At the Mexico City meeting, British
bankers talked volubly of their plans to increase their
presence in the American m arket, following two well
publicized takeovers : Hong Kong and Shanghai's
'
p u r c h a s e of M a r i n e M i d l a n d , and N a t i o n a l
Westminster ' s purchase o f National Bank of North
America. Midland Bank ' s Chairman Lord Armstrong
boasted that his bank is receiving sell offers from
American banks regularly, and is currently determining
which to buy. Barclay's Bank, said chairman Anthony
Tuke, is planning further acquisitions .
According to a Barclay's officer , " The problem with
American banking is that there are too many banks .
We'd like to see about 1 3 , 000 of them go (there are 14,000
banks in the United States-ed . ) , and have nationwide
banking the way we do in E ngland and Canada . "
Barc lay's i s currently funding its growing American loan
business from abroad.
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Apart from banking, E uropean investors are piling
into the American market. One D utch pension fund
currently has a British consulting firm working out an
investment program for its assets in American real
estate. The rate of foreign acquisitions of American
firms has skyrocketed.
Perhaps more importantly, although there is a real
loan demand, Miller ' s credit tightening policies have
forced all borrowers to j ump in now rather than face
percentage-points higher interest rates later in the year.
There is a " rebound" of economic activity now ongoing
m erely to bring the economy back to 1 977 levels following
last winter' s coal strike. But this is not a healthy loan
demand.
With operating profits down 24 percent from compar
able 1 977 levels , corporations are borrowing for work
ing capital, (not for ne w investment) and consumers are
borrowing at an 18 percent annual rate of increase to
m aintain merely current levels of retail sales .
Particularly since Miller has forced rates up artifi
cially by tightening liquidity in the banking system each
time the Treasury comes into the market to refund debt,
the Fed Chairman has set off a " borrowers ' panic " of
m arginally determining proportions .
This year so far, overall credit demand has risen at a
35 percent annual rate . This is what has prompted banks
to fund their domestic assets from external sources.
The International Monetary Fund is already proj ecting
international liquidity problems as a pretext for arrogat
ing to itself additional credit-creating power. Cited in the
Economist Financial Report, IMF Managing Director
Johannes Witteveen is reported to have told bankers that
" the large increases in world trade and prices had out
s tripped liquidity, reserves were highly concentrated in
a few industrialized countries and a large number of
countries ' reserves were borrowed, rather than owned . "
Translated into reality, what Witteveen is saying is
that the forced concentration of the world' s dollar
liquidity into the buying-up ( and stripping down) of
North American industry will m ean no dollars available
for Third World development. Thu s , the developing
sector will be obliged to come begging to the IMF for
Special Drawing Rights . . . the City of London' s favored
non-currency for recycling debt.
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-Da vid Goldman

Ca nada Moves So uth
Britain launches an econom ic 'subm arine ' against th e U.S.
A policy turn toward " industrialization" with
emphasis on arms production has become conspicuous
among British-linked Canadian government and
corporate circles since early May. This " development
turn" is in no way a reversal of the standing antidevelop
ment British policy toward C a nada and the rest of the
world. The new emphasis is on an immediate and direct
buildup of Canada as a corporate and financial center of
British op e rations and a base for British investment de
signs on the U . S . economy.

B U S I N E S S O U T LO O K
The policy shift occurred the week of May 7 - the same
week the historic Soviet-West G erman treaty was
announced. Speaking that week at ceremonies in honor of
his inauguration , newly appointed British Ambassador to
Canada Lord John Ford prom ised Canada "a new world
role" in future British military contracts and at the same
time warned that " Canada must get out from under the
yoke of the United States and develop its own industrial
capabilities . "
Lord Ford ' s call to arms was appropriately seconded
the same week by the Canadian D irector of the London
based International Institute for Strategic Studies,
Brigadier Hunt, in a full-page feature in the Toronto Star.
Hunt bemoaned the current " U . s . monopoly on arms
sales" and attacked U . s . President Carter as " an
irriiant" for refusing to go along with Britain ' s demands
for development of the neutron bom b . Britain herself
announced two major arms sales to the less developed
sector. a mass ive £750 million sale to Iran and a £300
million contract for the supply of military ships to
Argentina.
Reverse U. S. -Canadian In vestment Flows

The imm ediate emphasis on Canadian inputs to British
arm s contracts is linked to a long-term perspective
ultimately aimed at an actual reversal of the historic
relationship between the U . S . and the Canadian
econom ies (see accompanying article) .
In the years since the close of World War II. Canada
has absorbed a maj or portion of the United States' sur
plus capital investment and reinvested earnings . At the
same time. the Canadian market has accounted for

40 % of total U . S . export trade. Hence. provided that the
North American industrial economy as a whole produces
a surplus of real value. increased contracts to Canadian
firms represent a strengthening of that surplus and profit
position.
However. with the United S tates ' continued trade
deficit and the recent collapse of the Canadian dollar
against its U . S . counterpart. the Canadian corporate
account has been artificially turned into. if anything, a
liability from the standpoint of its U . S . parents .
Firms such as Massey F erguson and Ford Motor Co.
are experiencing heavy foreign exchange losses on
profits recalled from their Canadian subsidiaries as a
result of the Canadian dollar p lunge, and many
corporations have recently planned major diversions of
capital investment from Canada to foreign investment
which prom ises an inflated return, such as the British
North Sea oil program .
Added to the escalating political pressures represented
by the threat of Quebec secession, the flight of capital has
reduced the value of Canadian industry to bargain-base
m ent levels . The door has been opened for a major
British " killing" on the North American econom y. The
disproportionate strengthening of the Canadian side of
the aerospace and electronics industry, together with an
accelerated Canadian purchase of devalued subsidiaries
of U . S . -owned corporations , m arks the initial phase of
the design . And a pattern toward substantial Canadian
buying up of U . S . industry itself is already emerging.
The pattern was aptly demonstrated by spokesmen for
Northern Telecomm Ltd . . a subsidiary of Bell Canada,
who recently announced that by the mid-1980s, the firm
will be investing more capital in the U . S . than in Canada.
reversing the normal investm ent flow between the
subsidiary and its parent country. Such investments
involve plans for extensive purchases of relatively small
U . S . -based electronics firms , firms which could become
highly valuable assets in a context dominated by the
present British high-technology armaments policy. In
line with the same pattern, Bell C anada has in recent
months. received major contracts for high-technology
electronics equipment. including part of a $4 billion
contract with Saudi Arabia which under normal
conditions would have gone to U . S . firm s on a priority
basi s .
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How Ca nada 's N ew Ba n k Act Fi ts I n
The chief significance of the new Bank Act of Canada is
that it is designed to further Canada ' s incursion into the
U . S . economy as Britain ' s North American surrogate .
The revised Canadian banking legislation, C -57 , was
introduced into the Commons on May 19 by Canadian
Finance Minister Jean Chretien, and is expected to be
passed into law at any tim e . The critical provision of the

BAN K I N G

,..

. legislation is that for the first time in Canadian history,
foreign banks will be allowed to establish branch banking
in Canada to up to 15 percent of total Canadian banking
assets - in return for reciprocal trea tm ent by foreign
countries.
Under the conditions of the new Bank Act, Canadian
banks could become a major force in the U . S . banking
system, alongside other British E mpire banks like the
Hong Kong Shanghai and National Westminister, which
recently acquired Marine Midland and the National
Bank of North America, respectively.
The · apparent benefit of the Canadian Bank Act to
foreign banks is pure deception.
Until now, Canadian business of U . S . banks like
Citicorp has depended on not having to maintain reserve
requirements and their ability to m ake cutrate loans .
Under the regulations of the Bank Act, however, foreign
banks will not be subj ect to federal regulation and will
have to maintain reserves with the Bank of Canada .
Sim ultaneously, the Bank Act will lower the reserve
requirem ents of Canadian banks, a feature of the act that
the Canadian banks are j ubilant about (reserve
requirements will be the same for domestic and foreign
banks, of course) .
The big five Canadian banks alreadY have major
international operations. Their E urodollar and Caymen
Is land loans represent a far greater proportion of
total assets than for large New York com mercial banks ,
and it is no secret that they are exceedingly eager to get
into the U . S . and Japanese markets with full-fledged
bank status . Canadian banks have been operating in
those markets in only a lim ited capacity until now,
because of Canada 's own restrictions on foreign banks .
In New York State, for example, all the major Canadian
banks have so-called banking agencies ; these can make
loans but cannot generate deposits locally - the same
status as U . S . banks in Canada .
In this tradeoff of profit margins for a greater market
share , foreign banks in Cana d a are sure to come out the
losers , especially since dom e '> tic loan demand in Canada
has been steadily shrinking in line with the government ' s
committed austerity polici' s .
Responding t o the revis, d banking legis lation when it
was unveiled May 1 9 , a spokesman for Citicorp Canada
said that there were few advantages in becoming a bank
in Canada, and that Citicorp would have to study the act
carefully before deciding whether to apply for full bank
status .
8
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The provisions of the act outlawing Canadian bank
executives from holding directorships of customer
companies is another hoax . Several Canadian banks
interviewed last week were not in the least concerned
about the attack on interlocking directorship s .
Historically the Canadians a n d British have maintained
control over world industry through means other than
overt interlocks . The new rule is more likely directed
against the American-allied directors of Canadian
subsidiaries of U . S . multinational corporations sitting on
Canadian bank boards . Such a development would mean
the end of the positive influence of U . S . manufacturing
companies in Canada, coherent with the call by the new
British Ambassador to Canada, Lord Ford, for Canada to
"get out from under the yoke of the United States . "
I n reviewing the new Bank A c t i n its survey of world
banking May 22, the Financial Tim es of London
commented ambiguously but om inously : " By the time
the next Bank Act review comes around , some observers
believe Canadian banks will be controlling the
commanding sectors of the economy in a way never
before seen in North Am erica . "
The Role o f the Canadian Dol/ar

The recent stabilization of the C anadian dollar in U . S .
$ . 88-.92 range, after more than a year o f continuous
battering on the foreign exchange markets, is another
facet of Canadian-British cooperation to control North
Am erica .
The Canadian dollar was stabilized in exactly the same
way that the pound sterling in the period up to last fall :
on the basis of a killing dose of austerity within the
domestic economy. Over 1 97 7 , external borrowing by
Canadian provinces and corporations was abruptly
reduced from the 1 976 record ; employment levels were
sacrificed to cut money supply growth and the rate of
domestic inflation ; and Canada' s merchandise trade
surplus was more than doubled, thanks to the sharp
increase of exports of petroleum and natural gas , wheat,
and wood (in value and volume term s ) . Also contributing
to the stabilization of the currency was the closing of the
differential between U . S . and Canadian dollar interest
rates, as a result of the sharp rise in U . S . rates. The'
narrowing of the spread benefits the Canadian dollar
because it discourages borrowing by Canadian
corporations in New York , which deepens the current
account surplus . In autumn 1 97 6 , in the midst of the
foreign borrowing boom, interest rates were 4 percent
higher in Canada than in the U . S .
O n top o f this, over the winter and spring the Bank of
Canada obtained enormous credit, revolving credit lines
to bolster its reserves and defend the Canadian dollar
( and speculate against the U . S . dollar) through
borrowings of $2.5 billion from the Canadian banks , $ 1 . 2
b i l l ion denominated in d e u t s c h e m arks from a
consortium of West German bank s , and $3 billion from a
U . S . consortium led by Citibank .
E xpectations of a coming boom in world raw materials
prices, rigged by traditional City of London methods , of
course , also figures in the recent s tabilization of the
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Canadian dollar, foreign exchange traders report. The
push to cartelize world raw m aterial production is
emanating from Canada, itself a stalwart supporter of
the UNCTAD Com mon Fund (com modity buffer stock)
scheme. Moves are underway to rationalize and
nationalize Canadian nickle production , with Inco, the
core London Rothschild nick Ie company, organizing on
the inside . In the process , Falconbridge, owned by the
Texas-based Keck Corporation , would come under
nationalization. On May 23 Hudson' s Bay Company put in
a bid to buy up the remaining shares of White Horse
Copper, of which it already owns 41 percent, an unusual
move unless plans are made to rig an artificial boom in
copper prices at some point in the future .

Canad a ' s S h o p p i n g L i st
Any U . S . businessman who still thinks that recent
Canadian investment is j ust panic money, fleeing from
Canadian political instabilities, is oblivious to the
strategic role that Canada has traditionally played as a
purveyor of British ideology and financial control in
North America. Lord Beaverbrook, S ir William
Stevenson, and McKensie King, the trusted advisor of the
American Rockefeller family, and other leading British
SIS operatives were Canadian nationals.
To date the most visible of Canada ' s investment in the
U . S . has been maj or real estate acquisition s . As widely
reported, Olympia and York D evelop m ents Ltd . of
Toronto became one of New York City ' s largest landlords
last fall at a single stroke when it acquired the former
Uris Buildings Corp ' s office buildings from National
Kinney Corp . National Kinney m erged with Warner
Brothers last year with the help of F elix Rohaytn , Lazard
Freres partner, who personally arranged the merger. It
had acquired the buildings from the ailing New York
realtor in 1 9 7 3 , selling the package for nearly $350 million
to York and Olympia , another member of the E mpire
family, ostensibly to reduce its bank debt. Olympia and
York ' s New York representative, Mr. William Hay, was
pres ident and chief executive officer of the Trizec Corp . ,
Canada ' s largest publicly owned real estate company,

b efore coming to Olympia and York in the spring of 1977.
The package of eight properties now owned by the
Canadian company includes J . C . Penney' s headquarters
and Citibank ' s 1 1 1 Wall Street domicile.
Canadian investment is pouring into Florida, building
up from a long-standing strong position in the Miami
region . A company controlled by C anada' s Hudson's Bay
Company recently announced that it would finance half
the $1 -billion cost of a new town in Florida' s Dade
County.
. While figures of the overall volume of Canadian direct
investment in the U . S . may be low , money is being
channeled into strategically im p ortant areas : Ne w York
real estate, banks which in turn control industry, and so
on. In this vein Northern Telecom of Canada' s recent
acquisition of Danray, a Texas manufacturer of
telephone switching equipment, is especially important
in light of antitrust suits aimed at busting up the
monopoly of American Telephone and Telegraph's
m anufacturing subsidiary, Western E lectri c .
The current investment strategy of Canadian investors
is charted in a monthly guide to investment in the U . S . ,
published b y Lafferty, Harwood and Partners Ltd, the
sophisticated Montreal-based stock brokers . In his
" Confidential" commentary in the May issue, Lafferty
notes, " We went into a fully invested position in
F ebruary" - i . e . before the bubble in the New York and
American stock exchanges took off. " This is not because
we foresaw the condition taking place in April, because
we did not, but because the stocks were cheap and that a
culm inating point would have to take place . "
Lafferty's "buy" list consists o f aggressive small- and
medium-sized companies that he expects will do well in
the aversive conditions of a depression econom y. For
example, Lafferty recently added the air freight industry
to his list of industries that will benefit from current
economic conditions . "This industry has now been
deregulated and those companies which are able to 'hack
it' will do well , " says Lafferty . Lafferty' s list continues
to pitch small- and m edium-sized computer, electronics,
com m unications , publishing, retail ( bargain basement
type companies ) , m ining, and " independent" oil and gas
companies .
-Lydia Dittler

Beh i nd Th e Raw Materi a l s B u bb l e
Brokerages rig com m odity prices to create shortages
The financial press is claiming that a new wave of
inflation is upon us, fuelerl by rapidly rising raw
materials prices, and Lon e lD brokerage houses such

CO M M O D I T I E S

as Strauss Turnbull are announcing that a new raw
materials bubble is getting underway.
In fact, there exists no objective basis for any
significant increases in raw m aterials prices at the
present ti me. The simple reality is that at the present

m eager levels of consumption there exists an abundant
supply of both raw m aterials and refining capacity.
Stated British governm ent policy supports the
Com mon Fund and International Resource Bank
proposals introduced by Henry Kissinger in 1 975. These
proposals have m et with stiff resistance from advanced
sector countries because they would artificially force up
prices of all raw materials to the advanced sector.
S econdly, in their final form , both schemes could have
trem endous strategic implications by regulating raw
m aterials and credit.
A combination of British-run operation s , including the
fighting in Zaire ' s copper-rich Shaba province (with
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rumors that the mines are flooded) , the blocking of
Zambia 's port, and the IMF ' s deliberately inspired civil
strife in Peru, has given copper futures a short-term
boost . The effects of these scenarios on copper prices will
be shortlived, however. S ince the existence of worldwide
copper stockpiles of nearly 2 m illion tons is common
knowledge throughout the business community, it is
difficult to imagine that industrialists could be
manipulated into setting off another copper bubble. A
boom in copper prices is unlikely ; particularly since the
industrialists remem ber well their experience following
the collapse of the 1 972-1974 bubble.
The problem affecting not only copper prices, but
prices of lead, nickel, zinc, and other basic raw materials
as well is that consumption has not come close to
reaching the levels prior to the collapse of world trade
and the raw materials bubble in 1 974. During the last
decade and the early years of the present decade, mining
capacity was greatly expanded worldwide in expectation
of increasing world demand. When that demand failed to
materialize the world was left with large supplies and
producing capacity and declining markets. Hardest hit
was the Third World, which went heavily into debt to
finance their new capacity but found prices in many
cases below the cost of production .
Current plans for forcing up raw materials prices
consist of several different formulas in addition to the
Common Fund and IRB swindles. One approach now
gaining favor is the shutting down of " exces s " capacity
combined with the possibility of protectionist measures
by the U.S. and the European E conomic Community .
U .S. producers have already petitioned the Carter
Administration for relief from imports , under the Trade
Act of 1 974. As a token compromise, the administration
has agreed to purchase 2 3 5 , 000 tons of copper for a
strategic stockpile. This plan is sim ilar to the Solomon
and Davignon Plans which have forced steel prices up by
as much as $80 per ton . According to figures j ust released
by the Am erican Bureau of Metal Statistics, world
copper production fell during the first 3 months of this
year by 1 . 5 percent to 1 . 51 m illion tons compared to last
year' s period. In the u .S . alone, a leading copper analyst
estimates that 10 percent of production has been shut
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down since the strike in the sum m er of 1976. Copper
prices have been hovering around $ . 60 per pound
compared to a high of approximately $1 . 50 per pound in
1 974.
The situations confronting the zinc and nickel markets
are equally miserable. As of Jan. 31 of this year,
stockpiles of zinc totaled 838 , 000 m etric tons and prices
have fallen so low that the E E C is considering setting a
m inimum price and other protectionist measures. In
nickel, Inco Ltd . of Canada, the w orld' s leading nickel
producer, is currently implementing major production
cutbacks and layoffs and has announced large reductions
in capital spending plans for this year. On top of this they
have announced a further drop in nickel prices and see no
hope for firming of prices . While the current per-pound
book price for nickel is in the $2 . 1 5 range , Falconbridge
( Norway) j ust sold 2 , 000 tons of electrolytic nickel to
Taiwan for $ 1 .90 a pound C I F , port of entry Taiwan.
The strongest option is to raise raw materials prices,
but politically the riskiest and most dangerous is the
unleashing of a major race war around Rhodesia which
would embroil not only Rhodesia, but also South Africa,
Zambia, Zaire, and all the front-line states.
Any significant rise in raw m aterials prices will have
no relationship to the laws of supply and demand, but
rather to government and business capitulation to one or
more of the scenarios drawn up in London .
-Joseph Stein

COR RECTION

An unfortunate typographical error appeared in
"· The Policy Framework for A National Export
Progra m " Draft Proposal for the Weil Task Force
on. Exports in the last issue of the Executive
Intelligence R e vie w (Vol . V, No. 20) . The relevant
statem ent should read : " O verall, the United States
through its exports and domestic gearing up of
economic output, must lead the E uropean Economic
Community, Japan and CMEA to cooperatively
upgrade their national economies to reach a common
production goal of 250 G W (giga watts) annually by the
year 1985.
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GOP Lea d e rs Step Fo rwa rd
For H ig h Te ch n o l ogy
Speeches this week b y leading R epublican Party
spokesmen which have to date received surprisingly
little public attention, have opened the door for a
vigorous national debate over high-technology energy
policies , particularly around nuclear energy.
Former Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller has
recently made proposals for expanded industrial develop
ment, including a call for nuclear energy . Governor John
Connally, former Treasury Secretary and Republican
presidential hopeful, has proposed high-technology
exports as the foundation for U . S . economic recovery.
Similar endorsements for attacks on zero-growth
economics have been issued by Conservative Union
Chairman, Representative Phil Crane of Illinois, who
recently endorsed the NAACP's nuclear energy develop
ment resolution, and Senator James McClure of Idaho,
who has publicly recognized the need for industrial
development in southern Africa .
All have made strong statements i n the past week
which in one form or another emphasize industrial and
economic development, with particular emphasis on
expanded nuclear energy and related high-technology
capital formation, as the key to solving interrelated
domestic and foreign economic and political problems.
We present here relevant portions of speeches made in
the past week by Mr. Rockefeller, who although pro
fessedly "out of politics" is j ust back from a high level
series of meetings in a number of Arab countries,
including Saudi Arabia, wh�re he discussed formation of
a multibillion dollar private international development
corporation to fund development of energy and food
proj ects in developing countries.
Also included is an exclusive account of a speech given
by Governor Connally before 700 R epublicans in the
Chicago suburb of Lake County , May 2 1 . The Connally
speech is a clear differentiation from the " policies of no
growth, " whose emergence he lays to the 1 972
Presidential campaign of G eorge McGovern, and
proposes to restructure the R epublican Party around a
maj ority constituency which will include minorities and
organized labor as well as traditional business layers ; to
form a "pa� y of growth , opportunity, and progress . "

'
Rockefe l l e r : Tec h n o l ogy -and
Su rv i va l Are I nsepa ra b l e
The following are excerpts from a speech given by
former Vice-President Nelson R ockefeller at the Harry
Truman Good Neighbor A ward L uncheon held in Kansas
City, Missouri on May 8:

. . . Of all the 'major nations, the United States, which
uses more energy and depends upon a plentitude of
energy more than any other, has done the least to ensure
the continued availability of energy within our borders .
Ironically, we have the technical, s cientific and resource
capacity to meet our needs - if only we make up our
minds to do it.
In the nuclear field, we are stale m ated by controversy
and indecision. From the Nation that pioneered atomic
development and that under Truman undertook to share
the peacetime uses of this new energy source with the
rest of the world, we have become halting and hesitating.
In fact, the situation has even reached the point where it
is seriously proposed that we contain technology, arrest
develop ment and stop its application.
Yet, if postwar nuclear history has shown us anything,
it is that nuclear knowledge cannot b e contained.
Research and development recognize no enduring mono
poly by any one nation. Indeed, the history of the modern
world has demonstrated that technology and progress
m arch together ; that technology and quality of life are
married ; . and that technology and survival are inse
parable . . .
O f course, we applaud the idea o f harnessing solar
energy, but we know that practical considerations of cost
and technology will inevitably delay and limit its large
scale utilization . Clearly, nuclear technology for the
generation of energy, along with coal and the use of
alcohol in gasoline made fro m surplus grain, sugar and
even garbage, is one of the keys to economic self-reliance
of this nation in the energy field, to freedom from the fear
of embargo and the drain of excessive imports on our
balance of payments . Despite all those dire predictions of
impending doo m , we have had nuclear-generated
electric power on a commercial basis for 20 years and no
accidents have occurred involving public injury. In this
same period, 909 , 726 people have been killed by auto
mobiles . Yet I know of no movem ent to " ban the auto
mobile . " Let ' s have some of that Truman common sense
on this issue too . . .
Let ' s go o n to a ren e wed sense of com mon effort to
renew the Nation' s strength and liberate its basic
dynamism .
We have got to have trust and confidence in the ability
of our institutions to adjust to change. And we've got to
provide those institutions w ith a sense of national
p urpose and a stable fram ework of laws within which
they can make the adjustments and build to meet the
future needs of America.
This also means a social and governmental climate
that will make it possible for our institutions to attract
creative leadership and enable leadership to function . . .
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Jo h n Co n na l ly : We Sh ou ld Be
Exporti ng Energy !
The follo wing report,
exclusive to E xecutive
Intelligence R eview, records form er Texas Governor
John Connally's remarks a t both a press conference and
his address to 700 Lake County, Illinois Republicans on
May l9.

Governor John Connally addressed a press conference
here today, prior to leading a R epublican fundraising
dinner. During the questions , he was asked to comment
on the recent Soviet-West G ermany 25-year trade treaty :
"That the Germans have made this deal with the Soviets
is to their great credit and intelligence . I am not familiar
with it. If there are opportunities for us, we should pursue
them . "
When asked if he had changed his proposal to utilize
high technology exports to solve the U . S . trade deficit, he
responded, "Not at all. The emphasis must be on high
technology export. Failure to do so undermines the value
of the dollar, destroys international confidence in the
U . S . and creates inflation and the huge deficit. "
Clarifying his switch from the Democratic Party to the
GOP, he explained, "My ultimate loyalty is to my
country. When you get to a point where your duty to your
party is more important than your duty to your country,
you ought to get out of politics . . . The R epublican Party, if
it is wise, will win labor and blacks over to its side.
" It's not a matter of capturing blacks . The NAACP
responded to the President ' s energy m essage the same
way we do : Carter's energy message gives no hope for
economic expansion. It' s a program of retrenchment, of
sacrifice. It offers no future for black people. It is a
program lacking vitality, greater prosperity, growth.
The NAACP has rej ected the policy of ' sharing scarcity . ' .
We believe, along with the NAA C P , that new frontiers
exist. Just when the American dream was realizable 
beginning to become realizable for all people - the
De m ocratic Party has become the party of no growth.
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The NAACP is totally turned off by such isolationism and
zero growth. We view the situation sim ilarly . "
Illinois Representative Phil Crane, Chairman o f the
Conservative Union introduced the Governor to the
evening Republican fundraising dinner by emphasizing,
"To realize the American dream . . . we have the energy ;
we have the most skilled workforce the world has ever
seen . "
John Connally opened his addres s with a n analysis of
the "American character, " a people " of great optimism ,
great belief in them selves
and their
country . . . Republicans are the party of hope, optimism,
growth and vitality . . . George McGovern started the no
growth tact in 1 9 7 2 . . . ' W e h a v e to share the
scarcity . . . retrench . . . withdra w , become isol ationists ,
renounce expansion, growth and vitality. Withdraw from
the world ! . . . Shirk the responsibilities of world
leadership ! ' "
Connally pointed out that this zero growth outlook and
its advocates have "gutted the greatest hope for the
cheapest energy : nuclear power and the breeder in
particular. "
" . . . The Soviets , and the rest of the world are ahead of
us - and ahead of us in hydrogen fusion. We're shirking
the duties of a great free nation, leaving the
responsibility to the Soviets . ' The D emocrats are saying :
' Let the world take care of itself' . . . Their policies mean
wrack and ruin and bankruptcy . . .
" We should b e able to build nuclel,lr power plants in 5 or
6 years like the rest of the world , rather than the 1 2 years
it takes us.
" We should be exporting energy ! We should b e
shipping nuclear power plants to the developing
nations . . .
" I ' ve traveled this country from one end to the other,
and I 'believe what the American people - the working
man, organized and unorganized, all levels - want is
what we believe in : capital form ation, world leadership ,
technological development, moder.nization of U . S . steel
mills, open markets . . .
" We have to redefine the G O P ! I t should b e the party of
growth, opportunity, and progress ! "
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The Desta b i l i zati o n of I ra n
'R ight' and ' l eft' networks versus the Shah 's deve lopm ent plans
A joint operation conducted by the Zionist Lobby,
elements within Israeli intelligence , and long-established
British colonial intelligence networks is being waged to
overthrow the Shah of Iran. Short of a successful coup
against the Iranian m o n a r c h , the current
antigovernment unrest i s designed t o deter the Shah
from his efforts to industrialize his oil-producing nation
in a context of regional peace.
A c c o r d i n g to s o u r c e s c l o s e t o t h e C a rt e r
Administration, the operation is unfolding o n two
interconnected levels. On the one hand, " left" and
"right" antigovernm ent group ings have come together
to spur the most serious round of riots in Iran since 1 963.
A key figure in directing the turmoil is the Islamic Shi' ite
leader Ayatullah Khumayni, who was exiled to Iraq
following his efforts to overthrow the Shah in 1963. On the
other side, pro-Israel exponents both in Congress and in
the Carter Adm inistration are pressuring the White
House to adopt a Mideast policy based on the Kissinger
architected Iran-Israel military axis, at the expense of
the strategic Saudi-U . S . relationship . The domestic
pressure on the Shah is to ensure his compliance .
Senator Jacob Javits is known to be supporting the
Comm ittee for the Defense of Human R ights in Iran,
which has direct ties to dissidents both in and out of Iran .
The calculation by the Zionist Lobby, Israeli
intelligence, and certain British-based m erchant banks
with links to British intelligence is that if sufficient
pressure can be brought to bear on the Shah, his firm
alliance with the Saudis in keeping down the price of oil
and maintaining the dollar as the pricing m echanism for
oil produced by the Organization of Petroleum E xporting
Countires (OPEC) may be weakened . Under such
circumstances, the Saudis ' moderate influence in OPEC
would be undermined, in favor of a likely break with the
dollar in favor of a basket of currencies-a plan first
proposed to the cartel by City of London advisors in 1 97 1 .
Moreover, a break in R iyadh-Teheran relations could
be a first step in undermining the unity of OPE C , a goal
which the Zionist Lobby and its allied Congressmen such
as Frank Church and Javits have publicly endorsed.
The destabilization agaim t the Shah ' s government has
another important purpos e : to halt the Shah ' s bold
development plans , in particular his comm itment to
nuclear energy. The b�: ckward Iranian peasantry has
been thrown against thf. Shah ' s p lans , as intense rioting
afflicted 34 Iranian cities, including the capital, Teheran.
The Shah was forced to call out the well-armed Iranian
military, and deploy tanks and antiriot squads to certain
sections of Teheran.
The Shah told the British daily London Observer April
17 that he was aware that the Iranian orthodox Shi' ite

clergy, the Ulema, was deter mined to prevent " the
progress of the country, " which they claim is
underm ining pure Islamic law, the Sharia . He noted that
the Iranian cabinet is "feverishly establishing vocational
school s , to train the labor necessary for administrative,
industrial and agricultural tasks . " S uch an educational
drive is designed to undercut the population ' s
vulnerability t o the fanaticism o f the ultra-right Shi' ite
Ulem a .
Unlike many o f the Shah ' s p etroleum-producing Arab
neighbors , Iran has no more than 30 years of oil reserves
l eft. At that point its large and growing population will be
forced to depend on newly created industries .
As a result, the Shah has in recent years begun to take
a m u c h more aggre s s i v e s t a n d in p r o m oting
international policies towards peace and development
through detente and a j ust, comp rehensive peace in the
Mideast. This policy stance has increasingly distanced
T eheran from Jerusale m .
T h e turn w a s dramatically s i gnaled i n 1 975 when Iran
and its erstwhile regional adversary Iraq signed a border
agreem ent resolving the crisis provoked by Kurdish
insurgents operating against Iraq out of Iran. Well
placed sources have noted that there was heavy Israeli
intelligence participation in that a nti-Iraqi operation,
and have also stressed that the K urdish revolts were the
outcome of the Iranian-Israeli anti-Arab alliance.
Since the 1 9 75 agreement there has been a steady
diplomatic effort on the part of Iran to warm relations
with the Saudis and the other Arab nations bordering the
G ulf.
The "Righ t " and "Left " Networks

The Comm ittee for the D efense of Human R ights in
Iran, newly formed this year with S enator Javits ' s
support, is a crucial behind-the-scenes player in
triggering the rioting which reached its peak earlier this
m onth . The organization , according to informed sources,
has ties not only to Ayutullah Khumanyi , but also other
religious fanatics such as Ayutullah Madari and
A yutullah Nadj ari . A secondary role in waging domestic
unrest is played by yet another Islamic cultist known as
Golpayegen, who acts as a mediator between Khumayni
in Iraq and the Hi ' ite Islamic sects based in the cities of
Qum , Tabriz, and Teheran .
A lthough Khumayni ' s insurgent activities have been
curbed since the 1 975 Iran-Iraq agreement, the recent
weeks demonstrate that nothing less than a full
crackdown against him and his religious collaborators
will free Iran from the threat of further destabilizations .
Working with the rightist S h i ' ite l eaders are the left
wing Islamic students associated with the Iranian
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Students Organization, formed in 1 954 in London . It now
has close ties to Amnesty International, an organization
·
closely linked with the Washington-based Ins iitute for
Policy Studies terrorist control center and its E uropean
adj unct, the Amsterdam-headquartered Transnational
Institute. In this connection recently the Soviet daily
Izvestia identified the Institute for Policy Studies as
having been involved in terrorist activities against the
governm ent of Italy.
Over the last 10 years the Iranian Students
Organization has increasingly adopted a Maoist anti
industry, zero-growth political profile, and has been
responsible for serious damage not only to a number of
Iranian university campuses but also industrial sites.
Over the last 1 2-month period, a number of editorial
statem ents in the Iranian state-owned daily Kayhan have
directly condemned the British Broadcasting Company
(BBC) for broadcasting reports which were designed to
incite the population against the governm ent. Most
noteworthy, at the end of 1 97 7 , a Kayhan editorial named
British Foreign Secretary David Owen as instrum ental
in promoting domestic problems in Iran, and at the same
time condemned Amnesty International.
The British press today continues to produce
exaggerated crisis-mongering reports about the
domestic situation in Iran, going so far as to predict a
military confrontation between the Iranian military and
the rioters, during the upcoming anniversary of the
bloody antigovernment riots in Teheran of 1963. The
fanatical Khumayni, in an interview with the French
daily Le Monde of May 10 (see below) predicted that Iran
would soon experience a " gigantic explosion , " a line

sim ilar to that carried by the London Financial Tim es. In
an interview with the French daily Le Matin Khumayni ' s
counterpart Madari declared that i f the Iranian
governm ent does not cease its " drift" toward
Westernization and modernization and accept the
Islamic " way of wisdom , " " the religious movement will
take new forms of violence. "
Moreover, these Shi' ite fanatics have according to the
London Telegraph blackmailed the merchants of
Teheran, Qum , and Tabriz into launching a general
strike . The Shi' ites have put the merchants and
shopkeepers on notice that if they don't obey their stores
will be set on fire. As a result, these cities have felt the
impact of food shortages and a short-term increase of
prices by as much as 20 percent.
D uring the second week in May the unrest became so
intense that the Shah was forced to postpone a trip to
Hungary and Bulgaria, in order to take personal
command of the military. Under the Shah ' s personal
control , SA V AK, the Iranian secret police broke into the
residence of a leading Islamic leader in Qum , the first
time ever that Iranian authorities invaded the private
dwellings of the Ulema . Shortly thereafter, calm
returned to Teheran and the Shah rescheduled his trip to
the East bloc for May 1 6 .
The Shah h a s announced during h i s visit t o Hungary
last week that he will make a visit to Romania and East
Germany in future months, thus rounding out visits by
the Iranian monarch to all the East bloc countries with
the exception of the USSR over the last 1 5 months.

How I ra n W i l l I nd ustria l ize
With a view toward future needs , Iran is trying to
build an industrial base as an alternative to its present
oil -oriented economy. More oil will be used for petro
chemical production instead of being exported .
Significantly, the program the Iranian government
has outlined plans for supplying energy through a
program of nuclear power develop m ent and use of
Iran ' s natural gas deposits .
At present the Iranian nuclear development policy
is considered one of the biggest ventures ever under
taken by an underdeveloped country . Iran has signed
a $4 billion deal with France for the construction of
three nuclear power stations . Paym ents will be made
by bartering Iranian oil valued at $ 1 billion while the
rest will be raised through E urodollar loans . Iran has
turned to West Germany and is negotiating for the
purchase of five nuclear station s .
While other countries a r e enhancing their economic
interests in Iran, the U . S . ' s own vital concerns there
are adversly affected by the Carter Adm inistration' s
nonproliferation polk y . Although the Shah has
recently raised the number of nuclear reactors
planned for Iran from 22 to 2 6 , the Carter
Administration 's nonproliferation stance has under
cut the U . S . nuclear industry ' s competitive position .
Nevertheless, Iran continues to offer to purchase up
to six reactors from the U . S . pending a change in its
2
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nonproliferation policies. To date, Teheran has
purchased over half its quota of reactors from France
and West Germany.
Another important element of growth in the Iranian
economy is the country' s natural gas trade with the
S oviet Union . In 1975, Iran, West G ermany, and the
S oviet Union signed a landmark m ultibillion dollar
deal for large-scale trade of Iranian natural gas to the
U S S R , where in turn Soviet gas would be piped into
Austria, West Germany, Czechoslovakia, and France.
Just last month Soviet trade official S . A . Skachov
was in Teheran to finalize an agreement to construct
the second section of pipeline to transport the gas
which will come on line in 1 98 1 . S ignificantly, Soviet
Premier Andrei Kosygin called the agreement the
" deal of the century. "
Moreover, it is known that the just-concluded
summit between Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev
and West German Chancellor Helmut S chmidt in Bonn
took up the question of joint developm ent of the Less
D eveloped C ountries ( LDCs) and that Iran was
directly involved. Just prior to Brezhnev's arrival in
Bonn, E dward Gierek, CzechoslovaJdan Com munist
Party chief, led an industrial delegation to West
Germany to discuss j oint LDC investm ent, naming
Iran as a primary target.
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The B r i t i s h S c e n a r i o
Another strategic aspect t o the c urrent destabilization
of Iran is part of scenarios being spun out of the Royal
Institute for International Affairs to transform the
"northern tier" nations of CENTO , Turkey, Pakistan,
and Iran as well as the subcontinent into an anti-Soviet
constellation of forces. The scenario was outlined in the
May 8 issue of London' s weekly Economist, which
predicted all kinds of tribal and religious wars on the
borders of Iran, Pakistan , and Afghanistan as a result of .
the pro-Soviet coup in Afghanistan three weeks ago.
According to a U . S . State Department insider, the
Afghanistan cOUp is being drastically overplayed in the
press to make credible a I ' Soviet threat" to the region.
Nonetheless, the Economist predicts' that "Islamic
communalism" will spread to Lebanon and through to
Far Eastern countries such as the Phillipines , Malaysia,
and Indonesia, all of which have large Muslim
populations . This is London' s tactical counter to the
moves for Asian economic developm ent with the critical
input of the Soviet Union and Iran in the context of global
detente� From the Lebanese side, the Economist plays up
the strong Sbi.' ite presence in volatile southern Lebanon,
which is known to have close ties with the Israelis and the
ultra-rightist extremists around Camille Chamoun to
throw the Palestinians out of Lebanon.
The Lebanese Speaker of the Parliament, Kamal
Assad, who is a collaborator of Israeli intelligence ,
widely known for h i s anti-Palestinian policies, is a close
confidant of the Shah . According to State Department
sources, Assad is urging the Shah to finance an anti
P a l e s t i n i a n S h i ' i t e m o v e m e n t in L e b a n o n in
collaboration with the Israelis and Chamoun . At the
same time Chamoun , a strong advocate of the 1955
Baghdad Pact, formed by the British as a military
alliance against the U S S R , is sending messages to the
Shah that the only secure solution against the so-called
Islami Marxists is the reestablishm ent of the old Israeli
Iranian axis .
The fact that Khumayni is a vocal advocate of
Palestinian rights has acted to sway the Shah toward
such a short-term alliance, although to date it has not
been convincing enough to force a solid Iranian-Israeli
Chamoun alliance.

K h u m ayn i and the K e n n e d y Co n n ec t i o n
Khumayni took the spotlight i n 1 963 leading a vocal
insurgent campaign to block the Shah's economic
reforms through the White R evolution . S ince his exile to
Iraq following an unsuccessful coup attempt, Khumayni
has made headlines th rough continued terrorist
activities . During 1970, hf· was responsible for planting

explosive devices ih several buildings during a meeting
of 30 U . S . corporations in Teheran for an industrial
conference.
Following the 1 975 Iran-Iraq border agreement
Khumayni shifted his alliances towards the government
of Syrian president Hafez Assad, p laying on the long
standing ideological differences between Iraq and Syria .
The Iraqi government has had its hands tied with respect
to clamping down on Khum ayni , due to his influence with
the Iraqi peasantry. The Iraqi government is aware that
Khumayni ' s presence within th eir borders threatens a
ne w round of disagreem ents with Iran. One Iranian
source recently noted that this could take the form of a
new upsurge of Kurdish rebellions , which could easily
again involve the Israelis .
Furthermore, many observers fear that Khumayni
may strengthen his connection through the infiuential
Bakhtiar family. The leader of the clan, Timur Bakhtiar,
is known to have attempted many assassination attempts
on the Shah ' s life in cooperation w ith French right-wing
terrorist groups such as the OAS (the Secret Army
Organization) to stir up military discontent against the
Shah. Observers, moreover note that the same Timur
Bakhtiar, a form er general and chief of the Iranian
Secret Police, SA V AK , in 1 956, had been chosen as the
Shah's replacem ent by the Kennedy Administration, and
was in the process of training Khum ayni ' s followers into
a paramilitary army, by shipping arms to Iran from
S outh Lebanon, before his assassination in Iraq by
SAVAK in 1 �72 .
Sources close to the U . S . intelligence comm unity and to
the Iranian governm ent have revealed that the same
Bakhtiari ·clan is responsible for the De wly formed group
called " From Jail to Exile , " consisting of former Iranian
army officers , which has surfaced in London. The
group ' s spokesman, former Lt. M ehradad Pazkaz, told a
May 1 8 press conference in London that j unior-ranking
officers and soldiers will "turn their guns against the
Iranian regi m e . " Such threats have never before been
uttered by an Iranian military officer.
According to U . S . source s , " only the Baktiaris have a
capability of pulling off such an operation, " since "the
army was carefully put together by the Shah with U . S .
help . "
One hundred years ago, these feudal m ercenaries of
the Bakhtiari were used to safeguard British oil routes in
the Gulf. In the past ten years they have been involved 
with Kennedy family aid since 1 96 1
in paramilitary
shocktroop , and gun-running operations extending from
Lebanon through Iraq, and have been key in British
S ecret S ervice fomenting of destabilizations by Islamic
mystic cults throug � out the Middle East.
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Te rro ri st Lead e r P red i c t s I ra n E x p l o s i o n

B r i t i s h P ro m ote R e l i g i o u s C h aos I n I ran

Long-tim e terrorist Aya tolla Kumayni, th e Shi'ite
leader, ga ve an intervie w which was printed May 6 in the
French daily Le Monde . Here are excerpts.

The following excerpts from the London Times show
how the British are trying to promote religious chaos in
Iran. The article appeared on May 21.

Q: Wha t do you think of the Islamic-Marxist label which
the regime always uses to denounce the rebels ? Do you
ha ve close ties with the extrem e left ?
A : It was the Shah who used this expression, and his
lackeys followed suit. It is a false and contradictory
concept invented to discredit and eliminate our Moslem
people ' s struggle against the regi m e . The Islamic idea ,
based on the oneness of God, is the opposite of materia
lism. The term "Islamic-Marxist" is ironic . . .
There has never been a n alliance between the Moslem
population fighting the Shah and communist elements ,
extremist or otherwise. In my p roclamations I have
always emphasized that the Moslem p eople must remain
homogeneous in their struggle and forbid themselves any
systematic collaboration with com m unist elements .
Q: In the a bsence of a systema tic rela tionship, would you
en visage a tactical alliance with the Marxists in order to
overthro w the Shah ?
A : No, we will not collaborate with the Marxists , not even
to overthrow the Shah. I have ordered my flock not to do .
so. We are opposed to their ideas ; we know they want to
stab us in the back ; and if they achieved power they
would establish a dictatorial regime contrary to the
spirit of Islam .
Q: In your vie w. wha t has ca used the chain of riots in
Iran ? Wha t is happening now?
A:
The deterioration in econo m i c , social and cultural
conditions and the scope of the repression have reached
intolerable levels . The latest riots herald the start of a
giant explosion which will have incalculable effects.

The Shah of Iran, facing a growing challenge from
opposition groups , has been threatened with a "holy
war" by the country' s religious leaders, according to in
formed sources.
A telegram sent to the Shah after a new round of
clashes between demonstrators and government forces
in the religious centre of Qum demands that he should
stop using violence to quell protests, and end his
" pressure" on the people.
Otherwise, says the cable, the religious leaders will
have to make a " final decision . " That, the sources
indicate, is a veiled threat to launch a holy war.
The telegram was sent by A natollah Abolghassen
Khoyi , a leading Iranian religious figure who heads an
Islamic university at Naj af in neighbouring Iraq. It indi
cates that the leaders of Iran ' s Shi' ite Muslims , who have
provided a rallying point for a wide variety of disaffected
Iranians, have drastically hardened their stand .
Previously they kept to a c ampaign about human
rights and law and order. But in a cassette recording
going the rounds , a mullah preaching to thousands of
worshippers in Teheran bazza' s Friday Mosque declares
that the fight is on for an "Islamic " government.

. . .
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EUROPE
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A Sh ift I n T h e Wa r Aga i nst Terror
Just a week after the terrorist assassination of former
Italian Premier Aldo Moro, the investigation of the Moro
murder seemed "to have undergone a great qualitative
shift , " as a Rome daily newspaper put it. An Italian
magistrate commented, " We have grabbed the cat by
the tail ; now we have to hit its head . "
The events which prompted the s e comments were the
unexpected appearance last week of former Franciscan
priest Silvano Girotto at the trial of terrorist Red Brigades r
leader Renato Curcio and his cohorts, and the arrest of a
key Red Brigades cell in Rome whose front was a
printing shop .
Girotto was a Vatican antiterrorist operative who infil
trated the Red Brigades in 1 9 74 and set the trap for
Curcio and others to be captured by the police. Since then
he has been hiding in France and some unnamed Middle
E ast country, after proterrorist forces in the Italian
Interior Ministry blew his cover in an attempt to prevent
Curcio' s arrest.
The six Red Brigades members arrested could be part
of the team that killed Moro.
This sudden shift in Italy' s war against terrorism
might appear to be a " m iracle" ; perhaps the govern
ment of Premier Giulio Andreotti finally stumbled on the '

one piece of evidence it needed to effectively fight terror
ism . The truth of the matter is quite different.
The evidence connecting both " right" and " left" sub
version to elements within the Interior Ministry ( most
prominently former Interior Minister Francesco
Cossiga, who was j ust forced to resign) , the secret
services, and the financial establishment has been
known to the Italian Constitutionalist forces for years .
The difference now is the wilfully created political
conditions which have allowed a massive and unpre
cedented clean-up within the intelligence apparatus, and
thereby within the terrorist cells. Cooperating closely
with Italian Sta te Intelligence in this effort are the
Vatican and French intelligence.
The qualitative political shift was signaled by the
forced resignation of Cossiga on May 1 0 . By removing
that first obstacle to any successful investigation,
Andreotti - who appointed him self acting Interior
Minister - was then able to clean 500 agents out of the
secret services. These agents were responsible for
revealing the identities of crucial informers , for leaking
secret information, and for covering up investigations,
according to the Italian press . Their dismissal, reported
the newspaper La Stampa M �y . 23, was a m()ve to. clean

New Structu re For The I ta l ia n Sec ret Serv i ces

.

The Italian Parliament approved a new structure
for the country's secret services on May 23. The
reform was drafted by Premier Andreotti personally
over a year ago as the three trials opened against
Curcio and the Red Brigades , the plotters in the
Borghese coup attempt of 1 9 74, and the perpetrations
of the series of bombings in 1 969 which launched the
terrorists' so-called " strategy of tension . "
Only sabotage from Cossiga ' s Interior Ministry, the
Am endola-Napolitano faction in the Communist
Party, the Craxi-Lombardi faction in the Socialist
Party, and the Agnelli-linked faction within the DC
had prevented the reform from going through before
now.
The new legislation revokes the use of arbitrary
" state security" blocks to serious investigations.
Already, Andreotti has used this power to allow for the
investigation of the sources which financed the 1 974
coup attempt by channeling money to the then-head of
the secret services, General Vito Miceli.
The new secret service structure will be formed by
one military counterespionage unit - the SISMI under the responsibility of the D efense Ministry . .

Together with the SISMI there will be a civil inte�nal .
. . security unit - the SISDE - under the responsibility

of the Interior Ministry. There will bJ an Inter
ministerial S ecurity Com mission that, i{)g ether with
Andreotti , will coordinate all intelligence activity.
The point of the new structure is not only to have a
better organizational apparatus per se, but to have it
under the top-down political control of Andreotti and
his closest traditionalist allies . This is the case
already in the Defense Ministry, under Attlio Ruffini.
While a new Interior Minster has not yet been
appointed, the most likely candidate is the current
undersecretary, Zamberletti ; Zamberletti - who
describes himself as a "Gaullist" - is Andreotti 's
personal candidate . To prevent any operation against
his candi dat e , Andreotti announced that he will not be
having any special meeting with the political parties
before the nomination, since the appointment of an
Interior Minster is the Premier ' s responsibility. If any
opposition develops , said Andreotti, then Zamberletti
will be made first undersecretary acting as de facto
Minister, while Andreotti remains as official Interior
Minister.
Sim ilarly, the president of the S ecurity Commission,
is Senator Pennacchini - a long-tim e close ally of
Andreotti and of Andreotti' s main supporter within
the
'
Christian Democracy Flam inio Picc o l,i .
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up the intelligence community before the new j ust
approved secret services structure began operating
in
.
full.

Q: How did you establish contact with them ?

I went to a specific area and spread within certain
circles the rumor that I was interested in the Red
Brigades .

A:

.�F�ther Mach i neg u n ' Spea ks

Q: Wha t happened then ?
A : The seed bore fruit some 20 days. maybe a month

later. I was invited by a professional whom I did not
know to spend an evening at his house and tell him about
m y experience in ( Latin) America. There were other
p eople . . . Later on. when we were alone, the professional
told m e : I must talk to you about the Red Brigades. Talk
to me how? I asked. Concretely, he said. This was the
first link of a series. From one person I was "passed" on
to another. and to another, and to another, many
meetings . . . They were evaluating, screening me . . . A
problem emerged at this point. I was talking to very
important people. hearing interesting and very serious
things . . .
I t was not workers at all. those whom I was meeting
with. . . At a certain point I found out thingS about a
magistrate . . . So, I told the Carabinieri: you must also
hear the things that I am hearing. From then on. I went
to the meetings with a hidden microphone and the
Carabinieri were recording.

The appearance 01 Silvano Girono - known variously
as Father Machinegun, Brother Machinegun, and Fa ther
Lion - at the Red Brigades trial in Turin May 18 lelt the
Red Brigaders and their la wyers "speechless, open
mouthed, and motionless, " reported the ltalJan press. In
his lirst deposition, Girotto destroyed the "Just a sociolo
gical phenomenon " lJne on Curcio 's gang by testilying
tha t belore he could inliltrate the R ed Brigades in 1974 he
was screened by a network ol "very important people. "
Furthermore, he pointed out tha t the Red Brigades were
being protected by the Interior Ministry, which led them
not only inlorma tion on antiterrorist opera tions, but
actuaJly ga ve marching orders lor terrorist opera tions.
a
Formerly m em ber 01 the Foreign Legion
Franciscan priest, and a guerriJIa in BolJvia and C ile
Girono returned to Italy in 1973 with the careluJly buil
up cover 01 a · La tin American-style "revolutionary
priest. " Alter infiltrating the R ed Brigades and setting
the trap which allowed the Carabinieri to capture Curcio

h

t

Q : And where did the m eetings take you ?
A : F inally, I was granted a m eeting with Renato Curcio,

and other Red Brigade leaders, Girotto's cover was
blown by Red Brigade . sources within the Interior
Ministry who unsuccessluJly tried to sabotage the arrest
01 Curcio and his coconspira tors. FoJlowing this event,
Girotto released the lollowing interview to the ltalJan
magazine Panorama on Dec. 12, 1974. Afterwards he
vanished Irom the scene, until French inteJJigence
returned him to the Carabinieri at the appropria te
moment two weeks ago.
Q: Is it true that you are about to leave Italy?
A : Yes . . . I came back to Italy in November

1973, after
several experiences, let's say dense experiences in
Bolivia and Chile. From November 1973 to June 1974 I
had no political contacts whatsoever, I did not engage in
any political activity . . .

Q : What did you do ?
A : I spent most of my time writing my memoirs . . . I was

about to submit the manuscript to an editor when
Candido wrote that I was the head of the Red Brigades . . .
Candido published three articles. F inally the police were
on my track . . .
Q : And one day th e Carabinieri arrived a t Potenza
'
Street.

A : A Carabinieri captain . . . He pulled out copies of the

articles and asked m e : What dl" you have to say?, and I
answered: What should I say? T don't know anything, it's
a stupid fabrication . . . And Wi egan talking.
Q: About polJtics?
A : I said what I always thought : that the Red Brigades

are dangerous. that the sooner they are caught the
better. At this point the ( aptain asked m e : Well. if you
really have it against them. why don't you lend us a hand
in fi�ding them?
Q: Wasn 't it a problem to contact the R ed Brigades ?
A : Not really. I have a long experience in the under

ground and developed a smell for these things.
2
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founder and head of the Red Brigades. . . It was to be
Sunday Aug. 1 , at 1 0: 00 a . m . at the Pinerolo station . . .
Q : Was it a long m eeting? .

" He talked to me for six hours, after which I was
muddled . . . He was a great talker, but with-a delirious
political line. He told me: " You know. we don't want the
revolution at all. We alreadY made the revolution. We are
' , in war . . ... We talked about everything, inCluding their
financing . . . He told me the history of the Red Brigades"up
to the Sossi kidnapping . . . Out of the conversation I
gathered the distinct impression that Red Brigades knew
too many things. They had privileged information. ·
A:

Q: Wha t kind olinlorma tion ?

A : At a later date Curcio told me that they had informers

within the Interior Ministry . . . The second meeting took
place Aug. 31. . . This time they made a concrete proposal
that I j oin the Red Brigades. They needed men. they told
me, for the autumn battle.
Q : What battle ?
A : They had crazy plans, I cannot say more. They

scheduled me for another meeting in Sept. which was to
be decisive. That day I had to go with them . . . The day
arrived and I met Curcio at the same place. bu� this time
I had a hidden microphone and the police cars were
ready to come in . . . I told Curcio I was ready to go. but I
had to take my car back to Turin. and they shouid pick
me up there . . . He left in his car, and I told the Carabinieri
that they could unleash the operation . . . I got there in time
to see the epilogue. There were five or six Carabinieri
cars. Curcio and Franceschini were arrested . . . I did not
escape to Switzerland, as has been said. I was in Turin. I
was hiding. naturally, but I went to the magistrates and
talked a lot, from 8: 00 p . m . to 6: 00 a . m . It was hard, but
.
there is nothing better than telling the truth.
Q : Who was arrested as a result 01 your action ?
A : Curcio, Franceschini. Lazagna. " and Levati . . . The
organization was hit at its brain . . .
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Who is Ge n e ra l Fig u e i re d o?
A profile of the 'm ystery m an ' who is Brazil 's next leader
The selection of General J oao Baptista Figueiredo as
the next ruler of Brazil is the most devastating set-back
suffered by Latin America 's prodevelopment forces this
year. The nomination of Figueiredo , currently head of
Brazil's National Intelligence S ervice (SNI) , was

B R AZ I L
announced by incumbent President E rnesto Geisel
during the first days of the year. His candidacy was
rubber-stamped by the ruling A R E N A Party ' s
convention i n late March . H e will b e elected president by
unelected electors in November, unless the military's
widespread repugnance to him and his policies gives rise
to a strong opposition candidacy.
Figueiredo is already seeking to reverse almost every
positive tendency that has emerged in Brazil during the
Geisel presidency. Geisel ' s policy of making Brazil an
industrial power through broad economic cooperation
with continental Europe and Japan will gradually be
abandoned. Figueiredo' s calculated attack on the
French Repub G c in a recent interview has already
provoked the postponenment of French President
Giscard's scheduled June visit to Brazil .
The future of plans for Brazil to obtain a complete
nuclear energy-cycle technology from West Germany is
threatened by Figueiredo' s announced preference for
agriculture over industry, for labor-intensive processes
over energy and capital-intensive m ethods . Geopolitical
expansionism is likely to stamp out incipient tendencies
for Brazil 's nationalist military and industrial elites to
think of Brazilian "greatnes s " in terms of technological
and social achievements.

F i g u e i redo Is N ot U n k n ow n
Virtually every periodical and intelligence source
covering Brazil maintains that Figueiredo' s policy
orientations cannot be predicted. Those who are
supposed to know recom mend withholding j udgment
until he is safely in the presidency. Such analyses are
occasionally made out of ignorance of the facts presented
in this report ; but, more frequently, they stem from a
conscious desire to suppress, until it is too late, the truth
of what is in store for Brazil a�d its neighbor.
Figueiredo is a " paper clip general , " comparable to
U . S . NATO Commander General Alexander Haig ; his
rapid rise to the command of the nation has been based

largely o n his control over the infamous SNI intelligence
apparat. Most of the Brazilian brass is resentful that the
future president has never had a troop command and is
as distant from the concerns of the b arracks as he is from
those of the civilian population.
Figueiredo ' s success is due in large part to his mentor,
the aging General Golbery do Couto e S ilva, who, it is
rumored, will be granted the Foreign Ministry as his
reward . Golbery is widely known and despised in
h i s p a n i c A m e r i c a for h i s formulation of the,
"Lebensra um " imperial theory of Brazilian "living
frontiers : " "National borders no longer have the
m eanings they had in the past, because they advance or
recede depending on the circum stances, and, having a
life of their own, exercise a natural pressure on weaker
economic and demographic frontiers . "
Golbery i s "the father of Brazilian geopolitics , " a
tropical elaboration on the geopolitical cant of British
E mpire theorist McKinder and related Fabian Society
circles . Yet, the Brazilian military faction which adheres
to his Atlanticist concepts is mistakenly called the "pro
American tendency - not because it coheres with actual
American interest, but because of its slavish adherence
to e minently anglophile currents in the U . S .
This clique was built around the officers who served
under ex-Deputy Director of the CIA General Vernon
Walters - then U . S . military attache in Brazil - and
U . S . Ambassador Lincoln Gordon to overthrow the
democratic government of President Joao Goulart.
Walters and Gordon brought this " C astelista" faction
into control of the Brazilian government in the post-coup
'
regime of Marshall Humberto Castello Branco ( 1 9 64-67) .
Figueiredo, then only a colonel , was given command of
the Rio section of the SNI which was being set up by
Golbery as the political polic e . In 1 966 he was transferred
to Sao Paulo to set up the repressive apparatus there.
D uring the ensuing years , his networks were responsible
for thousands of political arrests and the torture and
even assassination of opponents of the regime.
Figueiredo has also played a major role in the
" C astelista " clique ' s perpetual struggle to contain and
manipulate the much larger nationalist tendencies in the
military. He was deployed as chief of staff for the
powerful G eneral E m ilio Medici in 1 969, and stayed on as
Medici's controller during Medic i ' s 1 9 7 1 -74 presidency,
the most repressive period in Brazilian history.
Figueirdo then came to head the S N I , while Golbery
p ersonally maintained as tight a hold as possible on
President Geisel from a position comparable to Zbigniew
Brzezinski ' s National Security Advisor ro le in the
American White House.
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De i nd u strial izat i o n O n T h e Way
Figueiredo has told the press that " agriculture will
receive top priority" under his Administration, and that
Brazil ' s destiny is to become "the breadbasket of the
world . " But the drought now ravaging southern Brazil 
causing about $2 billion in export losses - should dispel
fantasies that unimproved agriculture can pump out
enough exports to even keep up with Brazil's gigantic
and rapidly expanding debt service.
There shouldn't be any expectation that Figueiredo' s
administration will give the agricultur!ll sector the
massive inj ections of credit needed for machinery and
chemical inputs to raise Brazilian yields per acre from
th6ir current abysmal levels . Rather, his "agricultural
priority" will be an excuse for cutting programmed
priority state-sector investments in nuclear energy,
steel, capital goods, and basic chemicals, investments
which have been the cornerstone of Geisel ' s economic
strategy.
In an interview in Folha de Sao Paulo, Figueiredo
offered to turn state-built industries over to private
hands , if any Brazilian interests could come up with
sufficient cash to buy them . He also recently condemned
the nationalist policies of bringing capital-intensive
industry into Brazil's arid poverty-stricken northeast. He
stated his preference for the "j ob-creating" slave-labor
schemes whi c h devastated the Amazon basin.
'; In fact, Figueiredo' s ' program clos'ely follows the
de industrialization policies recommended in the latest
World Bank report on Brazil (see Executive Intelligence
Review Vol. V. No. 9) .
In proportion to the slowdown of Brazilian industrial
growth, the Brazilian system - faced with debt service
alreadY passing $8 billion per year - will inevitably turn
to the self-cannibalistic gimmicks of squeezing out more
quick-cash exports from underfed local populations .
Roberto Campos , overseer of the notorious genocida f
"E conomic Miracle" of the 1 9 60s and- ' now Brazil's
Ambassador to Britain, baldly states that agricultural
expansion must precede any further industrialization of
Brazil. Campos is expected to be Figueiredo's Foreign
.
Minister, if Golbery does not want the post.
Although Figueiredo has never publicly c r iticized
Brazil's ambitious nuclear energy program , nu c lear
development for peaceful purposes will be a victim of his
overall deindustrialization strategy, which will slash
growth in electricity demand and make large amounts of
energy redundant. ,
Brazil's declining growth and mounting debt crunch
will make it difficult to obtain foreign loans . Figueiredo' s
offensive comments about France portend disruptions of
European efforts to aid Brazil. He has nowhere
evidenced the commitment to Brazilian scientific and
technological progress that would bring him to provide
necessary funding for the nuclear program during times
of escalating demands on the national budget. The
program will fall farther and farther behind and, as a
result, will become even more costly. This corresponds
to the U . S . National Security Council ' s strategy for
sabotaging Brazilian development through delays and
through encouraging local scientists to oppose the
program.
2
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Fore i g n Pol icy : War

_

If Figueiredo is not contained, Brazil could shift
radically from its present posture of discouraging
regional warfare among its Spanish Am erican
neighbors . Some geopoliticians suggest that under
Golbery's " living frontiers " doctrine. Brazil might
stimulate a second War of the Pa,cific between Chile,
'
Peru, and Bolivia ; rema i n neutral until all combatants
are exhausted ; and then simply annex Bolivia . U . S . State
D epartment circles admit that G uyana. Peru. and Boli
via are the most likely victims of a Brazilian reversion to
the interventionist policies which the "Castelista"
faction implemented in the U . S . -led 1 965 invasion of the
Dominican Republic .
,
Such expansionism is not only coherent w ith Golbery's
"living frontiers" ; it is also the inexorable logic of
Figueiredo's economic model, which will necessarily
drive Brazil beyond its own borders. Nazi style, - in search
of loot to maintain its debt position .
Under Geisel, Brazil's foreign policy opened up
friendly - and highly profitable - relations with Africa,
, the Middle East, and Eastern E urope. During Carter's
recent visit to Brazil , however, Brzezinski revived Henry
Kissinger' s " special relationship status " with Brazil to
play to the Castelistas' fantasies of achieving " Brazilian
greatness" as a loyal NATO ally. Brzezinski encouraged
the Brazilians to act as gendarmes against "Cuban
influence" in the Americas and Africa. ( see Executive
Intelligence R e vie w Vol. V, No. 1 4 ) .

"Dlstensao "

During the months in which Geisel was deciding whom
he would choose as his successor, the liberal media in
Brazil and abroad insistently described Figueiredo as
favoring " d e m ocratic refor m s " and therefore
acceptable to the "human right s " orientation of the
Carter regime. As can be seen from the attitudes
exhibited in his Folha do Sao Paulo interview,
Figueiredo' s much vaunted " democratization" process
will be a Fabian social engineering proj ect.
A liberalization scenario has been prepared by Gen.
Golbery under the guidance of Brzezinski's Trilat�ral
Commission partners Samuel P. Huntington and Richard
Gardner, the latter currently U . S . Ambassador to Italy.
Huntington has made several trips to Brazil to lecture
and consult on "political decompression" along the lines
of his Trilateral C o m m i s s io n the s i s on "The
Ungovernability of the Democracies . "
One American strategist with close ties to the Golbery
clique forsees a political reform inj ecting more
"pluralis m " into Brazilian politics . An elaborate
multiparty system of safe "opposition" parties will be
set up to diffuse the expected ups well of tensions as the
,economic system grinds down to harsher austerity
levels. The strategist commented : " The politicians will
be so involved with formin g ne w alliance s among
themselves that I don't expect them to have any
significant input into national policy before about 1983 . "
But Figueiredo' s strategy o f " p luralism " is not likely
to prevent an explosion of the trem endous social tensions
bottled up in the Brazilian s�stem . Whenever
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manipulation fails, the Castelista faction is fully
prepared to do what it did during the 1 968-70 political
explosion - throw Brazil under violent militarist
repression.
-Mark Sonnenblick

F i g u e i redo G i ves H i s V i ew
The following are excerpts from Gen. Figueiredo 's
debate-interview in the Sao Paulo daily, Folha, April 5:
On French Democracy
Look here, I have studied what you call French
democracy in depth. When they are threatened with
losing in a district, the president moves the district. They
take away a city from here, add it to another district
. . . . General de Gaulle created something called
Article 16, which establishes a state of siege that is much
worse and more arbitrary than our Institutional Act No. 5
. . . . You're not going to tell m e that the French system
isn't manipulative, because I ' ve studied the matter in
depth .
On The House of Lords
And what is wrong with appointing one-third of the
Senate? (This "reform was decreed last April to prevent
opposition from winning in November congressional ed . ) Doesn't the Queen of England appoint the entire
House of Lords, and aren't you always saying that
England is a democracy?
During the empire , didn 't the emperor appoint
everybody, and didn't everything work well for so long ?
(The Brazilian empire was a Rothschild front based on
slavery ; it crumbled under Republican pressure in 1 889
-ed . )
Brazilians Too Ignorant To Vote
Are you telling me the people are ready to vote ? .
How can Brazilians in many places in the northeast vote
well when they don 't even know about hygiene? The
other day, right here in Brasilia, I found a soldier from
Goias in the barracks who had never brushed his teeth,
and another one who had never used a bathtub . And then
you tell me the people are prepared to elect a president

. . . . I do not believe I am being elitist ; I am a realist.
On R epression
Q : You ha ve said tha t if A RENA loses in November. . .
A : What I said was that thing would be more difficult if
the MDB ( Brazilian Democratic Movement, the official
opposition party - ed.) won because. if it won. it would
not want to yield at all . And what I say is that we all have
to yield a little.
. . . Look here, if the MDB wins, in addition to this
thing about the constituent assembly. well . . . the
m ilitary is not ready for it. This is when things will blow
up . E ither I blow up with it. or I join forces w ith them and
we move toward a regim e which will be much worse than
this one.
On Public Opinion
Public opinion does not exist. You create it. If you want
to, you can change public opinion.
On La bor
Q : Are you in fa vor of free wage negotia tion between
businessmen and workers ?
A : I a m . Now you always need someone as an arbitrator.
because between a group of radical workers who only
want raises and a group of profiteers who don't want to
give any raises , you need the mediation of the Labor
Ministry.

T h e F re n c h Respo n d To ' K i n g ' F i g u e i redo
The Informa tion Director of the French Foreign
Ministry made the follo wing comm ents to newsmen
inquiring about the postponem en t of Giscard's visit to
Brazil follo wing Figueiredo 's insults to France. The
French official was quoted in 0 Estado de Sao Paulo,
April 22:
Officially, the French Governm ent did not react, since
it was a matter of declarations by a candidate . We think
they were from a very inexperienced person who was
mis informed. It is true that the candidate has already
been designated President, but he has not yet been
enthroned .

Israe l is Ta l k Wa r
Isra eli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan said tha t he
expects a new war. to erupt in the Middle East, in an
intervie w on Swedish television May 9. Asked if he feared
a new war, Dayan said:
" Yes, I do, even if it is not logical. There is a ' great risk
of a new war as long as the conflict continue s . One can
never tell when it will start, but j ust as in the case with
Lebanon som ething can happen. The Arab allies are
prepared and they are receiving great m ilitary
assistance. So there could very well be a new war.
"I think just now the greatest obstacle is that President
as-Sadat is unable to get other Arab leaders to cooperate
in his peace initiative . He will not have a separate peace.
That is why as-Sadat is very unwilling to continue the
peace talks . "
Dayan 's statement has heigh tened worries among
•

Middle East analysts tha t a renewed Mideast
conflagra tion is in the works. These perceptions were
backed up by comm ents made by Israeli Chief of Staff
Rafa el Eytan in an Israeli telt:vision interview on May
1 1 . In the interview, which is excerpted below, Eytan
provoca tively discarded Sada t 's peace o vertures as
insincere and stressed tha t the West Bank, Gaza Strip,
and the Golan Heights are vital to Israeli "security
needs " and can never be relinquished.
E ytan : " Basically, I think the basic intention of the
Arabs has not changed . Namely, to fight against the
S tate of Israel and remove it from the agenda. The basic
Arab intention has not changed in my opinion. Possibly
some members of the Arab world are trying different
ways to realize the same end . "
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Interviewer : "That i s , removing Israel from the
agenda? "
E ytan : "Yes . "
Interviewer : "Are you referring t o the political
negotiations ? "
Eytan : "I am referring to everything they do. Unless
they come up with a true declaration which says in effect
that the annihilation of the State of Israel has been
removed from the agenda and is no longer a short-term
or a long-term goal for them , they should be treated as
though they aspire to realize this goal . . . "
.

While several Israeli doves and the Labour Party
opposition criticized Eytan for overstepping the bounds
of military propriety by making political commen taries,
the provocative content of Eytan 's statements was not
even questioned by Israel's leaders. Defense Minister
Ezer Weizman rushed to Eytan 's defense, saying, "I do
not view his remarks as any irregularity. " A t the May 14
Cabinet m eeting, Israel's ministers voted to exonera te
Eytan in a tacit endorsem ent of his position .
Eytan 's exoneration was in terpreted by the Egyptian
press to m ean that Israel indeed is preparing for war.

We izman Bac ks Leba n o n I nvasion
Speaking before a n Israeli political convention on
May 1 7 , De fense Minister E zer Weizman announced that
if United Nations peacekeeping forces in southern
Lebanon do not follow Israel ' s dictate and crack down on
Palestinian military units , "We may have to step in and
say, 'Excuse me, God helps him who helps himself. ' "
Weizman coupled his threats with an announc e men t
the next day that Israel would erect six complete "urban
centers " in the West Bank. Analysts expect that the
announcement will be read in the Arab world as a move
to annex the area tantamount to a declaration of WAr.
According to the May 19 Jerusalem Post, the Israeli
government received an " angrily worded" S tate
.

Department protest against Weizman's West Bank
annexation scheme, charging that " if implemented, it
would torpedo all hopes for a Middle E ast peace
settlement. ' '
Weizman' s statements highlight the mood of growing
defiance of America in Israel in the wake of the Senate
ratification of the Carter Ad m inistration' s proposed
package sale of j et fighters to Israel, Saudi Arabia, and
E gypt. Immediately following the Senate approval,
Weizman issued a veiled warning : "We hope we won' t
have t o fight these planes i n t h e air . "
On May 2 1 , the Israeli Cabinet met and issued a
statement " deploring" the arms sale to the Saudis ,
warning that Israel is con s idering c utting its dependence
on the U . S . a rid is preparing to proiluce its own
sophisticated j et fighter, the Aryeh. The Cabinet refused
to discuss suggestions by U . S . Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance for surmounting the West Bank imp as se, but
concentrated instead on U . S . " abandonment" of Israel to
stir up anti-U . S . sentiment and prepare the country for
war.
Israelis Activate Shi 'ites

The war talk emanating from Israel puts into bold
relief the recent announcement by Israel that all troops
currently in southern Lebanon will be withdrawn on June
13.
The Israeli government's announcement coincides
with the activation by Israeli intelligence, in concert with
the avowedly fascist Christian forces in Lebanon, of
reactionary Shi' ite Moslems against the Palestinian.
Aided by Israeli and British intelligence, Major Saad
Haddad, leader of the Christian forces and confidante of
Dayan, Weizman, and Christian warlord Clmille
L
Chamoun, is reportedly organizing the Shi' ites into
m ilitias to replace the Israelis after their departure next
month .
.

_

-Nancy Parsons

An Israe l i 'Oi l E m ba rg o ' ?
Previewing the "ne w stra tegic considera tions "
being discussed in Israel follo wing th e arms sale
ratifica tion, the May 19 Jerusalem Post fea tured an
article by Yossi Goell calling for "the destruction of
Sa udi oilfields " in the event of a n e w war:

Paradoxical and disheartening as it may sound, this
week ' s approval of the plane sales package by the U . S .
Senate may well b e the death blow t o any Egyptian
Israeli peace agreement in the i m m ediate future .
. . . America's new com mitment to sell Saudi
Arabia 60 F -1 5s pales into relative insignificance when
compared with America's quiet building of a major
military infrastructure for Saudi Arabia.
Now, following the American decision to turn Saudi
Arabia into a linchpin of the Arab "E astern Front, " it
should be clear that Israel cannot and will not
relinquish the air bases at Rafiah , E ilat and Sharm el
Sheikh, and the naval base at Sharm .
These bases, and especially the ones at Eilat and
Sharm , will become paramount in D efense Minister
Weizman' s strategy to counter the new fact of Saudi
air power.
4
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How Mr. Sadat will react to this is hard to guess .
What should b e clear, however, i s that Israel now will
not yield on these bases even if it means the final
collapse of the talks with Sadat.
Furthermore, it should be equally clear that Israel
will have to begin thinking of Saudi Arabia in terms of
a major enemy.
In the past, a Saudi m ilitary presence was
considered marginal. In planning reactions to possible
future attacks , the need to bring the war into Saudi
Arabia - including the destruction of its oil fields will now have to play a central role .
This may sound like empty bombast a t first blush.
American military studies point to the unfeasibility of
a military takeover of Arab oil fields in case of a
renewed Arab oil boycott.
But the problem for Israel is not taking over Arab oil
fields , but destroying them, if need be, and that is
definitely within Israel ' s military capability. .
. . . It is often forgotten in the panic-stricken West
that not j ust the Arabs can deny oil to its thirsty
economies ;
I s r a e l c a n b r i n g about s i m ilar
di§ruptions .
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